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INTRODIJCTION.

The attention of tho educated classes in the religious bodies

in the United Kingdom and the American States, has, within

the few last years, been considerably engaged on the contents

of a book, entitled, in the English Edition, " Essays and

Reviews;" and in the American, "Recent Enquiries in

Theology.'* It contains seven Essays and Reviews, by the

same number of separate English writers ; some of them hold-

ing rather high clerical and University situations. The titles

of the works and tho subjects on which they severally treat, are

nominally different, but the plainly apparent tendency, if not

design, of every one of them is, to depreciate the authority of

the Sacred Scriptures, and to substitute, in part or the whole,

some other standard and guide, for religious belief and prac

tice. In all of them the inspiration and truth of the Scrip-"

tures are impugned and denied, to a greater or lesser extent.

It is true, that some of the writers have proceeded further

^han the others in this profane course, but the writings, as a

w 'ole, may justly be described to be of an infidel character,

wi-h reference to many of the most fundamental truths con-

tained in the inspired records. The differences in the writ

ings, in relation to such truths, are chiefly those of different

degrees of reckless and false assertion, and presumptuous

profanity. Probably this may, to some, appear to be strongcx

language than needful, but this Reviewer, after having very

attentively read and examined the Works throughout, feel9

fully warranted in using it. The plain facts and announce-

ments of the Sacred Oracles, as well as from other sources,

'»



VI.

given in the following reviews, will, it is thought, sufficiently

show, that those Works are all of the anti-Scriptural and

profane character already intimated. Notwithstanding the

literary standing of the Authors, and the Ecclesiastical and

Collegiate positions of some of them, it will, on perusal, of the

writings, be evident to every genuine and intelligent Chris-

tian, though but moderately acquainted wlLh Scriptural truth,

and the facts of history, that they contain so many positions

and statements in direct opposition to that truth ; so many

manifest errors and falsities, both as to sacred and secular his-

tory ; 30 many groundless assumptions, and mere suppositions

;

so much dogmatic assertion without any proof, and such false,

shallow, and fallacious reasoning, that notwithstanding all the

parade, or rather affectation of knowledge, by these Essayists,

it is no very difficult task to expose and refute their infidel

productions. Without pretending, therefore, to any high de-

gree of discernment or knowledge, the author of the following

reviews of those writings has, from a sense of Christian duty,

made his remarks and animadversions upon them with what

be believes be a justifiable and appropriate freedom.
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ANSWER TO No. 1 .

"ESSAYS AND EEVIEWS."

The first number of these writings, and which will here 1 e

examined and answered, is under the title of "The Educa-

tion of the World.'' The Author is Frederick Temple,

D. D. ; a Chaplain in Ordinary to the Queen and to one of

the nobility, and also Head Master of Rugby School, one of

the Seminaries for preparing young men for the Colleges

—

all which may well be regretted. :;^(' ,

In this Essay the writer has put forth and endeavored to

carry out the merely fictitious or fanciful idea of an analogy

or corresponding likeness between the intellectual advance of

an individual, from childhood through all the subsequent

stages of his life, and the progress of the race at large from

ignorance and barbarism, to the highest attainments and im-

provement i . fl . v- • •

At page 3 of the American edition of the book containing

these " Essays and Reviews," Dr. Temple introduces his

theory or analogy in the following terms: "We may expect

to find in the history of man, each successive age incorporat-

ing into itself the substance of the preceding. This power,

whereby the present ever gathers into itself the results of the

past, transforms the human race into a colossal man, whose

life reaches from the Creation to the Day of Judgment.



The successive generations of men are days in this man's life.

The discoveries and inventions which characterize the dif-

ferent epochs of the world's history are his works. The creed?

and doctrines, the opinions and principles of the successive

ages, are his thoughts. The state of society, at different

times, are his manners. He grows in knowledge, in self-

control, in visible size, just as we do, and his education is in

the same way, and for the same reason, precisely similar to

j>
ours.

However plausible this supposed analogy may at first

appear, yet, when brought to the test of facts and expe-

rience, it will be found to be quite erroneous, and merely

fanciful ; both as regards continuous intellectual advancement

and knowledge, and progressive religious and moral improve-

ment. The truth is, that in the real history of our race there

have been, in all these particulars, many and varied altera-

tions of light and of darkness, or of progress and retrogres-

sion. In reference to secular knowledge, there have been

several periods during which many descriptions of such know-

ledge have experienced a decline more or less extensive, in

the most civilized and intellectual nations. As one instance

of the kind, may be mentioned the very great decline of

nearly all such knowledge throughout the world during the

very long period of nearly 800 years—from about the se-

venth to the fifteenth Christian century. This period has, by

almost universal consent, been emphatically denominated the

Dark Ages j and we know, as well from common as ecclesias-

tical history, that they have justly borne that name, both as

to science and learning generally, and as to true religion and

moralf. Here, therefore, was, comparatively, rather a large

portion of the age of the colossal man, during which, if the

expression may be used, he fell into a deep and protracted

consumption, and became more and more reduced in size and

character—was rather growing downward than upward as to

:='«^^
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all the intellectual and other particulars which have just been

referred to. This is not the ease with the individual, as to

intellect, in the adyance from infancy to manhood, so that

«ven as to continuous intellectual advancement and secular

knowledge the asserted analogy does not hold good. But

the error of the analogy is the greater when applied, as the

Essayist has employed it, with reference to religious faith and

conduct. The great fundamental doctrines, and moral pre.

cepts of religion, contained in the Sacred Scriptures, both of

the Old and the New Testament, have ever been the same,

and equally binding under both dispensations of revealed

Truth. The love, worship and service of God, and obedience

to all His commands—the love of our fellow-beings, the prin-

ciples and duties of integrity and honesty, justice and truth-

fulness, mercy and benevolence, forgiveness of injuries, chas-

tity, temperance, zealous activity in doing good, and indeed

all other virtuous principles, dispositions and conduct—were

as plainly and imperatively commanded under the Old Testa-

ment dispensation as they are under the New, and with the

like plain intimations and reasons for their fulfilment under

the one code of revelation as under the other.

In treating of the analogy advanced, the writer, after stat-

ing that the training from childhood onward has three stages,

goes on to say at p. 5 :
** First come rules, then examples,

then principles. First comes the law, then the Son of Man,

then the gift of the Spirit. The world was once a child,

under tutors and governors, until the time appointed by the

Father ; then, when the fit season had arrived, the example,

to which all ages should turn, was sent to teach men what

they ought to be ; then the human race was left to itself, to

be guided by the teaching of the Spirit within."

By this Spirit he means conscience, as will be seen in a

subsequent extract. Remarks on the two last stages of our

race, mentioned in the passage just cited will be appropriately

i^fl
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reserved for introduction at subsequent pages, where other

passages on the same stages or topics will be set out and

commented on. It may here, however, be merely observed

that as to the two last stages in this system of training and

teaching for the colossal man there is not a word about any

Divinely-revealed rules or precepts for his religious and

moral instruction and observance.

P. 10 :
'• Sometimes, as in the opening of Isaiah, the Cere-

monial Sacrifices are condemned for the sins of those who

offered them."

Here the writer is at fault, and has quite misapprehended

the Divine declarations as to the Sacrifices offered under that

legal dispensation. The Sacrifices were not condemned be-

cause of the sins of those who offered them ; but the people

themselves were condemned, because, though observing the

commands as to this Ceremonial and typical institution, they

were habitually guilty of violating the great moral obligations

and duties, which by the same Divine authority they were

required to fulfil, and which, comparatively, were of far

greater importance than those Sacrificial offerings. (See

Isaiah i. 11, It), 17.) According, as the Saviour afterwards

said to them, they should have ** done the one, and not have

left the other undone." '
-' *.i.

P. 11 : "In the time of our Lord the Sadducees had lost

all depth of spiritual feeling ; while the Pharisees had suc-

ceeded in converting the Mosaic system into so mischievous

an idolatry of forms, that St. Paul does not hesitate to call it

the ' strength of sin.' But in spite of this, it is, nevertheless,

clear, that even the Pharisaic teaching contained elements of

a more spiritual religion than the original Mosaic system."

Here are several assertions which are not only quite erro-

ijeous, but the last one, not merely untrue, but even bordering

on profanity. Let us examine them separately. He has not

said or intimated whether it was the ceremonial or moral



law of the Mosaic system, which the Pharisees had converted

into "an idolatry of forms." If he meant the former, the

answer is, that he has misapprehended and misapplied the

saying of the Apostle, that " the strength of sin is the law."

He thereby certainly meant the moral law of that system.

If it is this law that the writer meant, then he may be answer-

ed, that no doctrines or conduct of the Pharisees, or any

others, either could, or did, alter, in the least, the essential

nature and character of that moral code. It ever continued

the same, always equally binding, and from the first, in its

extensive obligatory power and authority, and absolute and

spiritual requirements, it constituted the strength of sin, when

brought to bear on the conscience. Many passages of Scrip-

tures show that the extensive and strict requirements of this

law, when spiritually applied to the conscience, cause the

sinner to see and feel his guilt for his numerous violations of

that law, and also his utter inability, of himself, to fulfil it ; ,

and thus when duly enlightened he is compelled to flee for

pardon and peace to the Gospel remedy of faith in the atone-

ment of Christ. The assertion of the writer in the above

extracts that *' the Pharisaic teaching contained elements of a

more spiritual religion than the original Mosaic system," is

profanely untrue, as already remarked. Where is that spi-

ritual teaching of the Pharisees to be found ? Certainly not

in the Scriptures, nor indeed in any other quarter. The only

and infallible information we have concerning them and their

teaching^ is from our Lord himself, who declared of them,

that they " bound heavy burdens, and grievous to be borne,

and laid them on men's shoulders," but they themselves

*' would not touch them with one of their fingers ;
" that they

*' set aside the law of God and made it void " by their own
^' traditions ;

" that they " compassed sea and land to make

one proselyte, and made him two-fold more the child of hell

"

.than themselves J that thej " shut up the kingdom of Heavea

v\
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against men, and neither entered themselves, or suffered

others who were entering to go in ;
" that they were " blind

guides," " fools and blind," " straining at a knat and swal-

lowing a camel
; " " making clean the outside of the cup and

platter, while the inside was full of all extortion and ex-

cess; " ** devouring widows' houses : and for a pretence mak-

ing long pr-tyers." For these and other sins and wicked-

ness, and false teachings, which He charged upon them, He •

repeatedly pronounced against them the most awful condem-

nation and woes. Where, then, it may be asked, are the

elements of spiritual religion, in such teaching, or spirituality

in such blind and Pharisaic teachers. From his own charac-

ter of them, their making " an idolatry of forms," it is per-

fectly clear that their teachings must have been void of all

spirituality. Yet this professor of our Divine religion, and a

Doctor of Divinity, has the hardihood to say that the *' Pha-

risaic teaching contained elements of a more spiritual religion

than the original Mosaic system." This system, we know,

in all its parts and particulars, was devised and given by the

Great Jehovah Himself; and to show the large measure of

spirituality embodied in it, the following commands need only

be cited, from among many others which it contained, of a

similar character :
" Thou shalt love the Lord thy God, with

all thy heart, and with all thy soul, and with all thy might ;
"

*' Thou shalt worship the Lord thy God, and Him only shalt

thou serve; " "Be ye holy, for 1, the Lord your God, am
holy ;

" " Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself."—Deut.

vi., Levit. xix. Surely there is most sublime and refined

spirituality in these commands of that holy system. They

reach and sound the lowest depths of the human heart and

soul. Yet this is the system, so divinely devised and reveal-

ed, which this Essayist has presumed to place, in contrast,

below that blind, profane and hypocritical Pharisaic teaching.

In so doing, he has justly exposed himself to the severe



censure of every truly religious character. At page 15 he

makes, to say the least of it, this strange and absurd asser-

tion,
—''We know the other world, and can only know it, by

analogy from our own experience."

How either an individual, or the writer's colossal man, can

truly know the other, or future world, from any such analogy,

it must seem, to any reasonable mind, almost impossible even

to imagine. Some speoilation might indeed be formed of

the selfishness, sin, and misery of the bad region of that

world, from what has always been passing here below; but

as to tlic holiness and happiness of the glorified state in that

world, it is no better than an absurd flight of imagination to

say that they can be analogically known by our experience

here. Yet he possitively asserts that we do really know that

other world by that analogy. And he further declares, that

only in that way can we know it. He keeps entirely out of

sight, and altogether ignores, all divine revelation concerning

that world. Yet the truth is, as none can rationally deny,

that in no age of our world have any, among all the genera-

tions of men, been able to discover or know, nor could they

possibly ascertain anything aright concerning the other world,

except from the Divine revelation contained in the Sacred

Scriptures. It is true that these, though they contain sufii-

cient information, yet convey but general, or comparatively

partial knowledge, concerning that future and eternal world.

But we have no true knowledge concerning it from any other

source.

Page 16 :
** The poetical gods of Greece, and the legend-

ary gods of Rome, the animal worship of Egypt, the sun

worship of the East, all accompanied by systems of law and

civil government, springing from the same sources as them-

selves,—namely,—the character and temper of the several

nations were the means of educating these people to similar

purposes in the economy of Providence to that for which the

JSebrews were destined."

rij
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The position here advanced is altogether incorrect and

groundless, and may even be charged with impiety. No
part of the Divine economy was so arranged as to employ, or

make, the poetical gods, and other idolatrous objects he has

mentioned, the means of educating those heathen, for the

purpose he has mentioned. The Hebrew people were divine-

ly and specially chosen for the worship and service of the

true God, and to preserve the knowledge and practice of the

true religion, for the benefit of all other natioPiS, through all

succeeding time. For these purposes a divinely revealed

system of religion was given to them. Of all the rest of

mankind, who possessed no such written revelation, it is de-

clared in Scripture, " that which may be known of God is

manifest in them, for God hath shewed it unto them ;" and

that "when they knew God," from his visible works, "they

glorified him not as God, neither were they thankful, but be-

came vain in their imaginations ;" and '* changed the glory of

the incorruptible God, into an image made like to corruptible

man, and to birds, and four-footed beasts, and creeping

things, and changed the truth of God into a lie, and worship-

ped and served the creature more than the Creator." And
** for this cause God gave them up unto vile affections," and

to " a reprobate mind." All this, with the detailed descrip-

tions of their profanity, and their debased wickedness, and

abominations of every kind, are given in Eomans, chap. 1,

and in other parts of Sacred Scripture. How, then, was it

possible that such systems of debased and debasing idolatry,

and such corresponding wickedness and abominations in prac-

tice, could be the means of educating the nations who were

so involved in them, to the same purpose as that to which

the Hebrews were destined, namely,— to preserve in the

earth the knowledge and worship, and service of the true

God? Such false and abominable systems had the manifest

tendency and effect of carrying them with a rapid progression
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still further away from any such knowledge and worship, and

of involving them, more and more deeply, in those idolatrous

systems ; and in their consequent and invariably attendant

depravity of spirit and principle, and of iniquities and abomi-

nations in conduct. It may, therefore, bo repeated, that it

was no part of the economy of the Providence of the holy

and true God, to employ such idolatry and wickedness, to

effect his gracious purposes towards any part of mankind.

After mercifully and forbearingly affording those guilty na-

tions many checks and chastisements, and means for their

reformation, without any beneficial result, He suffered them,

as scripturally declared, to '• walk in their own ways."

At p. 19, in further treating of his supposed season of the

childhood of our race, he says,
— ** It is true that the life and

power of all morality whatever, will always be drawn from

the New Testament
;
yet it is in the history of Rome, rather

than in the Bible, that we find our models and precepts of

political duty, and especially of the duty of patriotism, St.

Paul bids us to ' follow whatsoever things are lovely, whatso-

ever things are of good report.' But, except through such

general appeals to natural feeling, it would be difficult to

prove from the New Testament that cowardice was not only

disgraceful but sinful, and that love of our country was an

exalted duty of humanity. That lesson our consciences have

learnt from the teaching of ancient Home."

Here, again, notwithstanding his introductory general enco]

mium as to New Testament morality, he is found immediately

proceeding, most inconsistently and untruly, to the use of

language tending to disparage and depreciate that sacred

revelation. It is true, there are not in the New Testament

Scriptures any encouragement or sanction afforded to wars

and sanguinary strifes, or violence of any description. The

principles and precepts of that benign revelation, given to

effect the present and eternal happiness of our race, breathe

^ "'I
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find inculcate a spirit of love, of peace, and good will among

and discountenance and condemn every feeling andmen

I

action of a contrary character. But that sacred revelation

does, in the most pointed and for«ible manner, condemn all

cowardice or indifference in regard to the avowal and promo-

tion of truth and righteousness; and enjoins boldness and

zealous activity in every mode in which those heavenly princi-

ples and virtues can be exhibited ; and a patient and faithful

endurance of every persecution and suffering to which such

courageous faithfulness may give rise. The christian religion

enjoins on its professors, '* to quit themselves like men and

be strong ;"—" not to be overcome of evil
;"—to go " with-

out the camp, bearing the reproach of Christ;"—to "take

the prophets for an example of suffering affliction and of

patience;"—to "endure hardness as good soldiers of JesuB

Christ;" and oven to "rejoice in tribulation," and where

they were made^partakers of Christ's sufferings."

These passages alone are quite sufficient to refute an old

infidel slander against Christianity, which is here again put

forth by this writer, under the depreciating language that

" it would be difficult to prove from the New Testament that

cowardice was not only disgraceful but sinful." He knew

perfectly, that in accordance with the Scriptural exhortations

and injunctions to courage, activity and endurance in the

cause of truth, never throughout the history of our race, were

there seen such magnanimous instances of boldness and pa-

tient endurance of the most tormenting agonies, as were ex-

hibited by the early professors of Christianity, both male and

female, and, in some instances, even by children, and the

same in many later ages of the Church, and in different lands.

The other defamatory insinuation, or rather charge, of the

defect of the New Testament teaching, as to love of country,

can be refuted with equal readiness and certainty. Patri-

otism, or love of country, does not consist in a weak or
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childish attachment merely to hills and vales, rivers and

groves, and other objects of natural scenery. It consists in

warm benevolence towards the people of our native or adopted

country, prompting and producing zealous and active efforts

for their real welfare and happiness. Accordingly, the Di-

vine and compassionate Saviour wept over the capital of the

country of his human birth, in view of the sufferings which

He knew would befall its inhabitants, from their rejection of

His mission of mercy. Even after they had treated Him
with the utmost scorn and indignity, and put Him to a most

cruel and reproachful death, in giving instructions to His

Apostles for declaring His truth, they were commanded to

begin at Jerusalem. They boldly and affectionately compli-

ed, and though constantly exposed to bonds, stripes, and

martyrdom, continued to hold forth to His murderers the of-

fers of His mercy and forgiveness. Though repeatedly driven

away by fierce and violent persecutions and sufferings, they

still persevered in returning to the murderous city, making

the same overtures of pardon and reconciliation. In like

manner they, and the other Christian teachers, persevered

in the same truly patriotic and gracious efforts, in every pa.t

of the countries of their nativity, or to which they respectively

belonged. ^ '

The zealous and affectionate Paul, an Hebrew of the He-

brews, in the fervor of his patriotic and benevolent spirit,

declared, " My heart's desire and prayer to God for Israel

is, that they might be saved

;

" and again, ** I have great

heaviness and continual sorrow in my heart, for I could wish

that myself were accursed from Christ, for my brethren, ir.y

kinsmen, according to the flesh." He clung to Jerusalem,

offering his people the pardon and salvation of the Gospel,

until, as it were, driven away by the word of his Lord, tell-

ing him, " they will not receive thy testimony concerning me,

depart, for I will send thee far hence unto the Gentiles."

Vi
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Even after this he returned to Jerusalem, bringing ahns and

offuringg to hia nation, on which occasion, as wo know, hia

opposing countrymen conspired and endeavored to take his

life, while laboring to promote their highest interests.

And, yet, with all this, and other evidence, before this

Clerical Essayist, he has the cool presumption to say that

*'
it would be difficult to prove from the New Testament that

love of our country was an exalted duty of humanity." It

seems that no accumulation of evidence will satisfy him on

the point. Ho resists all in support of his irreligious and

speculative design of exalting mere native reason and self-

education, as primary elements for the religious and moral

instruction and guidance of the human race, or colossal man,

thus depreciating and disparaging Divine revelation, as a pa-

ramount or efficient authority for effecting those essential and

excellent purposes. His further remark, of the same depre-

ciating character, that " it is in the history of Home, rather

than in the Bible, that we find our models and precepts of

political duty," can at once be triumphantly refuted. To

show its untruthfulness, reference need only bo made to the

numerous Scriptural commands to be subject and obedient to

the higher and *' ruling powers " whoever they are, to *• obey

magistrates," to " pay tribute to whom tribute is due, custom

to whom custom, fear to whom fear, honor to whom honor;
"

to avoid ** sedition," to lead "quiet and peaceable lives,"

and to make '* prayers and intercessions for kings and all in

authority." Even when the Jews were captives in Babylon,

they were Divinely commanded to *' seek the peace of the

city," and to " pray to the Lord " for it. In the Old Testa-

ment Scriptures are numerous exalted models and precepts

for the fulfilment of political duty. From among such emi-

nent models may be mentioned Moses, Joshua, and Caleb,

Samuel, Ezra, Neheml a, and Daniel. With all these Bible

precepts and models for the performance of political duty
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known to this vrriter, it is strange and painful to find him,

u Minister of religion, and in an Evangelical Church, deny-

ing, or endeavoring to depreciate the touching of Divine reve-

lation on that important subject.

At page 32 he writes: "The New Tostament h almost

entirely occupied with two lives—the 1 *b of our liord and the

life of the Early Church. Among the Epintles there are but

two, which seem, even at first sight, to be treatises for the fu-

ture, instead of lessons for the time—the Epistle to the Ro-

mans and the Epistle to the Hebrews ; but even these, when

closely examined, appear like the rest to be no more than the

fruit of the current history. That Early Church does not

give us precepts, but an example. She says, ' lio ye fol-

lowers of me as I also am of Christ.'
"

These passages are contained under the second stage of the

education of the writer's colossal man, the stage of Example.

There is, in this extract, a design, or tendency, still further

to limit the instruction and authority of the New Testament

revelation, more especially the preceptive parts of it. He
commences with personifying, as it were, the early Church,

under the idea of an individual life. Accepting, for the

time, this supposition, and viewing the early Church in this

personal form, according to his own shewing, her life and her

authority are only to be found in these New Testament Scrip-

tures, of which the Epistles form so large a portion. Admit-

ting, then, we say, that the Scriptures are the Church, or if

he pleases, her personal voice, how untrue is the assertion,

that she does not give us precepts, but merely an example,

in only this one exhortation, or saying, " Be ye followers of

me as I also am of Christ." We know that this is the ex-

hortation, or rather command, of one of the Apostles, in an

Epistle to a particular Church, though it was, and is appli-

cable and authoritative for all. But let it be considered as

the voice of the Church, in her supposed personal and epistol-

i,S:
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ary character ; and looking through the several Epistles she

has written, we find that she has also given there a vast num-

ber of precepts suited and applied to all the varied stations

and relations of human life, and applicable to all succeeding

ages of the world. Yet this Essayist has the presumptuous

impiety to say that this church, so personified and exhibited

to us in the New Testament Scriptures, has merely given us

an example in the ore exhortation or precept already men-

tioned. All this figurative language, it is but too apparent,

is insidiously intended, to further the purpose of setting

aside, or weakening the preceptive authority of the New Tes-

tament Scriptures; and of suppoiiing and furthering the

fanciful theory of the self-education of the colossal man,

merely by natural reason and conscience. Indeed, once for

a'l, it may justly be said, that throughout this educating

Issay of Dr. Temple's, as well as all the others which com-

pose the infidel volume, there is the manifest design to super-

sede, or greatly reduce and limit, the teaching and authority

of the Sacred Scriptures, with reference to the present age.

Even, according to this Essayist's own fanciful suppositions

and premises, in the passages here commented on, if we are

bound in this day to receive and obey that one Epistolary

precept of the Early Church to follow her example, surely we

are eq-ially required to obey all the other precepts she has

given us in her several Epistles.

There is in the foregoing extract a further untrue and even

worse assertion of this Essayist, which must be here exposed

and refuted. He says, concerning the Epistles ** there are

but two which seem, even at first sight, to be treatises for

the future, instead of lessons for the time." He, first, how-

ever, seems willing to except the Epistle to the Romans, and

the one to the Hebrews, but, as it would seem, on a second,

and more perverted thought, he rather includes these also, as

being no more than " the fruit of current history," and of
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the same merely temporary charactei' and authority. As an

answer to this presumptuous insinuation^ or opinion, it would

indeed be sufficient to refer to what he has said in the subse-

quent part of the extract, as to the Early Church speaking to

us (that is, to the human race, in every age) and saying,

"Be ye followers of me," &c. And where does she say

this? In one of her Epistles, all of which she has cg lally

given for our instruction and obedient observance. If he

takes one of her Epistolary precepts, as now authoritative and

obligatory, he is, by a sameness of reasoning, bound to re-

ceive the whole of them, particularly as he has so personified

the Early Church, and represented her as exhibited and

speaking to us in the New Testament Scriptures. But we

have very far higher evidence, and a much stronger argu-

ment, on this point, in answer to the writer. Our Lord gave

to His Apostles this command—" Go ye into all the world

and preach the Gospel to every creature," and saying, fur-

ther, " teaching them to observe all things whatsoever I have

commanded you ; and lo ! I am with you alway, even unto

the end of the world." He continued with them for forty

days, after his resurrection, speaking of the things concerning

the kingdom of God ; and when about finally to depart from

the world He said to them, " Ye shall be witnesses unto me,

unto the uttermost parts of the earth." The Apostles could

not live to the end of time, and be personal witnesses for

Him "unto the uttermost parts of the earth." The only

mode, therefore, in which they could effectually be such

teachers and witnesses, to the uttermost parts of the earth,

and "the end of time" was by their inspired writings, for

the instruction and guidance of all, regarding the faith and

practice of our Divine Christianity. Our God and Saviour,

in His grace and mercy, has, through the instrumentality of

His inspired Apostles and servants, given us these sacred

writings, which, both as to doctrines and the numerous pre-
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cepts, are applicable and obligatory through all ages, and as

to all the relations and circumstances of life. They were re-

ceived and held by that Early Church as inspired and autho-

ritative writings, and the Christian Churches since, through

their whole duration and history, of eighteen hundred years,

have acknowledged them as of Divine authority, and as given

for their instruction and obedient observance. Yet, now, in

this Nineteenth Century of such ackiowledgment and con-

tinued use of these inspired Epistles for such instruction and

guidance, this unbelieving Essayist, a Minister of this reveal-

ed Christianity, comes forth and tells us, in effect, that the

whole of the Churches, throughout all those ages, have been

in utter ignorance and error, as to the duration of the

authority of these sacred writings, and that the whole of

the preceptive parts of them, were only, ** lessons for the

time," of temporary application and authority, and merely

" the fruit of current history." The presumption and impiety

of these assertions are about equal. Why did he not include

the doctrinal parts of the Epistles in this limitation of their

authority ? To these parts of them he takes no exception.

Surely, if the doctrinal portions of them are of enduring

authority, even on the ground of reason alone, we are bound

to conclude that the preceptive portions are equally so.

On page 34, contrary to what he had just before said, as

to taking the example of the Early Church, rather than her

precepts, he writes, that we are not to be " servile copyists

of her practices," and says, " we are not to make every sup-

per a Sacrament, because the early Christians did so." It is

strange that he should have made such an unfounded and

absurd assertion. They did not make every supper a Sacra-

ment. They observed this Sacred Ordinance on the Lord's

day,—the first day of the week,—but they ate suppers as

ordinary meals, on the other six days ; and often, as com-

manded, practised hospitality one to another, at such meals.

•-'«*,
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Pago 35. "Homo, and the Early Church, disliked each

other, yet that dislike makes little impression on us, now.

We never identify the Rome of our admiration, with the Rome

that persecuted the Christian, partly, indeed, because the

Rome that we admire was almost gone before the Church

was founded."

He may be asked, was the Rome he admires, and elsewhere

mentions, as one of the Providential means for training the

colossal man,—the Rome of the time of Marius, or of Sylla,

of Pompey and CsBsar, or of Augustus or Tiberius,

—

better in morals, humanity, civilization, or in any other

particulars than the Rome of the time of Trajan and Pliny,

by whom the Christians were so long, and so cruelly

persecuted ? In all those previous periods, just mentioned,

the Rome admired by the writer, was in all the particulars

named above, no better, but rather inferior to the Rome

of the times of Trajan, Marcus Antoninus, Severus, Va-

lerian, and others, including Julian, all of whom fiercely

persecuted the Christians. Who that is not partially blind-

ed by infidelity, or prejudice, can doubt, that if Christianity

had appeared at the admired Rome^ of the time of Marius,

or Sylla, of Caesar or Augustus, or Tiberius, it would have

been persecuted with equal virulence and cruelty, as it

was in the later periods, already mentioned, and especially,

as it was so persecuted by Trajan and Pliny, and Marcus

Antoninus, falsely described by some, as humane and amiable

characters.

Page 35. ** The spirit, or conscience, comes to full

strength, and assumes the throne intended for him in the soul.

As an accredited Judge, invested with full power, he sits in

the tribunal of our inner kingdom, decides on the past, and

legislates upon the future, without appeal, except to himself.

He decides, not by what is beautiful, or noble, but by what

is right. Gradually he frames his code of laws, revising,

2
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adding, abrogating, as a wrider and deeper experience gives

him clearer light. He is the third great Teacher, and tho

last."

In several succeeding pages, the wnter argues out, in

his own imaginative, and metaphysical way, these fanciful,

irreligious, and absurd dogmas, by supposing that the colos-

eal man, in order to form right and sound opinions, calls to

his aid, and consults and employs the means and appliances

of *' Reflection, Experience,—principles supplied by books,

—

disentangling his own thoughts,—distinguishing and discrimi-

nating, so as to know the limits of his own powers, moral and

intellectual, acquiring a knowledge of himself and others, by

his, and their mistakes,—^by contradiction, and by collission

with society." But, in the specification of all llhe numerous

means for establishing his principles, framing his judgments,

or securing his intellectual, religious, and moral growth and

improvement, there is not a word, or the slightest intimation,

as to any resort to the Scriptures of Truth, for infoimation or

assistance. We know, that in every age, even the most in-

tellectual, civilized and refined, this colossal man, so admired

by the writer, after all the training, and merely self-education

he has undergone, has, invariably, on very many subjects,

had a very perverted and blind conscience. He has '* called

evil, good, and good, evil,"—indulged in wars and bloodshed,

—^been guilty of enslaving others, and practised various forms

of impiety and inhumanity, of injustice and unrighteousness,

without seeming to know, or at all admitting that ho was in

the least blameable. He has been like very many individu-

als in Christian lands, who, though attending on religious

means, yet when admonished or advised regarding their utter-

ance of profane expressions, or untruthful, or defamatory

statements, or committing offensive, or otherwise wrong ac-

tions, will say, that their consciences do not accuse them of

having said or done anything evil or improper. So, it ha»
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e gives ever been with this self-educated^colossal man. Natural

conscience never has been a sufl&cient instructor and guide,

06 to religious and moral principles and conduct.

Page 43. In censuring persons for " elevating thoughts

which are not right, into canons of faith, for all men," ho says,

— *' This blindness is, of course, wrong; but, in reUlity it is

a blindness of the same kind as that with which the Hebrews

clung to their law ;—a blindness provided for them, in mercy,

to save their intellects from leading them into mischief."

This last remark is profanely untrue. A God of infinite

wisdom and goodness would not, and did not impose any such

blindness.upon his intellectual creatures. He neither provid-

ed or imposed any such blindness on the Hebrews, in regard

to the luws He gave them. They did not cling to their

laws, but were continually disobeying them ; both those of a

ceremonial, and those of a inoral nature, which was their sin

and shame ; and brought seyere chastisements upon them.

They very frequently neglected and disobeyed their ceremo-

nial laws, and were constantly violating those of a moral cha-

racter. Through their idolatry, unbelief, and disobedience,

they were at length left to a spirit of slumber or blindness, as

to the design and meanino; of their ceremonial ordinances.

From their own fault and sins, the nation in general fell into

this state of blindness ; but many of them were by the Divine

grace and goodness recovered from it, and embraced Christi-

anity.

Page 46. " The Church, in the fullest sense, is left to

herself to work out, by her own natural faculties, the princi-

ples of her own action ; and whatever assistance she is to re-

ceive, in doing so, is to be through those natural faculties,

and not in spite of them, or without them."

On this passage, it may, in the first place, be remarked,

that there is an absurd personification, or figure, making the

whole Christian Church,—composed of hundreds of millions

II
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of members,—to be, as it*' were, one individual, possessing

one uniform sett of natural faculties, sufficient for discovery

and guidance, as to all religious conduct ; whereas, such fac-

ulties are infinitely varied among all those millions. But

there is both untruth and impiety in the sentiment advanced.

The Christian Church is not left to work out her principles of

action in any such profane and inadequate manner. Her

principles of action, on every material point, are fully and

clearly made known, in the inspired Oracles ; more especially

in the New Testament Scriptures. In 2 Tim. iii, it is declar-

ed that the Holy Scriptures " are able to make wise unto sal-

vation," and that " all Scripture is given by inspiration of

God, and is profitable for doctrine and reproof, for con*ection

and instruction in righteousness, that the man of God may be

perfect : throughly furnished unto all good works." The

Church is commanded to "desire, as new-bom babes, the

sincere milk of the word," that she "may grow thereby;"

and to " receive with meekness the engrafted word, which is

able to save the soul." This Essayist knows as well as

others, that more professedly Christian Churches than one,

through neglect of adhering closely and faithfully to the sa-

cred Scriptures, for doctrine and practice ; and by inventing

and relying.on dogmas, and ordinances and observances, vari-

ant from Scriptural truth, have fallen into the most absurd

superstitions, and profane and ruinous errors.

At p. 47, referring to the invasion of the Northern barba-

rians, he says :
—

" A flood of new and undisciplined races

poured into Europe : on the one hand, supplying the Church

with the vigor of fresh life to replace the effete materials of

the oH Roman Empire : and on the other, carrying her back

to the childish stage ; and necessitating a return to the do-

minion of outer law. The Church instinctively, had recourse

to the only means that would suit the case ;—namely, a revi-

val of Judaism."
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Here, it mny first bo remarked, that there is proof, from

the Essayist himself, to show the weakness and inaptitude

of his fanciful invention of the colossal man, as the emblem

or representative of the regular progressive growth of our

race, in religious and moral principles and conduct. He
admits this cessation of growth or rather season of decay, and

that his man returned to childhood. A subsequent, and

much longer, and even darker period of decline, has, in this

review, already been shown. But we deny that the Church

instinctively had recourse to Judaism^ as the only means that

would suit the case ; and further assert that it was not the

onli/ suitable means for employment. What the Essayist

erroneously calls, the *' instinctive revival of Judaism, to suit

the case of the irruptions of barbarism" was, in truth, merely

the long and constant progress of Ecclesiastical corruption,

and the continued development of the great and prophetical-

ly described Antichrist, at last matured in the form of the

profane and dominant Roman Papacy. In regard to the

means to suit that case of emergency, the employment and

spiritual and faithful application of pure scriptural truth,

would have been as suitable and efficacious with those north-

ern barbarians, as it has proved among the barbarous and

savage tribes of continents and islands, in subsequent periods,

and in our own day.

Page 51. Treating of the Bible, he says,
—** Its form is

so admirably adapted to our need, that it wins from us all the

reverence of a Supreme authority, and yet imposes on us no

yoke of subjection. This it does by virtue of the principle of

private judgment, which puts conscience between us and the

Bible, making conscience the supreme interpreter, whom it

may be a duty to enlighten, but whom it can never be a duty

to disobey."

This passage, as will now be shown, exhibits a jumble of

inconsistent, contradictory, and absurd assertions. In a pre-
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vious page, as wo liave seen, he makes consncnce the su-

preme judge, framing, adding, and abrogating his own laws,

and " deciding upon the past, and h^gislating upon the future,

without appeal, except to himself " Thus the conscience of

the colossal man is made the supreme standard, or rather

judge, as to religious principle and duty, instead of the plain

and positive precepts, and other truths of Divine revelation.

According to this imaginative theory, or scheme, there would

in reality, be as many different standards of religious and

moral duty, as there are individual consciences. Experience

shows that there are very great numbers, even professing

Christianity, and possessing the Scriptures, who transgress

against jsome of the plainest, and most imperatively binding

moral precepts contained in the New Testament Scriptures,

and yet, will say that their consciences do not at all condemn

them, but preserve them free of any blame. Our Lord has

Siiid, "If ye love me, keep ray commandments;" and has

declared of the man who receives not His words, that "the

same shall judge him in the last day." By one of His in-

spired Apostles, He has said "Receive with meekness the

engrafted word, which is able to save your souls" (John 14,

12, James 1). Why have such numerous, plain, and posi-

tive precepts been given to us, contained in the Gospels and

Epistles, and applying to all the varied relations and circum-

stances of life, if each individual conscience was a sufficient

authority, and guide for religious and moral conduct t Would
every conscience, without any precept, recognize and perform

this duty,—** Owe no man anything, but to love one ano-

ther ;" or these,
—" Do good unto all men,"— '* Abstain

from fleshly lusts which war against the soul,"—" Abstain

from all appearance of evil." Even with these Divine and

peremptory commands, how many, or rather how few con-

sciences regard them, unto an obedient fulfilment. There is

not a word in Scripture, giving the slightest intimation, that

;»
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fOTii^cioncG i.'i to be a hiw-givor, or aatlioritatlvc guiile, as to

religious principle and practice. There ia a umnit'est contra-

diction, as well a.s an absurd inconsistency, in what he has

said concerning the Bible. lie calls it a " Supremo autho-

rity," altliough he had previously, and repeatedly, declared

that conscience w&s the " supreme law-giver : making, revers-

ing, and altering his code of laws," and was also the Judge,

" with full powers, deciding upon the past, and legislating

upon the future, without any appeal, except to liimself."

How, it may be asked, can all this, by any possibility, be

made to agree with what he has said of the Bible bcino; a

supreme authority f We know that they are separate Tribun-

als, and he, himself, has stated them as such, and yet, he has

made each of them supreme. Suppose a contradiction, or

conflict, in their laws and decisions,—which, in fact, so very

often occurs,—which is to have the preference, the Bible or

conscienc3 ? Which is ultimately to possess the absolute su-

premacy "] By the strain of his reasoning, and in accordance

with his self-educating scheme, it would appear that he would

give it to Conscience. Undoubtedly both such conflicting

tribunals cannot be of Supreme authority, on the same sub-

jects. The direct inconsistency of his statements on the

point, are too palpable to admit of any rational reconcilement.

But there is further, and, if possible, greater absurdity in

•what he has said, that the Bible is to us a supreme authori-

ty, and yet imposes on us no yoke of subjection. Now, who,

it may be asked, ever heard of a supreme authority, to which

there was no subjection by those who were placed under it.

Not only in Empu-es and Kingdoms, but through all the

forms of civil rule, down to the smallest municipal governing

bodies, all the laws and rules they establish, claim and com-

mand the subjection and obedience of all living under their

rule, to whom their laws are made to apply, and all but the

lawless admit that subjection. But this Essayist declares,

m
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that thi3 Bible Is a " supreme authority " over all of us, and yet

it imposes on us no suhjection. Neither the learned Essay-

ist, nor his colossal man, can possibly reconcile those absurd

inconsistencies.

Page 54. •' If historical investigation shall show us that

inspiration, however it may protect the doctrine, yet was not

impowered to protect the narrative of the inspired writers

from occasional inaccuracy; if careful criticism shall prove

that there have been occasionally interpolations and forgeries

in that book, as in many others, the result should still be

welcome."

According to the first of these presumptuous insinuations,

the Divine Spirit of Truth may have inspired the writers of

the Bible, to give all the doctrinal portions of it, with perfect

accuracy, but permitted them to record, in immediate associa-

tion and connection with such portions, falsehoods, or varia-

tions from truth, in the narratives, or historical parts of the

Book. Who that believes aright in a God of Truth and

Benevolence, can think that he would thus allow a snare to

be laid for his responsible creatures, and permit truth and

falsehood, in any degree, to be mixed and recorded together,

thereby lessening, or rather destroying the authority of Hia

own revelation for confirming our present hopes, and affording

us a security for our eternal welfare ? On such a supposition,

none would be able to ascertain, what narratives or statements

of fajBts were true, and which were false, and merely legendary

or fabulous. The narratives are given for warning and in-

struction, through all ages, according to these, and other in-

spired declarations,
—** Whatsoever things were written afore-

time, were written for our learning;" and again, "were
written for our admonition;" " All Scripture is given by in-

spu-ation of God, and is profitable for doctrine and reproof,

for correction and instruction in righteousness." Our Lord

said,—" Thy Word is Truth," meaning, of course, the whole
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revelation contained in tbo Old Testament Scripturea, which

God, by his inspired servants had from time to time given to

His chosen people, not only for their instruction, but also for

the rest of mankind. But that saying of our Lord could

not have been correct', if any of the narratives or statements

of facts, contained in those Scriptures, were false or fabulous.

Nor could they, in such case, be profitable, or sufficient for

** instruction in righteousness;" and so as to make the " man

of God" "perfect."

In concluding this Review, it may, on the whole, be truly

said, that the direct tendency, if not design, of the principal

line of argument, in this Essay of Dr. Temple's, is to exalt

natural Intellect and Conscience, and correspondingly im-

peach and lessen the inspired character of Divine Revelation,

and weaken its authority, especially as regards the truth of

the narratives and facts, and the obligatory force and appli-

cation of its precepts. All this favors the profane German

Rationalism, which several such sceptical, or rather infidel

writers, have for somo time past been endeavouring to intro-

duce, in the place of the primary and plain doctrines and

precepts of inspired Scripture Truth.
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ANSWER TO No. 2

or

"ESSAYS AND REVIEWS."

Tub Reviewing Essay of Dr. Williams, now to bo exam-

ined, even far more than the preceding one by Dr. Temple,

endeavours to depreciate the Sacred Scriptures, and nearly al-

together denies their inspired character and absolute authori-

ty. It is an applausive review of a work, entitled ** Biblical

Researches," by a Baron Bunsen, one of the German School

of Modern Rationalism, as opposed to the literal tert, the

narratives, and miracles, and paramount authority of the

Bible Revelation. Both this work and Dr. Williams' Review

of it, are clearly Anti-Scriptural, and therefore, in plain lan-

guage, may well be denominated false and profane. An en-

deavour will here be made to show that such is their true cha-

racter. In order to this, extracts will be given, showing all

the principal positions, lines of argument, and asserted proofs

they contain ; and then will be given some plain facts, and

other announcements of the Sacred Scriptures, as well as evi-

dence from other sources, in exposure and refutation of the

falsehoods and fallacies contained in these wiitings.

At p. 58 of the Book,—the commencement of the Review,

—Dr. Williams vnrites :

—

"We cannot encourage a remorseless criticism of Gentile
histories, and escape its contagion, when we approach Hebrew
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annaU ; nor acknowlctlgc a I'rovidcncc in Jewry, without
owninj:^ that it may have coniprohcnded sanctities clacwhcre.
IJut the moment we examine fairly the religions of India, and
of Arabia, or even those of primeval Hellas and Latium, wo find

they appealed to the better side of our nature; and their ossen-

tial strength lay in the elements of good which they contained,
rather than in any satanic corruption,"

Hero aro several bald, « id bold aspcrtions, without the

least attempt at proof, to verify or support any one of them.

This is a very common method with all such writers against

Scriptural truth, and is manifest throughout all these " Es-

says and lleviows/' It saves trouble to the writers, and

avoids the immediate exhibition or detection of untruth. It

might hero be sufficient merely to deny tho truth of one and

all of these assertions, and such denial would be just as valid

and reliable as tho affirmations, and nothing would bo known

on tho points, to a certainty, on either side. But the Dr. must

not be let off so easily. Let us examine his assertions Serior

tim. By Hebrew annals he evidently means tho Bible

Scriptures. After all the evidence afforded through thou-

sands of years of the Divine origin and truth of these Scrip-

tures,—the remorseless cricicism they have undergone by in-

fidel writers, from the times of Celsus and Porphyry, down

to tho present day ; and the overwhelming and triumphant

defeat of all the profane attempts, which in different ages

have been made to destroy or weaken their authority ; and

after the possession and acknowledgment of them, as inspired

Becords, by so many nations, and through so ikiany ages, wo

are now told, and by a Doctor of Divinity, in a Christian

Church, that there is to be no difference or distinction, as to

the criticism or examination of these Sacred Annals and mere

Gentile histories ; and that under such ordeal they really

stand on equal ground, as to truth or falsehood. After this

offensive comparison, he speaks of ** Providence comprebend-

iag sanctities elsewhere than in Jewry." If any such sane-
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tities have been elsewhere, that is, in Gentile nations, we,

certainly, have no accounts whatever concerning them, cither

in sacred or secular history, or from any other reliable source.

That there always was a Providential Moral Government,

elsewhere than in Jewry, is certainly true, but that it com-

prehended sanctities or holiness existing in Gentile and idola-

trous nations— which he must be understood to mean—is

entirely contrary to well-known facts and truth. He appeals

for support of his assertion, to the religions of India and Ara-

bia, and of primeval Hellas and Latium. By these last

words, " Hellas and Latium," he means the early Greeks

and Latins, which plain names, in ordinary use, the Dr.

might as well have used, for the convenient information of

such of his readers as are not within the classic circle. As

to the religions of India, the Dr. cannot but know, as well as

others, that exclusive of the Mahometan imposture—on which

some descriptive remarks will presently be made— all the

other forms of religion in that country have ever been of an

idolatrous, superstitious, and base character,—having '* Lords

many, and Gods many;" and their rites and observances of

the most cruel and abominable descriptions. In proof, may
merely be mentioned the burning of widows, the drowning

of children in the rivers, the human victims on the triumph-

al progress of Juggernaut, and on other occasions. The

Priests of Budhoo, when making offerings to their demon

gods, dance about in the most frantic manner, twisting their

bodies in all manner of ways, while a tom-tom is being beaten

to excite them, and using such language as this,
—" lov-

ing brother, devil, hear me, and receive my oflferings." Such

have been the cruel and impious practices in these religions

of India through early as well as modern ages. Are these

the ** sanctities" of the religions of India, to which the Dr.

refers ? There never has been anything in these religions, to

which such a teiio cau apply, or any other, indeed, of a favor-
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able description. The religions of tbo freebooting tribes of

Arabia, in the early ages, were, for the most part, of a sirai*

lar idolatrous, superstitious, and degrading character, though

we have reason to believe, they were not so sanguinary. If

he refers to the Mahometan imposture, as the religion of

Arabia, and also as one of the religions of India, he knows as

well as any one that it is a really impious system, persecut-

ing and cruel in its propagating character, and not merely

tolerating, but encouraging licentiousness, profligacy, and

many other forms of vice and immorality. It is a profanation

of the word " sanctities," to apply it to that profane and

cruel system. As to the early Greeks and Latins, they were

all sunk in the most gross and debased forms of idolatry, and

were habitually addicted to the most licentious practices,

especially the former, even as a part of their religious observ-

ances. The profligate Eleusinian rites, and the debaueheries

practised in the worship of Astarte, Priapus, and Venus, are

known from the earliest and most authentic records. Both

the primeval Greeks and Latins sacrificed human victims to

their deities. Homer records that Achilles, for his deceased

friend Patroclus, and Eneas for Pallas, oflfered numerous

human victims to the infernal gods. The Romans, a branch

of the Latin people, in their early ages, sacrificed children to

the goddess Mania, and in later periods, human victims at

the tombs of the Patricians. The Spartans scourged to

death young women, to gratify Diana, and also sacrificed

human victims to Mars ; the Lesbians, to Bacchus ; the Pho-

cians, to Diana ; the Thessalonians to Chiron. So much for

the "sanctities" of the religions of primeval Hellas and La-

tium. We learn also, from inspired truth, in the book of

Jeremiah (chapter 25), that the people of Arabia, with other

guilty nations, were, for their wickedness, put under the

sword of the king of Babylon, and made, 9S divinely declared,

*• an astonishment, an hissing and a curse." We know also,
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from sacred and other history, that the Grecians, through all

periods of their history, followed all the practices and abomi-

nations of the inhuman system of Slavery. With all these

idolatries, cruelties, and licentious practices, where, it may bo

asked, were to be found "the elements of good," and the

** essential strength" of the religions of those nations, which

** appeal to the better side of our nature," as declared by

Dr. Williams ? They exist only in a perverted imagination,

directed against Scriptural truth, and the facts of history.

By the words, ** Satanic corruption," at the close of that

extract, ho doubtless alludes to tlie fall and corruption of

man, through the first successful satanic temptation. From

inspired testimony, and the experience of all ages, that native

human corruption, or depravity, is so convincingly evident,

that no unprejudiced mind, admitting Scriptural authority,

can have a doubt upon the subject. The remark as to the

religions of those nations, that "their essential strength lay

in the elements of good they contained, rather than in any

satanic corruption," is, indeed, a very strange one. Of

course, no person could suppose that any religion could find

*' essential strength," in any " satanic corruption."

P. 59. At the foot of this page is the following note :

—

" It is very remarkable, that amidst all our Biblical illustra-

tions from recent travellers,— Layard, Bawlinson, Robinson,
Stanley, &c., no single point has been discovered to tell in favor
of an irrational supernaturalism ; whereas, numerous discover-

ies have confirmed the more liberal (not to say rationalizing),

criticism, which traces revelation, within the sphere of nature
and humanity ; such is the moral of the Assyrian discoveries,

and of all travels in the East, as well as the verdict of philolo-

gers at home."

From the line of remark in the page where this note is

found, it is evident that by the phrase, "irrational supernatural-

ism," he moans the miraculous events mentioned in Scrip-

ture. The denial of all the miracles, and of the prophetical

l
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predictions of future events, therein announced, form the

principal positions of this conjoint work of the Baron, and

this Doctor of Divinity. As the Dr., like his German friend,

is so earnestly endeavouring to exalt native reason, above the

revelations of Scripture, his note may in the first instance be

answered by saying that it would be altogether irrational and

absurd to expect to find points as he strangely says,— or

vestiges, or visible proofs, as he means,—as to the Scripture

miracles among the ruins or deposits lately brought forth by

those Antiquarian Travellers from the supposed ruins of

Nineveh, or other parts of ancient Assyria, or the merely

conjectured ruins of Babylon. As well might he expect to

hear of such points being found in India, or China, or even

among the remains of some of the ancient South American

cities. Surely he could not rationally expect to hear of any

such points, regarding the hand writing on the wall at Bel-

shazzar's idolatrous banquet ; or the preservation of Daniel

from the lions ; or of the three other Hebrews from the fiery

furnace. What enduring points or vestiges could there pos-

sibly be as to such transient miraculous events ? As to the

miracles which took place toward Israel in the wilderness,

—

the daily manna,—the water frorr the rock,—and subsequent-

ly the falling of the walls of Jericho,—the extension of the

day when they were pursuing the Amorites ;—and, further

on in the sacred history, the cleansing of the leprous Naaman^

the restoration to life of the widow's son,—the withering and

restoring of Jeroboam's hand ; or, indeed, as to any other of

the miracles recorded in the Old Testament Scriptures, it is

quite irrational to expect or suppose that any points or visible

proofs could be found as to their occurrence, considering their

transient nature, and the circumstances under which they

took place. The same remarks, in answer, will apply to the

New Testament miracles of our Lord and His Apostles,-—the

giving sight to the^blind,—making the deaf to hear, the dumb

m
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to speak, the lame to walk, cleansing the lepers, feeding the

multitude with a few loaves and fishes,— raising the dead,

and the various other miraculous mercies. What points, or

vestiges, as to these, could it rationally be expected that tra-

vellers or any others could find. From the very nature of

all those miracles, the visible points or marks concerning

them were of a very transient description. The supposition,

or thought, of now finding any such points,—to use his own

odd and inappropriate phrase, — is altogether irrational.

Dr. Williams, however, is far from being, naturally, an irra-

tional person, but his ardent design and endeavours to subvert

the evidence and authority of Scripture, regarding miraculous

events, have led him into this exhibition of irrationalism and

absurdity, as well as into several others contained in his

work. '- ..v> -
'

:.,'/.? > .. :
'.^'^^.- .'

As to the philologers at home, referred to by the Dr., they

for the same reasons already given, must be equally at a loss

for " points," on which to give any verdict or opinion what-

ever, as to any of those miracles.

We have clear inspired testimony, concerning all the

miraculous events recorded in the Sacred Volume, and that

is quite sufficient for the faith of every truly rational Chris-

tian. Surily, neither the Dr. nor the Baron he admires,

will deny that the Almighty Creator and Governor of all

things has the right and the power to suspend or alter His

own laws and arrangements, so as to effect any purposes

which, in His wisdom, may seem fit and appropriate, with

reference to His justice or mercy, or other glorious attributes.

He has seen it to be requisite, to afford such miraculous tes-

timony to His truth, and accordingly, when the Apostles

were commissioned, it is said, they ** went forth everywhere

preaching the Word, the Lord working with them, and con-

firmmg the Word with signs (or miracles) following;" and

again, " God also bearing witness, both with signs and won-

«9:^!
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clers, Jind with divers miracles, and gifts of the Holy Ghost,

according to His own will," /Mark xvi. 20, Heb. ii. 4.)

At p. 61, in referring to the Baron as opposing the chro-

nology of the Bible, and claiming a far longer existence of

the world than it discloses, and mentioning several of the

Baron's cited authorities on the pdnt, including an Egyptian

Priest, named Manetho, the Dr. goes on to say :

—

" The result, if we can receive it, is to vindicate for the

civilized kingdom of Egypt, from Moues downward, an anti-

quity of nearly four thousand years before Christ. There is

no point in which archaaologists of all shades were so nearly
unanimous as iu the belief that our biblical chronology was
too narrow in its limits ; and the enlargement of our views,

deduced from Egyptian records, is extended by our author's

reasonings on the development of commei'ce and government,
and still more, of languages and physical features of race. He
could not have vindicated the unity of mankind if he had not

asked for a vast extension of time, whether his petition of

twenty thousand years be granted or not."
. Vi ,

' Further on, he says :

—

^

" If pottery in a river's mud proves little, its tendency may
agree with that of the discovery of very ancient pre-historic re-

mains in many parts of the world. Again, how many years are

needed to develope French out of Latin, and Latin itself out ot

its original crude forms ? How unlike is English to Welsh, and
Greek £o Sanscrit ! yet all indubitably of one family of langu-

ages."

The Baron asks for a chronology of "twenty thousand

years." Why did he not at once resort to learned Chinese

authority, and ask for the hundreds of thousands of years du-

ration, claimed by them ? The authorities advanced are about

as good in the one case of claim as the other. From what

the Dr. writes, it seems that the Baron in opening his roll of

evidence, in support of his extensive claim, first presents some

pottery in a river's mud. It is presumed that he means the
J

river Nile. If he has given any description of this pottery,"

as to form, supposed use, or anv other particular, the Dr. ha*
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omitted to afford it. Doubtless, there are many vessels, t>r

fragments of pottery, in the mud of the Nile, but how any of

them can truly disclose the chronology of the world, it is dif-

ficult to imagine, But the Dr., without having seen or ex-

amined the pottery to which the Baron refers, thinks that it

may prove something, as " its tendency may agree with that

of the discovery of very ancient pre-historic remains in many

parts of the world." He has not given any intimation as to

the nature or particulars of these "remains," or where, or

when they have been found. He calls them " pre-historic ;"

but that, like the pottery evidence, must be merely conjectu-

ral. Both of them, as the Dr. himself has admitted, have

merely a tendency to proof. And yet, this old pottery from

the mud of the Nile, and the supposed " pre-historic remains"

are thought by these learned Judges to be in some degree

available towards destroying all the Bible evidence, and well

established historical and other information, as to the true

chronology of our world. Truly, both their evidence and

their '^'^mion, so far, are of a very muddy and worthless de-

scription. Rational and common-sense persons will truly

judge of their value. The next attempted proof, or rather

movement, in support of their extended chronological claim,

is put in the form of the question,—" How many years are

needed to develope modern French out of Latin, and Latin

iteelf out of its original crude forms. How unlike is English

to Welsh, and Greek to Sanscrit ! yet, all indubitably of one

family of languages." Here again are errors, and unfounded

assumptions. The modern French language is not developed,

only from the Latin, though it forms indeed its chief basis.

It has been largely derived from the ancient Franks, a nation

far in the north of Earope, which overran France during the

sixth century, and from whom the French take their name.

!Bhe Huns, Goths, and Normans, and other barbarous na-

tions, who overspread Europe, chiefly between the sixth and
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ninth centuries, also beuarno partially uiixutl with the Franks

in Franue, and severally contributed to form the present

French language. Our own chief original stock, the Saxon,

has imparted something to the French, and doubtless, also-

that of the still earlier Britons, large numbers of which peo-

ple about the sixth century, wont over from Wales to that

part of France which, from them, took tlic name of Brittany.

Next, as to the question,— "How unlike is English to-

Welsh?" Of cour.se, it is unlike; who would expect it to-

be otherwise. We know that the Welsh people are the de-

scendants of the ancient Britons, who, partly by the Romans,

and partly by the other nations, wlio successively invaded the

Island, were driven to take refuge in the mountain fastnesses,

and extensive forests of Wales ; and having continued chiefly

a distinct people ever since, their language has fluctuated and

changed, very much less than that of the inhabitants of Eng-

land, We know, to a certainty, from the many authentic

histories of England, that it was successively subdued and

governed, and to a large extent has been inhabited by Ro-

mans, Saxons, Danes, and the Normans. All of these res-

pectively contributed more or less to the formation of the Eng-

lish language. The Saxon is, iideed, the chief original

stock, partly from that people having in such large numbers,

and during such a long period, inhabited and ruled the coun-

tty. When the conquest by William took place, very great

numbers of the Normans settled in England, introducing of'

course, their language among the other inhabitants, and in

various modes, gradually incorporating it, to a great extent,,

into the language of the country, as the Romans, Saxons, and

Danes had previously done, and through similar channels..

The Norman French, as it is called, was very soon establish-

ed as the language in all legal and other public proceedings,

as well as being the language of the court, and in other civil-

ized circles, and, even to a groat degree it must ba^HJ be-
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come incorporated with, and changed the spoken hiiigiiago of

the population generally. All these changes, since the com-

pletion of the Saxon conquest, have taken place within a little

over twelve hundred years ; the change through the Nor-

mans, within only about seven hundred years. • Who, in

England now, except a score or two of philologists, and pro-

fessed linguists, can speak or read a sentence of the current

language during any period of the Saxon heptarcliy, or that

at the time of the Norman conquest ; or that which early suc-

ceeded it ? No Italian now, except the comparatively few in

the scholastic class, could either speak or read the Latin of

the Augustan age, or oven the Roman language of only be-

tween four and five hundred years ago, when Constantinople

was taken by the Turks. Some years ago this lleviewer was

shown, in the library of a learned Divine, several books in

the later Saxon, and also in the English language, during

several succeeding periods. Of those of 700, 600, and also

500 years ago, he could not understand a sentence. In

those of about 400, and 300 years past, he could ascertain in

several places, the moaning of words, but, even in these later

books, could scarcely understand the language so far as to

make out what were the subjects treated of. It is the unde-

niable truth, that language ever has been, and from a variety

of circumstances, ever must be, fluctuating and mutable.

Conquests, intermixtures of races speaking different langua-

ges, even physical objects and subjects, the discoveries and

improvements, of art and science ; also fashion, custom, and

taste, with many other particulars, must and will be continu-

ally effecting some change in the ordinary language of every

civilized people. Such changes will, of course, be more or

less rapid, or tardy, according as many, or few, of the cir-

cumstances mentioned, have from time to time occurred. To

.

adduce, as an instance, how many words have been invented,

transformed, or modified, by the people called Yankees., and
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now in tVoqiicut or gouoral use in the English language, both

epokcn and written, within, even less than a century past.

At the close of the paragraph here coinniented on, the Dr.

asserts that " English, Welsh, Greek, and Sanscrit, are all

indubitably of one family of languages " To this it may
briefly be answered that the family relation is merely conjec-

tural. No man living can reach any thing having the semb-

lance of certainty on the subject.

P. 65. After specifying some of the details of the Karon's

scheme, for drsproving the Bible chronology, as to the time

when the family of Israel went into Egypt ; and mentioning

as one part of that scheme, that " wanting time for the

growth of Jacob's family to two millions," the stay of the

Israelites in Egypt is, by the Baron, extended to " fourteen

conturie.s ;" and that " the date 215, represents th-^ time of

oppression,"—the Dr. proceeds to say :

—

" Some of these details arc sufliciently doubtful to afford

ground of attack to writers whose real quarrel is with our au-

thor's biblical research, and its more certain, but not, therefore,

more welcome conclusions. It is easier to follow him implicitly,

wlien he leads us, in virtue of an overwhelming concurrence of

Egyptian records, and of all the probabilities of the case, to

place the exodus as late as 1320 or 1314." '

Let us now examine the point in the Baron's chronological

scheme, regarding the time requisite for the increase of Ja-

cob's family to two millions, at the time of the exodus. 'He re-

quires 14 centuries for the purpose ; but the Dr. thinks that

1320 or 11514 years was the time of their residence there.

It must be recollected that it was a part of the Divine pro-

raise to Abraham, that his seed should be very prolific and

numerous. When Jacob arrived in Egypt, his family num-^

bered 75, in all, including Joseph and his family. AH his

twelve sons had families, and Benjamm, his youngest son,

had ten sons. In accordance with that promise to Abraham,

.1:
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cliililrcii of Israo!it is iloularo I, in KvikIih ( I, 7) Cuii " tli

WJro fruitful, and iu'jreisetl abin hiiitly, uivl inultiplied, and

w.ixol oxcjollng mighty, uiid the land was tilled with tluMii
;'*

atid thougli the Egyptians affl'^'tod tlnm, to limit thoir num-

bersi, it is further .said, "thi m )ro they afflicted tlreni, the

mora thjy grew;" and. ovi3n, after th>3 order for destroying

th3ir yoan;^ children, it is de','la»'ed they still " nruUi[.rlieil and

waxed miglity." Kve.i, if there had been no such Divine

pi'oini.so of in ;re ise, a); )t'dinj5 to thj ordinary growtb of tho

population o: a civiliz;d oaiitry, e.-5p3cially in any of tbo-

ojstern nations, wiiere very early marriages are usual, it

would not reL[nire even tho 4oO years,—the Scripture timo

of the sojourn in K^ypt, to produce the two millions,—the

Baron's given number,— is the increase of the 12 fi,milies of

Israel, amounting in the whole to the number of individuals

already mentioned. It can readily be shown, from fair sta-

tistical calculations and estimates, that even according to tho

usual increase in the present age, in several European and

American countries, the two millions or even more would bo

produced in the 430 years, from the 12 Israelitish families,

amounting to 75 persons, afcer making a large allowance for

the number of children destroyed by the Egyptians. It is

indeed highly probable that the whole number of Israelites,

who left Egypt, were more than two millions, for when they

were numbered in the wilderness, not long after, there wero

630,000 men, from 20 years upwards, able for battle. Dr.

Adam Clarke, in his commentary, has given a moderate cal-

culation, showing that from the number of persons which

composed the 12 Israelitish families, there might in far lessr

than the 430 years be such an increase as would give the

number of fighting men which is mentioned. In the passages

bore under review, the Dr. speaks of "an overwhelming

concurrence of Egyptian records, and of all the probabilities

of the case," tending to place the exodus as late as 1320, or
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1314 years after the Israelites entered Kgypt. Ho does not

Ultimate any purtieiilarri concernijj;^ this *' overwholminnr con-

currence of records," or any facts or circumstances inducing;

Kuch " probabilities." liut. from what ho has mentioned

already, aa to Egyptian evidence, it may well bo presumed

that some of sucli records are other specimens of pottery from

the mud of the Nile. As to the "probabilities" not having

given any clue, whereby to asicortain anything concerning the

grounds for their admission, these, if any, judging from his

other evidence, may bo considered to be merely of a specu-

lative or mythical character. If the Baron specified any such

**rec:)rds," or any grounds for such "probabilities," the

Dr. should have mentioned them in justice to his sceptical

friend, especially as he was opposing inspired revelation. It

is plainly declared in several parts of Scripture that tiie time

of the sojourn of the Israelites was exactly 430 years. But

this, with the Baron and Dr. Williams, is of no weight what-

ever. Any groundless suppositions, or conjectures, or old

Egyptian "pottery," or other "remains' are, with them,

sufficient to repudiate and annul the authority of the inspired

oracles, when coming in conflict with any of their chronologi-

cal or other infidel systems or schemes. - .i r ;. .
-

P. 66. " Manetho makes the conquerors before whom Me-
nephthah retreats into Ethiopia, Syrian Shepherds ; and gives

the human side of an invasion, or war of liberation. Baron

Bunsen notices the ' high liand' with which Jehovah led ibrth

his people, the spoiling of the Egyptians, and the lingering in

the peninsula, as signs, even in the Bible, of a struggle conduct-

ed by human means. Thus, as the pestilence of the Book of

Kings, becomes in chronicles, the more visible angel, so the

avenger who slew the first-born, may have been the Bedouin

host, akin nearly to Jethro, and more remotely to Israel." »

Here is a congeries of groundless assumptions, gross absurd-j

ities, and untrue assertions, which will now be separately ex-'

amined and exposed. In the first place, a few words as to

m
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-Manetho, and the oreclibiHty of liis historical jjtatemonts. He

wu-s an idohitrous Egyptian j>ri(»st, of tl>o time of the Ptoleui-

iea. 'J'ho Dr. himself, in another phice, in referring to his

" dynastic reeordn,'' say« of them,—" The text, the inter-

pretation, and the liistorical fidelity are all controverted."

A learned critical conunentator, of much higher and bettor

iiuthority than J)r. Williams, in mentioning Manetho'rt ac-

count of the Hy.scos or King-Shepherds, says,
—"If it can

be credited." From that a(Jcount, it appears that hordes of

lawless banditti, from Ethiopia and Arabia, as well as Syria,

under the name of King-Shepherds, invaded Egypt, and held

it m oppressive and almost ruinous su})jection for about 259

years, until expelled by an Egyptian of the name of Amasis.

This was not long before the Israelites went into Egypt.

This account may, probably, on soma points, bo deserving of

credit. If so, it will sufficiently show the reason, why, as

declared in Genesis 40, 34 :
" Every Shepherd is an abomi-

nation to the Egyptians." The Dr. says,
—" Manetho gives

the human side of an invasion, or war of liberation." The

alternative here, seems a very strange one. There were 251)

years between the war of invasion by the Shepherd Kings,

and the war of liberation of the Egyptians. As the matter

is here given, it is doubtful whether the one war or the other

is meant. The phrase " human side" in the connection, is

also very strange. Of course, there is always a human sido

in every war, whether of invasion or of liberation. But,

what has all this to do with the exodus of the Israelites from

Egypt 7 It has, indeed, to do with it, according to a profane

and absurd scheme, devised by the Baron or the Dr. They

seem to wish to make it appear from this account of Manetho,

that the Israelites were the Shepherd Kings, who held Egypt

so long in subjection. According to this, they were the op-

pressors, and held the Egyptians in cruel bondage and servi-

tude, and thus, as these writers seem to desire, the Bible nar-
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fativft would )h) sliowti to be altogotlier incorrect, and would

ro([uirc to bo undornt^od in a thoroughly inverted order.

But who will credit such a profane and absurd supposition V

The Dr. next says,
—" JJaron Bunson notices the high hand

with which Jehovah led forth his people, the spoiling of the

Egyptians, and the lingering in the peninsula, as signs, even

in the Bible, of a struggle conducted by human means."

Now, if the Israelites were t!ie oppressing shepherds, what

need could there have been for the exertion of that "high

hand," to get them out of the country ? The enslaved and

oppressed Egyptians would have rejoiced to let them quietly

depart, and would never have pursued them. As to " the

spoiling of the Egyptians," there neither was, or could have

been, any force employed. It is expressly said, in Genesis

12, " The Egyptians were urgent upon the people, that they

might send them out of the land in haste ;" and, further,

that " the Lord gave them favour in the sight of th? Egyp-

tians so that they lent unto them," or, rather gave unto them,

as the original text means. As to the next points, there are

no signs in the Bible of a ** lingering in the peninsula," nor

" of a struggle conducted by human means." They pursued

their journey, with all possible speed, as appears, clearly,

from dates given in the Bible narrative. It is there stated

that they commenced their departure on the fifteenth day of

the^rst month ; and there was a long tract of country to pass

through before theyreached the Red Sea; and when the

Egyotian army overtook them they were immediately and mi-

raculously conveyed safely across. After a short encamp-

ment, as it would seem, they went, as the Scripture says,

—

" three days in the wilderness, and found no water." Then,

they proceeded to xvlarah, where they found " bitter waters,"

which were healed. After some stay there, they went to

Elim, and encamped there (how long we are not told), and

thence went on to '* the wilderness of Sin," where, as Scripture

4
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ihohiGs, lliey arrived on the fifteenth flay of the second

luontli, exactly one month after they st out on their journey.

(^'onHidoring all thoHO journeyings, and encampings, and after

puHMing over such extensive regions, and with such vast mul-

titudow of persons,—old and young,—travelling on foot, and

with all their cattle and baggage ; what " lingering" could

thoro havo boon in the Egyptian peninsula. The whole ac-

count shows that there (;ould havo been none whatever, but,

on the contrary, they made the utmost haste to get out of that

land of their cruel bondage. Neither was tliere any * 'strug-

gle conductetl by human means." The oppressed Israelites,

7

had no ability or means for any struggle with the numerous

Kgyptian host, who were fully armed. There was no struggle

or battle of any kind between thera. But all these false and

absurd assertions, and assumptions, have been introduced to

discredit, or disprove, the plain and consistent Scripture nar-^

rative on the subj^^ot; and by two persons, professing to bo
' Christians. The next assertion, that " the pestilence of the

book of Kings, becomes, in chronicles, the more visible an-

gxjl,"—is oven still more palpably opposite to truth. The

event referred to is recorded in 2 Kings, xix, 35, and 2

Ohron. xxxii, 21. There is also' a thii-d account in Isaiah

xxxvii, 86. They, all three, perfectly correspond in stating

that the destruction of the Assyrian host, was by an angel, as

the messenger of the Lortl. There is not a word, or the least

intimation aKnit a i>ostilence in nny one of the accounts. It

soeins surprising, that any pei-son having a regard for charac-

ter as to voracity, should make an untrue assertion, which

can ««o readily bo detected and exposed. As to what the

Pr. .^•^ys alwut the Kedouin host, it is merely a fiction of hia

own imagination. There is not a word in Scripture, or e!se-

wher»\ wiicerning a Bedouin, or any other host, having any-

thing ti> do with that slaughter of the Egyptian first-born, or /

widi tJw* dep?^rtur« of the Isr?Hit«s. To fill up the anti-
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-Herlptural soheuia of the Dr. ho wanted some human agency

for that destruction, and therefore, his invention summoned

and produced a Bedouin host, which, he says, " through

Moses, were remotely related to Israel;" thereby insinuating,

and wishing it to b'i believed, that tlie Israelites had called

them in, to assist them in their departure. But this particu-

lar in his fable, does not very well consist with another part

of it, for, if the Israelites were the Syrian masters and op-

pressors of the Egyptians, they needed not any such assist-

ance. Further, mark the absurdity of such a supposition.

His words on the point are,
—" The avenger who slew the

first-l'orn, may have been the Bedouin host." He here ad-

mits that the first-born of the Egyptians were slain. Now,

would any person pretending to rationality believe that a Be-

douin, or any other host, could go into every separate family

throughout the millions of the whole land of Egypt, and ascer-

tain which was the first-born, and slay that particular indi-

vidual in each house t Moreover, were it possible that they

possessed the knowledge and power thus to destroy, at once,

the very stamina and strength of the Egyptian nation, there

could have been no need for the exertion of an Almighty and

" high hand" to carry them and their allies, the Israelites,

safely out cf the country. What may have been the imme-

diate agency which the angel employed, by the Divine decree

and authority, is altogether uncertain, and merely matter of

conjecture, as Scripture does not give information on the

point. But, 'hat is not the question here. The Dr. has as-

serted that thjre is a contradiction in the two Scriptural ac-

counts, as to the agency employed, and that assertion has

been shown to be palpably untrue. All these profane and

incredible suppositions are put forth in the face of tha*- plain

Scripture narrative, and the many references to it, in the Sa-

cred volume, and after admitting that it was by the " high

hand" of the Almighty, that the Israelites were led forth.

'*•«-
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This whole fictitious scheme of the Baron and the Dr. is so

recklessly profane, in reference to Scriptural truth, and so

absurd in itself, that it would seem like a misemployment of

time, and an imposition on a sensible reader, to enlarge any

further, in exposing and refuting it. In his next sentence,

the Dr. says,
—*' It is not affirmed that Pharaoh was drown-

ed." It is true that it is not mentioned in so many words,

in the account in Exodus, that he was drowned, but one

would at once conclude, that he who was the great leading

and hardened sinner, was involved in that destruction. But,

it is expressly declared in Psalms cxxxvi, 15, in these words :

" But overthrew Pharaoh, and his host, in the lied Sea."

A Doctor of Divinity should have known this.

P. 69. When the fierce ritual of Syria, with the awe of a
Divine voice, bade Abraham slay his Son, he did not reflect

that he had no perfect theory of the absolute, to justify him in '

departing from traditional revelation, but trusted that the Fa-
ther, whose voice from heaven he heard at heart, was better

pleased with mercy than with sacrifice, and that trust was his

righteousness."

Here is another instance of that fictitious perversion of

Scripture truth, in which Dr. Williams so often indulges. It

was no "fierce ritual of Syria," which ** bade Abraham to

slay his son," but it was, as Scripture declares, a Divine

command, so plainly and audibly conveyed to the Patriarch,

that he could not misapprehend its meaning ; and in a spirit

of faith and obedience he immediately commenced its per-

formance. As to his refleotidRs on the occasion, to which the

Dr. alludes, no mortal can know anything about them, but

it may well be presumed that they were not concerning any
" theory of the absolute," or ** traditional revelation,"

—

terms, as here employed, of such a mystical, or ambiguous

nature, that it is difficult to ascertain their intended meaning,

or discover their appropriate application. It was not merely
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a voice at lioart, wlilcli tlio Patriarcli hoard, hut the aiidiblo

voiec of the angel of the Lord, which the faithful and obedi-

ent Patriarch heard. It is true that his trust on this severe

trial was of a righteous character, but the trust or faith for

which he vfas justified, and whicli, as Scripturally declared,

was imputed, or '* counted to h m for righteousness," was

exercised and shown about thirty ye:irs before, when he be-

lieved that he, being nearly one hundred years old, should

have a child by his wife Sarah, of 90 years. Now, which U
most desciving o^ credit, the plain unambiguous Scripture

account of this trial of Abraham's fidelity, and which is ex-

pressly referred to in many subsequent parts of Scripture, or

the fictitious and uncouth representation concerning it, which

Dr. Williams has given. No more need be said to satisfy

the judgment of every Christian, or other truly rational per-

son.

At p. 70, in r 5 of the Baron's views of the Mosaic

Institutions, as h^ oails them, he says :

—

" Moses, he thinks, would gladly have founded a free religious

society, in which the primitive tables, written by the Divine
<inger on man's heart, should have been law ; but the rudeness,

or hardness of his people's heart, compelled him to a sacerdotal

system, and formal tablets of stone." •
>

This, also, is an unscriptural, and a distorted representation

of the giving of the law, and the establishment of the sacer-

dotal system for the Israelites. The whole was devised, and

direetly, and most minutely prescribed and established by

Ood himself. Except, merely as the Divine instrument,

Moses had no more to do, in regard to invention and autho-

rity, concerning their establishment, than any individual who

lived a thousand years before, or after him. The decalogue

in the stone tables, and all the other laws,—ecclesiastical and

civil,—the whole sacerdotal system, and all the other institu-

tions, ceremonial rites aud observances, and, in shoil, every
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particular, even the most minute, as to the tabernacle, the

sacrifices, the offerings, the worship, and on every other point,

were by express Divine appointment. For making known

the laws and ordinances to the people, the Divine instructions

to Moses are in these, and similar words :
—** Speak unto the

children of Israel, and say unto them j" or, " Th^se are the

judgments thou shalt set before them ;" and then foUowedv.

the express commands and directions. Even, as to the taber-

nacle, its furniture, and other particulars relating fo it, tliere

was the Divine command to Mo.scs :
—

" See that thou make

all things after the pattern showed to tliee in the Mount. '^

As to the supposed desire of Moses, to " found a free religious

society'' instead of that Divine " sacerdotal system,'.' it is a

mere fiction, about as credible as the Doctor's fanciful suppo-

sition, already noticed, concerning Abraham's refiv-Jtions in

reference to the " theory of the absolute," and of " tradition-

al revelatio..." r^^ >

At p. 74, Dr. Williams, in arguing that no declarations or
'

statements in the books of the prophets, were predictive of

. facts or events, to take place in future, under the New Tes-

tament dispensation, after mentioning some writers, in sup-

posed support of his argument, goes on to say :
—" Coleridge,

in a suggestive letter, preserved in the memoirs of Carey, the

translator of Dante, threw secular prognostication altogether

out of the idea of prophecy." In the note on this passage is

the following extract from the memoir of Carey :

—

:#*
~

" Of prophecies, in the sense o^prognostication, I utterly deny
that there is any instance delivered by one of the illustrious

Diadoche, whom the Jewish church comprised in the name of

fu'ophets ; and I shall regard Cyrus as an exception, when I be-
ieve the hundred and thirty-seventh Psalm to have been com-
posed by David .... Nay, I will go further, and assert that the
contrary belief, the hypothesis of prognostication, is in irreconcil-

able oppugnancy to our Lord's declaration, that the limes hath
the Father vceeryed to bhusell'."

T
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As to CoIoritlc;o, wlin is liore brought forward as an autho-

rity, it is well known that his life was employed more about

poetical fictions than in ascertaining and obeying Scriptural

truth. From what is mentioned here, concerning him, and

from other sources, it would sufficiently appear, that as to

Scripture revelations, he was of the same imaginative, or ira-Sj

ther sceptical school, as the Baron and the Doctor. HiaC*

presumptuous and profane denial, as to tlie Scripture i)rophe-

cies of future events, is so worthless as opposed to the multi-

tude of Scripture passages, declaring such ])rophccies,—many

of them hundreds of years, and some of thorn more tlian a

thousand before they were fulfilled ; and also of the many

express declarations *of their actual fulKlment,—that no per-

son who reads his Bible, and believes it Urhe a Divine reve-

lation, can hearken for a moment to such profanity, or admit

a doubt but that those events were actually foretold, as de-

clared in Scripture. Such passages alone, foretelling events,

and mentioning their fulfilment, would fill a small volume

;

and yet this presumptuous composer of poetical fictions denies

the prophetic character of the whole of them. He says :

—

" I will regard Cyrus as an exception, when I believe the

hundred and thii'ty-scventh Psalm to have been composed by

David." Nobody requires of him such a belief, concerning

that Psalm. Many persons, not sufficiently informed as to

the book of Psalms, think that they were all composed by

David, and they so speak of them. But, according to the

best authority, only about the half of them were composed by

him. The titles prefixed to the Psalms are not by inspiration,

and cannot be relied upon as perfectly correct. Many of

them, in the titles, are mentioned as David's, several by

Asaph, Iceman, and others, and, of many, the authors are

not named, but they are all inspired CDmpositions. They

were composed at various periods, most of them be/ore, and.

.

several during, and subsequent to the Babylonish captivity.
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The hundred and thirty-seventh Psalm, by its very terms,

was evidently composed during, or after that captivity, a»

admitted by all who have any correct kno'.vledge concerning

it. The Psalms, as thoy stand in the Bible, are not entitled

the Psalms of David, but the " Book of Psalms." The re-

mark, therefore, as to the author of that particular Psalm, is

perfectly contemptible, and manifests either ignorance or a

design to impeach the authority of Scripture The further

remark, concerning our Lord's declaration, that " the times

hath the Father reserved to himself," is equally incorrect

and misapplied. The reference is to the passage in Acts i.

7. The Apostles had asked our Lord, "Wilt thou, at this

time, restore again the kingdom to Israel ;" to which en-

quiry. He answered, '* It is not for you to know the times or

the seasons which the Father hath put in his own power."

This had no reference to previous prophecies, anv^ their ful-

filment, nor, indeed, as to any predicted future events, ex-

cept as to the precise time when they would occur. In most,

or nearly all of the prophecies, the exact time of their fulfil-

ment is not given ; but this is a different point altogether,

from that of the predictions concerning the events themselves.

Our Lord's answer has reference only to the precise time of

the occurrence of the event, about which the enquiry was

made.

P. 76, Dr. Williams, referring to Bunsen, thus writes :

—

" He dare not say, though it was formerly said, that David
foretold the exile, because it is mentioned in the Psalms. He
cannot quote Nahum denouncing ruin against Nmevah, or Je-
remiah against Tyre, without remembering that already the
Babylonian power threw its shadow across Asia, and Nebuchad-
nezzar was mustering his armies."

The first remark in this passage is another attewpt to

weaken Scripture authority, and presumes that it is generally

understood, that all the Psalms were composed by David.
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Many persons know, as well as these writers, that they were,

by several authors besides David, and at different periods.

These points have been already explained. Still, as David

was a prophet, he might, as well as any other prophet, have

foretold the exile. The next remark, concerning the pro-

phecy of Nahum against Nineveh and Jeremiah against Tyre,

can as readily be exposed and fully answered. To begin

with Nahum's prediction, the Baron and Dr. say: "Nebu-

chadnezzar was already mustering his armies." Now, Na-

hum prophecied in the reign of the Jewish King Hezekiah,

about A. M., 3280, then followed the several reigns of Ma-

iiasseh for 55 years, of Josiah 31 years, Jehoiakim 11 years,

and of Zedekiah for 11 years ; at the end of which Nebuchad-

nezzar took Jerusalem. He had taken and destroyed Nin-

evah a very short time previous, about A. M., 3400,—one

hundred and twenty years after Nahum's prophecy. But,

according to the Baron and Dr. Williams, Nebuchadnezzar

was mustering his armies nearly one hundred years before he

was born. The Prophet Zephaniah also, in the reign of

Josiah, foretold the destruction of Nineveh. Next, as to

Jeremiah's prophecy, concerning the destruction of Tyre.

This prophecy, as will be seen from Scripture dates and

events, was uttered several years before Nebuchadnezzar com-

menced the siege of Tyre, which continued for thirteen years

;

all which shows that the prophecy was long before the event

occured, and, consequently, that he could have known no-

thing about the event, except by inspiration. Why did not

the Dr. mention that Isaiah foretold this destruction of Tyre

about one hundred apd twenty years before its occurrence.

(See Isaiah xxiii.) But that would have been favoring the

belief of Scripture prophecy, and this is what, in conjunction

with the Baron, he is by his infidel Review, endeavouring to

discredit and destroy.
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P. 77, he mentions the opinion of the Baron, that the*

book of Zachariah was written by throe persons. The first

he does not name, but mentions the Baron's "conjectunlig

the elder Zachariah, of the age of Isaiah, to have written the

second portion, and Uriah, in Jeremiah's age, the third.
"^

Now, all this is, indeed, a groundless conjiecture, or rather a

mere fiction. Zachariah, as we know from his book, prophe-

sied during the re-building of Jerusalem, at the close of the

Babylonish captivity, and about two hundred years after the-

time of Isaiah.

P. 77 : "If he would quote Mieah, as designating Bethlehem'

for the birthplace of the Messiah, he cannot shut his eyes to the

fact, that the Deliverer to come from thence was to be a con-

temporary shield against the Assyrians."

By this is meant that the passage in Micah, referred to, is

not a prediction as to *' the birthplace of the Messiah." In

Matt. ii. 5, 6, after mentioning the Saviour's birth in Beth-

lehem, it is said : "For thus it is written by the prophet,

' And thou Bethlehem, in the land of Juda, art not the least

among the princes of Juda, for out of thee shall come a go-

vernor that shall rule my people Israel.' " This passage is

in the book of the prophet Micah, v. 2, and not elsewhere,

and the prediction was about scvca hundred years before the

event.

At P. 77, is the next objection by the Baron and the Dr.,

that the passage in Psalm ii., " Thou art my son, this day

have I begotten thee," do not relate to the Saviour, but that

the Hebrew words, ** Thou art my son," should be rendered

* * Worship purely.
'

'

This passage in the Psabi is cited literally by St. Paul in

Acts xiii. 33, and he says they are contained in "the seebnd

Psalm ;" and that they relate to the Saviour. And further^

the same words of the Psalm are recited in Heb. i. 6, and
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are, tliere applied in the same manner. After these two

inspired applications of the words to our Lord, it is really in-

tolerable to find these two writers, who profess Christianity,

and one of them in the Christian ministry, giving a totally

different meaning and a4)plication of the passage. Surely

St. Paul understood both Hebrew and Greek better than

either the Baron or the Doctor, or even Jerome, to whom
they refer. Now, using their words, see how the passage

would read :
—

" God hath fulfilled the same unto us their

children, in that He hath raised up Jesus again, as it is also

written in the second Psalm^ ' worship purely,' this day have

I begotten thee;" and again, in the text in 1 Heb,^—*' For

unto which of the angels said He at any time,
—

' worship

purely,' this day have I begotten thee." Such a rendering

would, in both places, be quite insensible and absurd,

P. 77. " He may read in Psalm 34, that not a bone of the

righteous shall be broken ; but he must feel a difficulty in de-

taching this from the context, so as to make it a prophecy of

the crucifi.\ion."
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This may not uncharitably be coBsidered a wilful misap-

plication of Scripture, and here introduced for an improper

purpose. This passage is nowhere mentioned or referred to

in Scripture, as a prophecy relating to the crucifixion ; nor

has any person, even tolerably versed in Scripture, consider-

ed it to be so. It merely relates, in figurative and appro-

priate language, to the Divine protection of righteous persons,

in general. The texts that do relate to that one particular,

in that awful tragedy, are in Exod. xii. 46, and Numb. xix.

12, concerning the paschal lamb. In the first text arc the

words,—" Neither shall ye break a bone thereof;" and in

the other,
—" Nor break any bone of it." These arc the pa.s-

«ages which are referred to, in John xix. 36, where it is

aaid,
—*• These things were done, that the Scripture ^^liouW

^'
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be fulfilled, a bone of him shall not be broken." It may

fairly bo concluded, that if not a Germ.in Baron, yet, surely,

an English Doctor of Divinity, must Lave known all this.

P. 77. " Again, he finds in Ilosca, that the Lord loved Isra-

el, when he was young, and called him out of Egypt to bo his

»on ; but he must feel, with Bishop Kidder, that such a citation

is rather accommodated to the flight of Joseph into Egypt, than

a prediction, to be a ground of argument."

Here, the text in Hosea xi. 1, is untruly cited. Tlie

words of the text, are :
—" When Israel was a child I loved

him, and called my son out of Egypt." There is a manifest

difference between these words, and the words of the Dr. :

** called him out of Egypt to be his son." That passage in

Hosea, is expressly referred to by the inspired Evangelist,

Matthew ii. 15, in these words, concerning the return of Jo-

seph and Mary, and the child from Egypt,—" That it might

be fulfilled which was spoken of the Lord, by the prophet,

saying, out of Egypt have I called my son." As to the ac-

commodation of the words, suggested by the Dr., it is rather

difficult to imagine, how a tsalling out of a country, can bo

accommodated to mean a flight into it.

P. 78. " Fresh from the services of Christmas, he may sin-

cerely exclaim,—* Unto us a child is born,' but he knows that

the Hebrew trunslated, ' Mighty God,' is at least, disputable
;

that, perhaps, it means only ' Strong and mighty one,' ' Father
of an age;' and he can never listen to any one who pretends
that the maiden's child of Isai. vii. 14, was not to be born in the
reign of Ahaz, as a sign against the kings Pekah and Bezin."

Here is another presumptuous attempt to pervert the mean-

ing, and true application of Scripture prophecy. As to the

*' perhaps," concerning the meaning of the Hebrew words,

translated, " mighty God," it may first be answered, that it

is very far more probable, that the judgment of more than

forty eminent t-eholur,^, engaged in preparing our present
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Knglisli version, was correct, in giving tluit translation, than

any opinion of the Jiai-on, or Dr. Williams,- on the point.

That translation, therefore, is infinitely more deserving of re-

gard, and reliance, than any " perhaps," or sceptical sugges-

tion of these two writers, who are intently employed, in the

endeavour to support their denial of Scripture insi)iiation, of

prophecy, and of miracles. A learned, and an immeasurably

more reliable authority, than either, or both of these writers,

—Dr. Adam Clarke,—in his critical commentary, has writ-

ten as follows, on this passage in Isaiah ix. :
" And His

name shall be called,
—

* Kl gibbor,—The prevailing or con-

quering God. The Everlasting Father.'" The Father of

the everlasting ago, or, Abia ad,—The Father of Eternity.

" This," he says, " is an illustrious prophecy of the incar-

nation of Christ, with an enumeration of those characters in

which ho stands most nearly related to mankind, as their Sa-

viour, and of others, by which His infinite majesty and God-

head arc shown."

Tlie next objection, concerning " the maiden's child of

Isaiah vii." can as readily and fully be answered and remov-

ed. The text in Isaiah, is in these words,—" Thenifore, the

Lord himself shall give you a sign ; behold a virgin shall

conceive and boar a son. and shall call his name Immanuel."

Hero, we see, that the birth was to bo miraculous, variant

from natural generation. This is clear, by the words,—" A
virgin shall conceive and boar a son." There was no such

miraculous birth, and sign, in the time of Ahaz, Pekin and

Rezin, uor at any other time, except the instance of the Sa-

viour. But, the application of the prophecy to his miracu-

lous conception and birth, is expressly made by God himself,

by His inspired Evangelist, in Matthew i. There, is record-

ed, the announcement of the conception of the child, and of

the name,—Jesus,—to be giyen him, and then follows, in

verses 22, 23, these words,—Now, all this was done, that it

I
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iniglit be t'ulfillctl whtcli was s|)okeii of tlio Lord, by the pro-

pliet, .suyiiig,«.^J>ohold a virgin slmll be with child, and

.shall bring forth u son ; and they shall call his name Knunan-

uul, which, being interpreted, is (jJod with us." Here, are

repeated, substantially, the very woi'ds in which the prophecy

was giv(Mi ; and tl»e application is inado in the most solemn

and cinj>liatic manner, by the words,—** That it might be

fulfilled which was spoken of the Lord, by the prophet."

We thus find the Lord declaring by His inspired Envangelist,

that No gave that prediction by His pwphct, and that He is

now fulfilling it. And ye<, after ali thig Divino testimony,

tliesc two writers, Baron Bunsen and Doctor Williams, have

the cool and profane presumption to deny, and in the most

offensive manner, that the passage in Isaiah had any reference

to the Saviour. The meaning of the prophecy, in relation to

Syria, and' the events concerning Judah, occurring at the

time, seems to be, as a learned Divine Itas said, that, not only

Kezin and Pekah should be unsuccessful against Jerusalem,

at that time,—which was the fact,—but that Jerusalem, Ju-

dea, and the house of David, should be preserved, until the

time when a virg'»i should bear a son. WHien that miracu-

lous fact did take place, the kingdom and house of David be-

came extinct. No Jew can show a single descendant of

David. The prophecy could not fail. The kingdom and

house of David have failed ; the virgin, therefore, must have

brought forth her son, and this son is Jesus the Christ.

P. 78. " In the case of Daniel, he may doubt whether ail

parts of the book are of one age, or what is the starting point

of the Seventy weeks ; but two results are clear, beyond fair

doubt, that the period of weeks ended in the reign of Antiochus
Epi[)hanes, and that those portions of the book, supposed to be
specially predictive, are a history of past occurrences up to that

reign."

P. 85. "In distinguishing the man Daniel from our book of
Daniel, and in bringing the latter as low as the reign of Epi-
phanes, our author only folio wrs the necessities of the case/'
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** But wliat seems poicjilinr to Baron Jiunsen is i\w inforprotatlon

of the four empires' symbols, with reference to the original J)a-

niel's abode in Nineveh. So that the winged lion traditionaliy

meant the Assyrian Empire ; the bear was the Babylonian sym-
bol ; the leopaid that of the Medes and Persians ; while the fourth

beast represented, as is not uncommonly held, the sway of
Alexander. A like reference is traced in the mention of Ilid-

dekel, or the Tigris, in chap. x. ; for if the scene had been Ba-
bylon, under Darius, the river nuist have been the Euphrates."

r. 86. " The original place of the book amongst the later

Hagiographa of the Jewish Canon, and the absence of any
mention of it by the son of Sirach, strikingly confirm this view
of its origin."

In these passages are a number of bold assertions, cutraiy

to universally admitted history and facts, as to some of ihem •,

and to well authenticated events and circumstances, as to

others ; and yet, there is not anything worthy of credit offered

as proof, in suf^ort of any one of such assertions. Let us

examine them, separately. First, there is the distinction be-

tween the man Daniel, and the book of Daniel, or, in other

words, as is the meaning conveyed, that Daniel was not the

author of the book, but some other person. It is rather sur-

prising that they admit there ever was such a person, as the

Daniel mentioned in Scripture. They say, that his abode

was in Nineveh. Now, where is there in Scripture, or in

any other quarter, the least word, or intimation, to give rise

to such suppositi ')ns as are here put forth. There is not a

single fact, or a shadow of truth, on which to foi; i^ them.

They are mere inventions. The *' necessities of the case"

are mentioned, as requiring such opinions. Thore are, in-

deed, such necessities to help the case, or prr ate scheme of

these writers, but none whatever as to Scriptural truth, and

the facts of history. From the personal narratives through-

out the book, and indeed all the rest of its contents, it is per-

fectly evident that the same Daniel, whose actions are men-

tioned, was the author of it. He uses the words, " I Dan-

iel," in several places, and writes throughout, in the style of

,i
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records made by himself personally. Many of the events

which he mentions, were in the times of Babylonian and

Medo-Persian Kings, some time after Nineveh had been de-

stroyed. Both the Jewish and the Cliristian canon of Scrip-

ture name him, as the inspired author of the book ; and as

liaving lived during the times of the events tlierein recorded.

Indeed, it may be said to have been always universally

admitted, that he was the writer of the book. Jose-

phus mentions him, in his Ant. lib. 10 cb. 12, and says

that he was advanced to the rank of the most considerable

prophets, and that ho enjoyed the favour of princes, and the

affection of the people ; and remarks, that in the complexion

of his predictions, he differs widely from all other prophets

;

they foretold scarcely anything but disastrous events ; on the

contrary, that he predicts the most joyous events, and fixes

the times of their accomplishment, with more circumstantial

precision than they did. The writings of Josephus also fix

the time of Daniel's life and prophecies ; which agree both

with the Jewish canon and our own. Lastly, on this point

may be mentioned, the declaration of our Lord, concerning

Daniel, and a part of his prophecy, in JMath. xxiv. 15, in

these words:— ** When ye, therefore, shall see the abomina-

tion of desolation, spoken of by Daniel the prophet, stand in

the holy place," &c., and also, in Mark xiii, 14, in nearly

the same words. Here, we see that he is called a prophet

;

and that the prophecy is referred to as being by Daniel him-

self; and we find the prophecy in the book of J)aniel, as re-

corded by himself, and no other.

Next, is the objection, that the book was composed at a

later period than the time of Daniel, because of certain words

found in it. According to the judgment of, probably, a bet-

ter critic than Dr. Williams or the Baron in the Hebrew and

Cbaldee, the real difference there is in the language of the

book, is greatly in favour of Daniel !)cing the author, and of
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ita perfoot autlieaticity. Dr. Adam Clarke, in tho introduc*

tion to his commentary on tho book, says,
—"As a writer,

this prophet is simple, yet pure and correct ; and he is so

conscientious that he relates the very words of those persons

whom he inL oduces as speaking. He writes Hebrew, where,

what he deliveres is a bare narrative ; but he relates in Choi-

dee, the conversations which ho had with the wise men and

kings ; and in the same language he relates Nebuchadnezzar's

edict, which he made after Daniel had interpreted his dream

concerning the great metallic image. This is a proof of his

great and conscientious accuracy, and exhibits this prophet in

a most advantageous view. Daniel writes both Hebrew and

Chaldee with great purity." The same learned Commenta-

tor, at the commencement of his comments on chap. viii. of the

book, further writes :
•' We now come once more to the He-

brew—the Chaldee part of the book being finished. As the

Chaldeans had a particular interest, both in the histor} and

prophecies, from chap. ii. 4, to the end of chap, vii., the

whole is written in Chaldee, but as tho prophecies which re»

main concern times posterior to the Chaldean monarchy, and

principally relate to the Church and people of God generally

^

they are written in the Hebrew, this being the tongue in

which God chose to reveal all His counsels given under tho

Old Testament, relative to the New^ It may here be re-

marked, that if, as the Baron and Dr. Williams assert, the

book was written in the time of Antiochus, only 169, B. C,
and more than 300 years after the time of Daniel, it is alto-

gether improbable it would have been composed in two dif^

ferent languages, but would have been altogether in the He-

brew of that later date. As to the objection, that " if the

scene had been Babylon, under Darius, the river must have

been the Euphrates, instead of the Hiddekel, or Tigris,"

these writers are as far astray as on so many other points.

Tho Euphrates h esmciallg tho great, river of Syria, as the

k
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Tigru iB that of Assyria and Babylon. Any Universal Ga-

Mtteer would have informed them, that the remains of the

ancient Babylon are on the Tigris, near to the present City

of Bagdad ; where there is a very ancient structure called the

tQwer of Babel. Did not such learned antiquarians know

these things when putting forth that objection ? If they did

Qot, to say the least, they were very careless, as to correct

information concerning the point on which they made their

erroneous assertion.

The next objection, as to the commencement and termina*

tton of the 70 prophetical weeks, is as unfounded, and can as

latisfactorily be answered, as any of the others. The asser-

tion is, " that the period of weeks, ended in the reign of An-

tioohus Epiphanes." Now, let the reader turn to the propheti-

cal texts in Daniel, chap. 9. These are the words in verse

25,—*' Know, therefore, that from the going forth of the

commandment to restore and to build Jerusalem, unto the

Messiah the Prince, shall be seven weeks; and threescore

•od two weeks ; the street shall be built again, and the wall,

even in troublous times. And after three score and two

«eeks» shall Messiah be cut off, but not for himself." It is

Kud in v. 27,—" And he shall confirm the covenant with

nany^ for one week." These several numbers, of seven

weeks, threescore and two weeks, and one week, make up

the seventy weeks ; and according to the Jewish mode of

fiomputation, by sabbatical years,—agreeably to Levit. xxv.

8,—they were weeks of years; and accordingly, the 70,

SiiiHlplied by the 7 days of each week, will give the number

of 4d0 years. There is no disagreement, or objection to this

Jewish mode of computation, or as to this given number of

jewk. The first point, then, to be ascertained, is the com*

iMOcement of these years. If we turn to the book of Ezra,

«b»^ 7, we find the decree of Artaxerxes (named Longi*

miDUf), for the full restoration of the Jews to their own



land ; and for the rebuilding of Jerusalem. According ta

the most correct, and the most generally received chronology

;

and which is that of our English version of the Bible, thifl

decree was in A. M. 3547, and 457 bef«>r€ the birth of

Christ. Add to this last number, the 33 years of the life of

our Lord, and we have the 490 prophetical years of Daniel,

at the end of which our Lord, the Messiah, ** was cut off," as

foretold in the passage in Daniel, already cited. The whole

of this prophecy, therefore, according to the times and corres-

ponding events, has been fulfilled to the very letter. A
computation, according to what is called the Julian period of

chronology, or reckoning, gives precisely the same result, as

to the commencement and ending of the 490 years. For

more detailed calculations, and information on the subject,

reference may be had to Dr. A. Clarke's commentary on this

prophecy, and to " Prideaux' Connexions," vol. 2, p. 380 ;

both of which show the result already given. All these tes-

timonies completely contradict and make void the assertion,

that the 70 weeks ended in the time of Antiochus Epiphanes,

who did not reign until about 170 years B. C. and nearly

380 years after Daniel's prophecy; and nearly 300 years

after that decree of Artaxerxes, for restoring Jerusalem.

The further remarks, as to the original place of the book

of Daniel in the Jewish Canon, and of there being no men-

tion of it in the book of Sirach, can be as fully and decisively

answered. Dr. Williams admits, in a foot note, that it baa

been said that later Jews had changed the place of the book,

and this seems propable enough. It is said positively by

one learned and critical commentator :
" The Kabbins have

endeavored to degrade Daniel, and have placed his prophe-

cies among the Hagiographa, books, which they consider to

possess a minor degree of inspiration ; and it is probable

he meets with this treatment &om them, because his propbe-

ciei are proofs too evident, that Jesus Chnst is the true Kee-
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eiah ; and that He came at the very time that Daniel said the

Prince Messiah should come. But the sayings of such men

are infinitely overpowered by the testimony of Ezekiel, and

that ot oar Lord in Matt. xxiv. 15 ; also in Mark xiii. 14,

the same declaration of our Lord is given. The testimony of

Ezekiel is found in chap, xxviii. 3, where is the ironical say-

ing of this prophet to the king of Tyre, " Thou art wiser than

Daniel,'" showing the very high reputation of Daniel, even in

his lifetime. And further, in Ezekiel xiv. 14, 20, the Lord

himself, speaking relative to Jerusalem which had been con-

demned to destruction, declares "though these three men,

Noah, Daniel and Job, were in it, they should deliver but

their own lives by their righteousness." Our Lord, in the

texts in Matthew and Mark already referred to, mentions

Daniel as a prophet in terms implying the same rank as any

who prophesied the most extensively. The remark that his

book is not mentioned by the son of Sirach is futile indeed.

This T«'ilter, in his Apocryphal book of Ecclesiasticus, does

not profess or attempt to give any list or catalogue of books

;

nor does he say anything whatever about books. In chap,

xliv. he says, "now let us praise famous men, and our fathers

that begat us;" and then he proceeds to mention a number of

such men, but there had been very many famous men among

hie nation besides Daniel whom he has not named. He has not

mentioned Gideon, nor Barak, nor Job, nor the faithful and

persecuted prophet Micaiah, nor King Jehosaphat ; not even

the eminent Ezra, the author of one of the canonical books,

and generally held to be the compiler of some of the others.

Nor has he mentioned Baruch, nor, by name, any one of the

twelve minor prophets, nor the three Hebrews, who, for their

integrity were cast into the fire, and many other worthies

mentioned in Scripture. As Dr. Williams is so fond of

Apocryphal authority,—though even that fails him,—let him

look into tbo story of Susannah —another Apocryphal book,
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about as valid as that of the Son of Sirach—and he v?ill thero

Bee Daniel displaying great wisdom and highly applauded.

Also, in a list of eminent men, in 1st Maccabees, ch. ii.,

Daniel is mentioned in the higlicst terms. In concluding the

subject it may confidently be said that from all the facts and

authorities which have been given, it will clearly be seen that

all those objections that have been advanced against the book

of Daniel, and the prophecies contained in it, have no real

ground or support whatever.

P. 80. " The servant in ch. 52 and 53 (Isaiah) must have
relation to the servant in ch. 42 and 49."

The inventors of false, and, especially of profane systems,

should have good memories, as well as some other charac-

ters, of whom there is a common though rude saying,

which need not be here repeated. Surely, the Doctor's

memory as to Scripture, must have greatly failed him,

when penning this sentence, or he never would have cited

those four chapters, as having relation to the same cha-

racter ; and as proof of his scheme that Jeremiah was

the man, the same man of *' grief," mentioned in chap. 53,

as he contends on the two next pages, on the authority of

Baron Bunsen. The two chapters of Isaiah, 42, and 49, to

which he has referred, completely destroy his scheme, even

independent of the two other chapters. We perfectly agreo

with him, that they all four relate to the same character.

And now let us see, first, what is said in chap. 42, as to that

character, or servant, as he is called ; and then look further

on in Scripture, to ascertain who was really meant. The

servant ho refers to, is mentioned in the first verses of that

chap. 42, in these words :
—'* Behold my servant whom I

uphold, mine elect in whom my soul delighteth, I have put

my spirit upon him ; ho shall bring forth judgment unto the

Gentiles ; he shall not cry, nor lift up, nor cause his ?oioe to

I
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be heard in tbe street. A bruised reed shall he not break,

and the smoking flax shall he not qu^jnch." In Matthew xii.

16, and four following verses, we finu the reference and liter-

al application of the prophecy to our Lord, in the repetition

of the identical words which have just been given. We
thus see that tho servant intended in the prophecy had no

reference to Jeremiah, but, expressly to the Saviour, only

;

•and the inspired Evangelist declares that it was this prophecy

by Isaiah, which was then fulfilled, in and by our Lord.

Next, as to chap. 49, also cited by the Doctor, the following

are the words in verse 6 : "It is a light thing, that thou

fihouldst be my servant to raise up tho tribes of Jacob, and

to restore the preserved of Israel ; I will also, give thee for a

light to the Gentiles, that thou mayest be my salvation unto

the end of the earth." And in v. 8 :
—" Thus saith the

Lord,—In an acceptable time have I heard thee ; and in a

day of salvation have I helped thee." In Acts xiii. 47, we

find the application and fulfilment of the prophetic verse first

cited, and in tho same words,— '* I have set thee to be a

light of the Gentiles, that thou shouldst ^e for salvation unto

the ends of the earth." The application of the cited verse 8,

of the prophecy, we find, as literally, in 2 Cor. vi. 2,
—** For

he saith, I have heard thee in a time accepted, and in the day

of salvation have I succoured thee, behold, now is tho accepted

time, behold, now is the day of salvation." Thus we see, from

these several inspired passages in the New Testament Scrip-

tures, that the prophecies concerning the character mentioned

in these two chapters, related to our Lord, and to Him only.

The Baron and the Doctor speak of the book of Isaiah, as

having been composed by two persons, whom they describe as

tha first, or "elder," and the "later Isaiah." They give

fiot a shadow of proof or authority for this opiLion. It is a

loffifiiAnt toawor lo mj that it ia a mere fietioa or iavention

td umk ^MirKO^ mIkhd*. T^re is nothing in Soriptore,
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or elsewhere, to afford the least pretext for a supposition of

the kind.

81. " The first Jewish expositor who loosened, without break-
ing, Rabbinical fetters,—R. Saadiah, in the Ninth Century,
named Jeremiah as the man of grief ; and emphatically the pro*
phet of the return, rejected of his people.

P. 82. " His place in the book of Sirach shows how eminent-
ly he was enshrined in men's thoughts, as the servant of God j

and in the book of Maccabees, he is the grey prophet, who i»

seen in vision, fulfilling his task of interceding for the people."

Now let us first examine the proofs cited by the Baron and

the Dr. to show that Jeremiah is the man of " grief," meant

in Isaiah liii. They are both, all along, contending against

there being in the Scriptures, any foretelling of events ; but

with them, all such supposed predictions are mere history
; yet

they can permit a prophet to foretell certain things which they

think will suit their purpose. On p. 80, speaking of Jeremiah,

as the character described in Isaiah liii. and liv., the Doctor

writes :
** So the arm of the Lord was laid bare ; and his ser*

vant, who had foretold it, was now counted wise, though none

had believed his report." They admit, then, that there was

a real prophecy, or foretelling, concerning the contents of

these chapters. Let us look next at the proof of their Jere«

miah scheme, from this Jewish Rabbi, in the Ninth Century.

It can very well be supposed, consistently with charity, that

there is not a Rabbi, or other unchristianized Jew in the

world, but would do his utmost to discredit Christianity, and

weaken or destroy any proof that our Lord is the true Mes-

siah. It is said, that for this last purpose, this Jifty4hifd

chapter of Isaiah was some time back transposed from its pro«

per place in Isaiah to another book of the Old Testument

Scriptures. It seems, then, that this prejudiced Rabbi, has

signified his opmion, that Jeremiah is the man of gf%4f of

Isaiah liii., but no reason or proof is offered for that opitiion*

Troe, Jeremiah was a maa of ^i«f, bat not mors so ilUM
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Lsaiab, aud most, if not all, of the other prophets ; and thcjr

bad much cause for i^r. from the persecutions and maltreat*

ment they received from their countrymen. This proof,

therefore, is about as strong for any of the others as for Jere-

miah. It is no proof that any of them is the character in-

tended in that chapter in Isaiah. The next proof is that

Jeremiah is mentioned with high esteem in the book of Si-

rach. The Dr. means the book of Ecclcsiasticus. This has

been already described as one of the Apocryphal books, and

like the others, it has not been admitted even among the

Jewish Scriptures, as an inspired writing. It is true the

Son of Sirach, in this book, celebrates the praise of Jeremiah,

and deservedly so, but ho does the same for Enoch, Noah,

Abraham, Moses, Phinoas, Joshua, Elijah, and a great num-

ber of others, too many to give all the names here, being

nearly thirty in all. Of some of them he speaks even in

much higher terms than of Jeremiah. But these eulogies,

either of Jeremiah or any of the others, have nothing to do

with the proof of Jeremiah being the man of grief described

in that chapter of Isaiah. But the Doctor's last attempted

proof is the most extraordinary, or rather marvellous, of all.

He says of Jeremiah, " In the book of Maccabees, he is the

grey prophet who is seen in vision fulfilling his task of inter-

ceding for the people."

This book is another of the Apocryphal writings, and the

particulars referred to are found in 2 Maccabees, chap. 15.

There we find the brave and patriotic Judas, as General of

the Jewish host, encouraging his men, when about leading

them against the army of their cruel and persecuting enemy,

Nicanor. According to the usual practice of brave and

politic generals, Judas made a speech to his men, in which,

for affording them courage and eonfideacc, he first reminds

them of the Divine help and deliverances their nation had

often experienced, and then is given in the chapter an aocounfc
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of another part of his speech, in those words,—" And besides

that ho told thera a dream, worthy to be believed, as if it had

been so, indeed which did not a little rejoice them." He told

thera that in this vision or dream he saw a good and virtuous

man, of the name of Onias, who had been High Priest, and

that there also appeared " a man with grey hairs, and exceed-

ingly glorious ;
" and that Onias told him that this was Jore-

mias the prophet ; and that he prayed much for the people

;

and he states, that Jeremias gave him ** a sword of gold, a

Divine gift, with which to wound the adversaries." Now,

nobody will deny that this brave and skilful General exhibit-

ed, by his speech, a good degree of what is called tact or

policy ; but, even as to the dream, from some of the words at

the commencement of the relation, it seems doubtful whether

it was a real dream or only invented to serve for the occasion;

But, whether one or the other, what tendency can it possibly

have to show that Jeremiah was the man of grief mentioned

in that 53rd chapter of Isaiah. We now see that the whole

proof of the Baron and the Dr., that Jeremiah is the prophet-

ical man of grief in Isaiah, is comprehended in the opinion df

a Jewish Rabbi, in the Ninth Century, and the eulogy on

Jeremiah, by the Son of Sirach, among his praises 6f other

worthies ; and the real or invented dream of a General, re-

lated to his men, to encourage them to battle. It is indeed a

dreamy or visionary kind of evidence. It would seem, on a

first thought, that writing such a detail as the present, was

even a waste of time ; but yet it is well enough to give it,

hr the purpose of showing how some, called learned men, in

framing and carrying out their schemes and inventions, e^pe^

cially as regards opposition to Scriptural truth, will be lefl to

elhibit a (deplorable want of ordinary sense and discretion,

and to put fbrth th& greatest absurdities.

Some of the abounding Smpturalpaggages Will now -bd

dted to show that this remarkable prophetical ^rtion df
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Scripture—Isalab lili.—has relation to our Lord, and to Him

only. It commences with these words, " Who hath believed

onr report, and to whom hath the arm of the Lord been

revealed." Tiu-ning now to John xii. 37, 88, we find these

words, " But though he had done so many miraelos before

them, yet they believed not on him, that the saying of Esaias

the prophet might be fulfilled, which he spake, ' Lord who

hath believed our report, and to whom hath the arm of the

Lord been revealed.' " Again, in Rom. x. 16, are these

words, " But they have not all obeyed the Gospel, for Esaias

Baith, • Lord who hath believed our report.' " In those two

passages, the first prophetic words of that chapter are express-

ly applied to our Lord and his Gospel.

Next, we find in Acts viii. the account of the conversion

of the Ethiopian Eunuch. He was sitting in his chariot,

reading these passages in the prophet Esaias, *' He was led

as a sheep to the slaughter, and like a lamb dumb before his

shearer, so opened he not his mouth ; in his humiliation his

judgment was taken away ; and who shall declare his genera-

tion, for his life is taken from the earth." Here are the

identical words which form a part of that prophetical chap-

ter. On the Eunuch enquiring of whom the prophet spoke,

Philip, who had been expressly sent by the Divine Spirit to

meet with the Eunuch, began, it is said, " at the same Scrip-

ture, and preached unto him Jesus." In Mark xv. 28 are

these words, " And the Scripture was fulfilled which saith,

* And he was numbered with the transgressors.' " And fur-

ihur, in Luke xxii. 37 are these words, by our Lord Himself,

** This that is written must yet be accomplished in me, ' and

he was reckoned among the transgressors.' " Both these

passages refer to Isaiah liii., where the same prophetic words

are found. Lastly, may be cited Matt. viii. 17, " That it

Bughk be fulfilled which was spoken by Esaias the prophet,

saying, 'Himself took our infirmities, and bare our sick-
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noHHcs. ThcMO words evidently refer to this passage in

Isaiah liii., " Surely he hath borne our sins and carried our

sorrows." No more need be cited or said to show to a perfect

demonstration that our Lord, and no other, is the character

described in that prophetical chapter of Isaiah.

P. 86. " It provokes a smile, on serious topics, to observe the
zeal with which otir critic vindicates the personality of Jonah,
and the orip;inality of his hymn, (the latter being generally
thought doubtful.) while he proceeds to explain, that the narra-
tive of our book, in which the hymn is embedded, contains A

'

late legend, founded on misconception."

Here, Dr. Williams seems rather to treat with ridicule, or

humorous sarcasm, the inconsistency of his friend the Baron;

in believing the personality of Jonah, while denying tho-

truth of the narrative of the book. As to the personality,

and his being the prophet, mentioned in the book which beara^

his name ; and the truth of the whole of the narratiyes therein *

contained, there arc no facts which ever took place in cur-

world more highly authenticated. In Matt, xii. 40, 41 j they

are verified by our Lord in these words: "As Jonas was

three days and three nights in the whale's belly, so shall the

son of man be three days and three nights in the heart of the

earth. The men of Nineveh shall rise in judgment with this

generation, and shall condemn it, because they repented at

the preaching of Jonas, and behold a greater than Jonas is-

bere." The book has ever been held by the Jews as one of

their genuine canonical Scriptures. The appeal made by our

Lord, to the maiu facts of the narrative, proves that we are

not to admit of any allegorical exposition of these facts.

1. There was such a person as Jonah. 2. He was swallow-

ed by a sea-monster, in whose belly he was miraculously pre-

served three days and three nights. 3. This same Jonah,

afterwards preached to the I*^inovites, and they repented and

turned from their sins under his ministry. This testimony of
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our Lord puts an end to all inytliulugieal, allegorical, and Iiypo-

^betioal interpretation of those facts. Yet, with a knowledge

of that sacred testimony, as to all those points, this Baron,

who pretends to be a Christian, declares, that ** the narrative

of the book, contains a late legend." Even if there were no

Buch attestation as that of our Lord, no trulj rational person

oould doubt that Ho who made and sustains all creatures and

things could cause Jonah to be preserved in life, in the mira-

culous manner described. As to the objection of some

—

founded on the mode of expression
—'* As Jonas was three

days," &c., it is perfectly futile. This is one of the strongest

and most omphatio modes of recognizing and referring to a

previous fact. Many instances of it are found in Scripture,

and it is often employed as to secular and ordinary matters, i

There is the solemn Scripture declaration, " As I live saith

th« Lord, I have no pleasure in the death of the wicked, but

that the wicked turn from evil." The first words, as to the .

Divine existence, express a solemn and everlasting truth.

Again, "As the body without the spirit is dead, so faith

inthout works is dead also
;
" and, " As it is appointed unto

men once to die," &c., " so Christ was once offered." We
aU know the truth of the first assertion, in each of these

inspired passages.

87. " If such a spirit did not dwell in the Church, the Bible '

would not be inspired; for the Bible is before all things the^
written voice of the congregation. Bold as such a theory of in- i

spiration may sound, it was the earliest creed of the Church

;

and it is the only one to which the facts of Scripture answer."

.
Here is a commingling of tinscriptaral and profane senti-

ments as well as of the strangest absurdities. According to

the first expression, the inspiration of the Bible depends

entirely on the Church possessing the Spirit. The contents

of tte Book me only inspired truth, just in the degree in

whioh the Church is in that condition. If the spirit should
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at any time be withdrawn from the Church, tlic inspiratim of

the writings of the Bible would ceaso. According to this

profuno doctrine, whether the Bible contained truth, or other-

wise, would be a fluctuating opinion, depending entirely on

the spiritual, or the contrary state of the Ciiurch. Every

really intelligent, as well as Christian mind, will, at once, eee

the impiety as well as absurdity of such a doctrine. The

next assertion, that " the Bible is, above all things, the writ-

ten voice of tiie congregation," is in the requisite correspon-

dence with the other; and exhibits still further the same

characteristics of evil. It is difficult to imagine what precise

ideas, if any, or what trains of thought, produced such strange

assertions. They seem, indeed, to have proceeded from an

almost incomprehensible confusion of mind. "The Bible,

before all things, the written voice of the congregation "
!

!

This is, doubtless, one of the several absurd sayings contained

in the Reviewing Essay, which on the late prosecution of Dr.

Williams for this work, led the Counsel against him to say,

very appropriately, that they were a "mere jargon." The

Dr. does not say of what congregation or people, or in what

age or ages, or under what dispensation of religion, the Bible

was or is such a voice. If our Bible was to be made up of

the voice or the belief and practice of the people or " the con-

gregation," as he says, in different ages and in different coun-

tries, we should have a strange and nondescript Bible indeed.

A part of its revelation for our guidance would be the worship

of the calf by the Israelites, and their indecent conduct on that

occasion. And, again, a part of its truths would be their wor-

ship and almost universal adherance to Baal, in the time of

Elijah, while other parts would be composed of similar preva-

lent idolatries and corresponding praotices of that peoole at

various periods. Further, under the Christian dispensation, a

part of that Bible would be the almost universal Arian

heresy, for a considerable period; and many other prevalent
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nud profune lieresics. in dift'ereiit agos. To say no more, wo

Hhould have, as part of it, all the fulsu doetriDcs and super-

stitions, profane and absurd observances , which were almost

universally prevalent during so many ages in the countries

called Christian. Even now, each one of the almost innu-

merable sects or congregations professing Christianity, would

require a Bible of its own, expressing its own creed or voice.

The Mormons, as a congregation, have one, and, in some re-

spects, it is probably not very much more profane, immoral,

and absurd, than some others would be, on Dr. Williams*

y)lan of Bible composition, and liible expre.ssion. He says

this theory of the Bible, which hu calls one of inspiration, was
* the earliest creed of the Church ; and is the only one to

which the facts of Scripture answer." Both of these asser-

tions are altogether untrue, as well as profanely absurd. The

earliest creed of the Church was derived from the teaching of

our Lord and His Apostles, and from New Testament inspir-

ed writings, almost immediately composed and given as tho

perfect standard for tho implicit faith, and the direction of tho

Christian Church to the end of tiiuf. li urmer incro arc no

facts of Scripture which would correspond or bo in harmony

with such a mongrel and absurd theory as the I)r. has invent-

ed and advanced.

P. 90. " He (the Baron) would ask, what proof is there that

the reasonable sense of St. Paul's words was not the one which
the Apostle intended ? Why may nc t justification by faith have
meant the peace of mind, or sense of the Divivc approval, which
comes of trust in a righteouB Qod, rather than a notion oi merit
by transfer."

At P. 97., on the same subject, Dr. Williams says :

—

*^ Salvation from evil, through sharing the Saviour's spirit,

was shfted into a notion of purchase from God, through the

price of bis bodily pangs. The deep drama of heart and mind
became externalized into A commercial transfer, and this effect-

ed by a form of ritual.

>
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Here, Dr. Williams eonies out even more boldly and di-

rectly than before in oppf»sition to Scriptural truth ; and is

found in plain terms denying the grand cardinal doctrine of

justification through faith in the merits of the Redeemer.

He calls it a fiction—a " fiction of merit by transfer." It

would be but consistent, and give a proof of honesty as well

as courage, if he would, at once, quit that Church in which

he retains the office of a minister, and which holds that Scrip-

tural doctrine of justification by faith as one of its most essen-

tial articles of belief; to which articles he has professedly

given his adhesion. Ho asks for proof that the reasonable

sense of St. Paul's words was not the one he intended. No

Scripturally instructed Christian will think of seeking for any

proof of the kind. He sees the intention of the Apostle, or

rather, of the Divine Spirit, through him, with sufficient clear-

ness in tho numerous i)assages of Scripture containing that

reasonable sense, and expressing the corresponding intention.

But a person retaining his native pride of heart and self-righ-

teous spirit, and inventing and indulging in speculations and

fictitious abstractions, and framing theories of his own, will, of

course, find Scripture truth standing in his way, and therefore,

in support of his theories, will be left and be led to put on the

words of hispiration any other sense than the plainly reasonable

one. That grand foundation, and consoling doctrine, of our

justification and acceptance by God, through faith in the sacri-

ficial offering, and merits of our Divine Redeemer, is declared

in the Scriptures, in words of such reasonable sense and mean-

ing, as to be readily seen by every unprejudiced and seriously

enquiring mind. It is expressed in such numerous passages

of Scripture, that to give them all would be transcribing a

very large portion of New Testament revelation. Here are

Bome of them, with which Dr. Williams must, of course, be

very well acquainted:—''The Lord hath Idd on him the

iniquity of \u all."<~-'"rh« ehaitiMment of our peace wai
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upon liini, and by his stripes we are healed."—" This is my
blood of the New Testament, which is shed for many, for tho

remission of sins."
—"Through this man is preached unto

you the forgiveness of sins ; and by him all that believe are

justified, from all things, from which ye could not be justified

by the law of Moses."—" Being justified by faith, we have

peace with God, through our Lord Jesus Christ."
—" Being

now justified by his blood, we shall be saved from wrath

through him."—"Even, as God, for Christ's sake, hath for-

given you."—"And he is the propitiation for our sins."

—

(Is. liii, 5, 6.—Math, xxvi, 28.—Acts xiii, 38, 39.—Rom.
i, 5, 8.—Ephes. 4. iv, 32.—1 John, ii, 2.) Also, see to the

same effect, 2 Cor. v., 21,—Ephes. 1, 7,—1 Peter, ii, 24.

In all these passages, the "reasonable sense" is perfectly*

apparent to every reasonable and unprejudiced mind. No
words that could possibly be used could make that precious

truth of our pardon, justification, and acceptance, through the

merits of our Saviour, more clealry apparent, than the words

of the inspired passages which have just been given. If Dr.

Williams does not see it, it is more his fault, through adopt-

ing an unscriptural theory, than from any defect in his ration-

al faculty. That false and blinding theory has led him into

T the presumptuous profanity, and the guilt of calling that

Divine and precious doctrine a "fiction." He speaks of

** peace, and a sense of the Divine approval, through trust in

la righteons God." The true Christian does, indeed, find

peace, and the Divine approval, by complying >7ith the com-

mand of GcJ to believe on His Son Jesus Christ. As
.^ripfcurally declared, "being justified by faith, we have

peace with God through our Lord Jesus Christ,"-^" for He
is oor peace." The Christian has also the firmest trudt in a

ngbteous God, but it is founded on the gracious promises of

€Jod, through His Son, our Redeemer and Saviour. By a

Konuine belief of these promises, he obtains the witness of tk^
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spirit, affording him an assured sense of his being " reconcil-

ed to God," and "accepted in the Beloved." If we had no

other trust in a righteous God than one derived from our own

obedience, we should be in a lost and deplorable condition

indeed ; for that just and righteous God has declared that

"all have sinned and come short of His glory;" that "by
the deeds of the Law no flesh living shall be justified ;" that

" cursed is every one that continueth not in all things written

in the book of the law, to do them ;" and that he that " be-

lieveth not on Christ shall be damned." It seems strange

indeed that after such a jwinted denial as Dr. Williams has

given of justification through faith in the merits of the Re-

deemer, and his deriving it merely from ourselves, he should

have given as an authority in his favor, the following note,

which goes so far to contradict his theory :
—" The doctrine of

the Fall, the doctrine of Grace, and the doctrine of Atone-

ment, are grounded in the instincts of mankind." Mozley

on Predestination, ch. xi., p. 331. The atonement here men-

tioned must, of course, be understool to mean the atonement

of our Lord, auu, al loast, tiiis part of iliO iiote is in direct

opposition to the theory of Dr. Williams, of "justification,"

and "forgiveness ujwn our repentance, and of acceptance

upon the offering of our hearts." The sentiment expressed ik*

in the note, if not ambiguous, may in a certain sense, or in

part, seem questionable, but we know that all those doctrines

are fully revealed in the Sacred Scriptures. Tlie language

of the cited passage of the Review, on page 117, containing

the words "bodily pangs," and "a commercial transfer," i.s

so offensively low, and so contrary to the language which
^

should 1)6 employed, in treating of such a deeply solemn sul»-

ject, tliat it would almost seem like sanctioning such intfero-

I'oiis language, to make any special remarks on the subject

on which it is employed. An answer has, in effect, been

•#
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given, by what has been written, in strictures, on the previous

passage.

P. lOS. "So when he (the Baron") asks,—'How long shall we
bear this fiction of* an external revelation ?

' that fs, ot one vio-

lating the heart and conscience, instead of expressing itself

through them ; or when he says, * All this is delusion for those

who believe it ; but what is it for those v/ho teach it ?
' &c,

—

there will be some who think his language too vehement for

good taste. Others will think burning words needed by the

disease of our time. They will not «juarrel on points of taste,

with a man who, in our darkest perplexity, has reared again the

banner of t''uth, and uttered thoughts which give courage tO' the

weak "nd ^ght to the blind. If Protestant Europe is to escape

those shadows of the Twelfth Century, which, with ominous re-

currence arc closing round us, to Baron Bunsen will belong a

foremost place among the champitMis of light and right."

These are among the cloaing passages of this conjoint and

combined production of falsehood and impiety. By the

phrase "e.itcrnal revelation," is undoubtedly meant the

whole revelation contained in the Sacred Scrij)tures. And

this revelation by the Baron, and with the plainly apparent

approval of thin Doctor of Divinity in a Christian Church, is

Called a "fiction," and is charged with "violating the heart

and conscience." The profane wickedness of these expres-

sions is so apparent, that to every person who believes those

Scriptures to be a Divine revelation they convey their own

condemnation ; and therefore require not, here, any extended

remarks. The assertion that this sacred revelation " violates

the heart and conscience," is, in plain terms, profanely

false. It has the direct design and tendency to purity,

regulate and exalt the heart and conscience, and wherever

it is believed, and its sublime principles and precepts faith-

fully carried out, it produces all those ennobling and hallow-

ed effects, which are glorifying to God and promotive of the

welfare and happiness of man. Myriads of instances, in dif-

ferent ages, have shown that such is its character, and such

are its glorious and blissful results.
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As to the quality of Baron Bunsen's ** banner," as we find

it displayed by his standard bearer Dr. Williams, in this

Reviewing Ersay, so far from being a banner of Truth, it is,

through its length and breadth, and in all its devices and

emblems, a banner oi falsehood and impi'eti/. Instead of

this baron being, as Dr. Williams says, "a champion of light

and right," his " Biblical Researches," as the Dr. has exhib-

ited them, when brought to the standard of Scriptural truth,

clearly mark him, as the champion of darkness, and pro-

fanity, and of sentiments of the most perverse and ruinous

description. The express and high approval of that work,

which Dr. Williams has given, involves him in a guilt and

condemnation of a similar nature. If the christian church

were to be left to contend against her enemies, under such a

false and impious banner,—being thus bereaved of the grace

and guardianship of her Divine Head,—she would soon be-

come a prey to her enemies, and be involved in defeat, dis-

grace, and ruin. I5ut this cannot, possibly, be—thanks to

that Almighty, wise, and gracious Protector and Guide. He
may and he does, in his inscrutable Providence, permit, from

time to time, such men as Arius, and Socinus, Gibbon,

Hobbes, and Hume, Baron Bunsen, and Dr. Williams, to

assail the foundations of his church, but he will effectually

frustrate all their profane designs and attempts ; for he has

promised that the gates of hell shall not prevail against her
;

and that he will be with her ** alway, even unto the end of

the world." Though some of her professed, but treasonable

sons, may endeavour to bring her under a cloud of darkness

and obscurity, he will still mi.ke her light to " shine forth as

the morning," and cause her to appear,—" fair as the moon,

clear as the sun, and terrible as m army with banners."

^
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ANSWER TO No. 8

ov

"ESSAYS AND REVIEWS."

The Third Number uf these writings, as they stand iu the

American Edition of the book in which they are contained, is

entitled
—" On the Study of the Evidences of Christianity."

The Author is Baden Powell, M.A., F.ll.S., &c.

The title of this Essay and its contents are entirely at vari-

ance. Any reasonable person would suppose, from the title,

that, in the first place, the writer would advance and explain,

or, at least, intimate, some of the principal proofs to show the

Divine origin and consequent truth of Christianity ; and then

indicate the proper course to bo followed, in the examination

of those proofs, and as to the study of tliat sacred system.

But nothing on either of these points, or on any other favour-

able to Christianity, is to be found in this Essay. On the

contrary, it is in manifest hostility to several of the funda-

mental truths of J)ivine revelation ; and, most especially, to

the testimony it contain*, as to miraculous events. It is,

indeed, clearly apparent, that the principal design of the Es

say is to disprove the occurrence of any such events ; or else

to show tliat all instances recorded in Scripture, having the

uppcai*ance of a miraculous character, were merely delusive,

and are to be referred to the weak credulity of those who be-

lieved them to bo such ; and thar, in reality, they aro nil to
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be referred to natural causes already known, or y«t to be dUh

covered. lo, effect, if not in terms, he denies tbat the DiviM

Being ever did, or will, by supernatural intervention, suspend

or alter any of His natural laws or arrangements, so as to pro*

duce what may be denominated a miracle. The whole argui*

ment of the writer is on these points, thus endeavouring to

weaken or remove this part of the evidence of the truth and

authority of Scripture. This character of the work will bo

made to appear by connected passages of the Essay, which,

in the course of this Keview will be given ; and by some

plain and appropriate strictures and comments thereon. In

what may be called the Exordium, or Introduction, the writer

indicates the spirit and temper in which a discussion on such

subjects should ever be conducted,—^that it should be candid,

free from prejudice, or bias, and without any polemical acri-

mony. All this is very good, and right, and it would have

been so far well, if he and his brethren, the other sceptical

Essayists, had, in their writings, exhibited such a spirit and

temper, and also less of dogmatic, and profane and unproved

assertion. .. .

On page 108 of the book, he next proceeds to complain of

" a want of sympathy with the difficulties, which many so

seriously feel, in admitting the alleged evidences." He does

not specify the particular points, to which he means these

evidences to apply, or to have reference. From the first sen*

tenccs of his Essay, we may, however, fairly presume that

the expression refers to the whole of what he designates,—

" The Evidences of Revelation." These evid^ioes, in part»

he himself has assailed, and nearly, if not all the other par-

ticulars of them, have, in a like manner been impeached, and

sought to be weakened, or rather destroyefj, by his tMrethreo^i

the other Essayists, in their similar profan(i|productiona. Ho
claims a sympathy for himself and the oapR in these their

written efforts, or their " difficultios,' yte he caUfl Uien.
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Now, let us see, if they arc at all entitled to any such sym-

pathy. Persons who really need, or claim sympathy, are

those who are in actual trouble or distress from some bereave-

ment, or other calamity, or afflictive event, which has befallen

them ; and with this state, are generally associated feelings of

humility, and a disposition to hearken to the kind and good

advice and exhortations of others. But, have these Essayists

exhibited any such feelings, or dispositions ? Quite the con-

trary. They have plainly manifested in these their writings,

—pride, and self-conceit, contempt, in reality, of the opinions

and judgments of the vast multitudes of the really wise and

good, throughout all ages, who haye been thoroughly satisfied

with the abounding evidences of the Truth of Divine Reve-

lation, of its inspiration, its prophecies, its miracles, and all

other parts of that sacred code. All such inspired evidences,

these Essayists are endeavouring to subvert, and if possible

destroy. One commences the eflfort, with an endeavour to

exalt natural reason and conscience, above revelation, —
charges Christianity with sanctioning or favouring cowardice,

—with being unfavourable to patriotism ; and on these points,

places it below the systems of ancient Greece and Eome,

—

exalts pharisaic teaching, above the preceding dispensation of

religion, du-eotly established by God himself; and, on several

other points, endeavours to lower the character and authority

of Scriptural religion.

T Another of this band of profane Essayists follows, and intro-

duoefy, adopts, and extols, the written efforts of a German infi-

del, denying the inspiration of the Scriptures, the prophecies

they contain, as being in any instance really predictive, but be-

ing merely historical ; and also denying that any of the miracu-

lous events record|^ in Scripture were of that character, and

asserting that soiftltf such events never occurred, but were

merely fabuious. N&t comes the Essay now being reviewed,

\i
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the similar evil character of which has already been intimated,

and will, presently, be more fully disclosed. The other four,

which follow in the volume, are of like descriptions, compris-

ing in the whole,—a rejection of the generally received and

standard chronology, or age of the world ;—the Scripture ac-

count of creation ;—denials of the inspiration of any part of

Scripture ;—of the truth of many of the facts and events it

records ;—of its prophetical portions ;—of its miracles ; and,

in short, of nearly all its most <iSfiential doctrines and princi-

pal truths ; as well as absolute authority as to religious faith

and practice. Sympathy, indeed, with such a false, impious,

and demoralizing system as this, presented, as a whole, in this

plainly infidel book ! ! No person, whether Jew or Chris-

tian, professing to believe in any portion of the Scriptures, as

a Divine revelation, can, with a shadow of consistency, or pre-

tending to any measure of true piety, have any sympathy

with the authors of such daring and ruinous profanity, or

with their pretended '*diflBculties." Moreover, if they

really feel any distressing pressure from such diflEiculties,

fVioxT fioTTO TiA rinrVjf +o ofronr fliprri nn fViA riafVi f\f nflipra tO

disturb or impede their Christian course, or to arrest the

attention of a public, who can afford them no relief from their

difficulties, but some of whom may be seriously injured by

their infidel sentiments. If they had spent in humble and

sincere search into Scripture truth, with earnest and faithful

prayer to the Fountain of Light, half the time they have

employed in framing and putting forth these profane produc-

tions, they would, most probably, have found a relief from all

their real difficulties. If the inspired and zealous Paul were

now upon earth, and came in their way, it is highly probable,

that, instead of any sympathy, he would say to each of them,

as he did to the wicked Elymas, " 0, fiill of all subtlety,

and all mischief, thou enemy of all righteousness, wilt thou

not cease to pervert the right ways of the Lord
;
" and, pos-
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mb\j, would feel au^Jborised to pronoanoe tho same paukb-

ment that was infiioted upon tliat enemy of truth. ^^

On P. 100, referring to those who do not enter on the db-

cussion, he saya :—

" They are unfiair if they accuse tiiose who do so, of agitating

questions, ofwhose existcneo theij have been unconscious ; and of
unsettling men's minds, because their otvn prenossessions have

been long settled ; and they do not perceive tno difficulties of

Others, which it is the very aim of such discussion to remove."

P. 111. "It is the common language of orthodox writings and
diecoiirses, to advise the believer, when objections or difficulties

arif»e, not to attempt to offer a precise answer, or to argue the

point, but rather to look at tne whole subject, as of a kind,

which ought to be exempt from critical scrutiny, and be regard-

ed with a submission of judgment, in the spirit of humility and
faith;"

and he says that,

" as to a question of external facts, this amounts to neither more
nor less than a surrender of the claims of external evidence,

and historical reality ]*'

and he eharges on those who speak in that way of subroiwioa

on questions of religious belief, that,

**in fact they shift the basis of all belief, from the alleged

•vidence of facts, to tho influence of an interiial persuasion

;

they virtually give up t?ie evidential proof, so strongly insisted

on, and confess that the whole is, after (^11, a mere matter of
feeling and sentiment

Furtbe?, on the aarno point, at page 135, he writes

:

^
**The extreme evangelical School, strongly asserting the

literal truth <^ the Bible, seeks its evidence wholly in spiritual

impresnious, regarding all exercise ol the reason, as partxJdng
of the nature of sin."

la the first of these cited passages, what are the well-

fenndad ccnyiotions of tboae who beliere in Scripture truth,

ka oallfl, in the way of reproafifa, " their preposeesiona
; " by
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which is evidently nieunt, that they huve formed thut belief

through prejudice, or without any sufficient evidence or rea-

son to induce it. This is an illiberal and unjust imputation,

and contrary to his own rule, for calm and dispassionate dis-

cussion and judgment. Neither are such believers justly

chargeable with a disregard and exclusion of the " claims of

external evidence, and historic reality ;
" and of resting their

faith, not on facts, but merely on " feeling and sentiment ;

"

and with regarding all exercise of reason, as " partaking of

the nature of sin." These are grave charges, indeed, but

they are as unfounded as they are reckless and illiberal.

The Christian has perfectly valid proofs and reasons for be*

lieying that the Scriptures are a Divine revelation, for his

instruction and guidance ; and, being convinced that they are

of that character, he believes, as ho has a right, and is

bound to do, that they are records of infallible truth
;

and as such he receives them. Consequently, and right'

ly, ho believes that it would b3 presumptuously impious

for him wilfully to raise or invent questions or suppositions,

or seek after any facts or circumstances which might seem

to have a tendency to impeach the veracity or lessen the

authority of any portion of those inspired and sacred oracles.

It is true, this belief is an internal persuasion, or aontiment,

but it is not formed by ezoluding evidence, or suppressing

iho " exercise of reason," as if it were a sin ; but it is found-

ed on the basis of evidence of the yery highest desoriptioo,

and n^anifests the very perfection of reason, in implioitly be*

Bering what a Being of infinite wisdom, truth, and goodneM,

had plainly rer'^aled. . ^ .. ... . ,.,

F. 113. "The present discussion is not intended to be of a
eontroversial kina : it is purely eontemplative and theoretical.

It is rather directed to a calm and unprejudiced survey of the

various opinions and ar|!;^iment8 adduced, whatever may be
their ulterior tendency on these important questions ; an'^ *o the

attempt to state, analyze and estunate them, just at thcy^ may
seem really conducive to the high object, professedly in view."
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Now, all this Heems very candid and right ; but on a view

of the manifest spirit, and the whole style and strain of his

Essay, the question naturally arises, have these promises of

avoiding controversy, and of the discussion being purely

contemplative, and of the survey being calm and unpreju-

diced, been remembered and faithfully kept ? That the dis-

cission is theoretical, there is no manner of doubt. It is one

of its greatest faults that it is so greatly of that character.

But many of its positive assertions, contrary both to Scripture

truth, and to reason, truly enlightened, and exercised, as well

as its evident object, to impeach and deny some of the most

importants parts of that truth, manifest that his discussion is

of a directly opposite description to that which he has declared

it .should possess. This will be shown in subsequent parts of

this review. He alludes to a high object which his discussion

has professedly in view, but he has not named, or even hint-

ed, what it really is. Judging from a plain exercise of rea-

son, applied to the remarks made, and the arguments em-

ployed in the Essay, it is suflBciently evident that this high

object is no other than, as already observed, to show that

none of the facts and events recorded in Scripture, as mira-

cles, were really of that character ; but that they, all, were

merely the results of the operation of natural causes, either

now known, or to be hereafter fully discovered, by the ad-

vancement of science, and what he calls the ** inductive phi-

losophy." Now, all genuine Christians who believe in the

plain announcements of Scripture, and, indeed, all other per-

sons, not blinded and perverted by mere speculations, and

groundless theories ; but possessing any fair portion of un-

biased reason, and intelligence, will readily conclude that so

far from that being a high object, it is profanely bad ; as well

as contrary to a sound judgment on the whole subject.

On page 114, he says :—

*

-sp-^'-
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" Most Protestants, with more or less difference ot* meaning, •

profess to regard revelation, as once for all, announced ; long
since finally closed, permanently recorded, and accessible, only
in the written divine word, contained in the Scriptures." '

'

This is indeed a true summary, and contains more truth

than most of the other passages of the Essay. But, this

writer, and his Essaying brethren, are not satisfied with this

" written Divine word" as a sufficient revelation ; but they

wish to remove large portions of it, as being untrue ; or, as

not suited to the spirit of the age ; and to add to what they

will permit to remain, an extensive supplemental revelation

of their own, in conformity with that spirit, and with the sup-

posed present requirements of society, and the world at

large ; and, in this revelation, to exalt native human reason

and science, and the '* inductive philosophy" above that

Divine revelation, contained in the Scriptures, and make this

revelation, in all things, retain the subordinate place. Now,

this sacred revelation, has served and fulfilled the Divine

purposes, and secured the welfare and happiness of the my-

riads who have implicitly believed, and faithfully obeyed it,

through upwards of three thousand years ; and during all

stages of civilization and knowledge ; and it will ever con-

tinue to do so, to the close of this woHd's history ; for it is

perfectly adapted to every people ; and to every state of man-

kind. It has secured the belief and the cordial acceptauce,

and drawn forth the highest admiration of many of the most

exalted in native powers, and extensive and valuable attain-

ments, who have ever appeared in our world ; in comparison

with whom, it may truly be said, these Essayists are but as

dwarfs in intellect, and sciolists in literary attainments, and

true and enlarged knowledge. But, on the other band, what

has one profane system, similar to that of these Essayists

done, even within this generation, and in this advanced age

•^civilization, science, and philosophy ? We know, that tbo

'H
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exaltation of mere nataral reason, and philosophioal theories,

above Divine revelation, in one country, the most advanced

in what is generally called civilization and secular science,

led, at length, to the entire rejection of that revelation ; and

to the substitution of that reason, as a Deity to be adored
;

and which was actually worshipped. These Essayists know,

as well as others, what were the horrible and sanguinary re-

sults of that blasphemous system, which so rejected revela-

tion ; and exalted reason and Philosophy. And, yet, they

are pursuing a precisely similar course with that of the infidel

Philosophers, who were so instrumental in producing, in that

countiy, those awful and afflicting results.

From page 114 to 121, a summary or condensed view is

^ven, of the various discussions which at different periods

took place, regarding the evidences of Revelation ; and the

principal objections to it, more especially as to its miracles.

As to those several discussions, no remarks are required, or

oeed, here, be made. The Essayist in further extending his

summary of disoasst(»is on the subject of miracles ; and nam-

ing some of those who were engaged in them, and interspers-

ing some remarks of bis own, of the same exceptionable cha-

racter, as some others which will hereafter be given, and

commented on, says;—

^

,
-^

P. 126. " Thus it has been well remarked by Dean Milman

:

* History, to be true, must condescend to speak the language of
legend. The belief of the times, is part of the record of the

times.'"
^ --S'-r, -

This very extraordinary saying of the Dean seems to be

introduced by the Essayist, in support of his opinion and

argument, that no seeming marvelloiss events, as well those

recorded in Scripture, a^ others, were really su|>eriiati»al

or nnrrellouB; bat were only so, in the onidoloufl 8U|>'

pontion of the tiznes in which they oecuised» and ftfe fnton

p«iiodi, aaioBf ptnoDs not posBcisiiig snfieieiii jdendfie iiu
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formation, and a due knowledge of the extent and influence

of natural causes, and of the "inductive philosophy." But

whether it will servo his purpose or not, it is, of itself, a

strangely inconsistent and absurd saying. The ordinary

meaning of the word ** legend " is that of a false or merely.

Jahulous tale or narrative. Surely ihQ fabulous character of

a history can never be said to constitute the evidence, or test,

of its truth. The two characteristics which are here brought

together, are in direct opposition. History, it is true, may
record legendary tales, as having been current and believed

;

but to retain a character for truth it must report them as

really of WxdA, false and legendary description. What would

be thought of Macaulay's or any other History of England, if

it had gathered up current fabulous stories and opinions, on

any subject, and given them forth as verities ? Would it not

be the grossest absurdity to say that such fables proved the

truth of the history. >^ . .

P. 128. "In fact all our higher and more precise ideas of the

Divine perfections, are really derived from that very revelation,

whose evidence is the point in question. The Divine omnipo-
tence, is entirely an inference from the language of the Bihley

adopted on the assumption of a belief in revelation. That with

God, nothing is impossible, is the very declaration of Scripture
;

yet, on this, the whole belief of miracles is built ; and thus, with

the many, that belief is wholly the result, not the antecedent of

faith."
.

« From the expression here used, "the assumption of a be-:

lief in revelation," the writer will in the opinion of some,.

have laid himself open to the charge of not believing in that

revelation, as being of Divine origin and authority. We
will charitably judge, however, that he entertained the belief

that it is, in part, of that character. The ground, or reason

which he has assigned, for the belief of the many, in the

Scripture miracles, is, indeed, perfectly warranted and valid.

They are first convinced, from abounding and most conclusive

10
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evidence, that the Scriptures contain a Divinely inspired,

and, consequently, truthful revelation; and seeing therein

declared the Almighty power of Him who gave it, that " with

Him all things are possible," and finding, also, the plain re-

cord, that this Almighty Being, Himself, and His inspired

prophets, and our Lord the Saviour, and His Apostles, per-

formed numerous acts of a clearly miraculous description

;

the belief of the many in such miracles, is, indeed, as tbi»

Essayist says, built upon this combined and inspired testimo-

ny. And what Christian, or rational person, will think or

speak disparagingly of them, or consider them to be weak-

minded or credulous persons for entertaining such a belief.

If that belief is not consistent with the Essayist's inductive

philosophy, it is in entire consistency with true inductive

theology ; and that is perfectly sufl&cient, on every ground,

and for every purpose of a religious character. If it were

needful, it could readily be shown that this belief is in equal

consistency with sound and truly inductive philosophy also.

The belief in miracles, is, indeed, with the many, as he has

stated, the result, not the cmtecedent of faith ; and most

reasonably and appropriately so. They first believe in the

existence of a Being of Almighty power, and of infallible

wisdom and truth ; then, on indubitable evidence, they believe

on His written revelation, and, next, finding certain miracu-

lous events therein recorded, they are further, as a result of

their previous belief, led to the firm conclusion that those

miracles really took place. Surely this is very far more ra-

tional, and more consistent with sound inductive philosophy

too, than first to believe in the miracle, and next to inquire

after a power able to perfbrm it ; and, lastly, to search and

ascertain whether it was recorded in any Divine revelation.

Such a course, as this would be entirely inverting the proper

order of faith, and be palpably absurd.

On several pages, following p. 128, the Essayist gives epi-
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tomes of the opinions of a number of writers, at different com-

parativoly modern times, regarding miracles, and Scripture

miraculous testimony ; on which opinions, it is not requisite

to offer any remarks.

P. 148. " While intcHvct and philosophy arc compelled to

disown the recognition of anything in the world of matter, at

variance with the first principles of the laws of matter,—Uic

universal order, and indissoluble unity of physical causes, they
are the more ready to admit the higher claims of divine myster-
ies, in the invisible and spiritual world."

P. 149. " The most seeming improbable events in human
history, may be perfectly credible, on sufficient testimony, how-
ever contradicting ordinary experience of human motives, and
conduct, &c. But no such cases would have the remotest appli-

cation to alleged violations of the laws of matter ; or the inter-

ruption of the course ofphysical causes."
...

P. 159. ^* Testimony, after all, is but a second hand assur-

ance ; it is but a blind guide : testunony can avail nothing
against reason. The essential question of miracles stands quite

apart from any consideration oftestimony ; the question would
remain the same if we had the evidence of our own senses to

an alleged miracle, that is, to an extraordinary or inexplicable

fact. It is not the merefacty but the cause or explanation of it,

which is the point at issue." " In nature, and from nature ; by
science, and by reason, we neither have, nor can possibly have,

any evidence of a Deity working miracles ; for that, we must
go out of nature, and beyond reason."

These passages, being all on the same subject, and the

most pointed and explicit concerning it, are here brought to-

gether, as a matter of fairness towards the writer, and also &9

a convenient mode of giving, in one place, appropriate re-

marks, and a full and connected answer to the several posi-

tions and assertions advanced. In the first place, what is

the proper definition of a miracle ? It is some fact, or event

which is above human power, and variant from general or

ordinary natural causes, operations, and results, and above

and beyond them. The Essayist has said, that " we cannot,

possibly, have any evidence of a Deity working miracles,

without going out of nature and beyond reason. "It is true

i
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cnougb, in one sense, that in order to have the evidence of a

miracle, and form the belief of it, we must go out of, or rather

look beyond ordinary natural cauaes and effects. A miracle,

is something supernatural. Its being so, is what makes it a

miracle. But, although it is above natural or human power,

it is not beyond reason, as to the evidence or belief of it.

There are innumerable things, with which our reason is satis-

fied, and which we fully believe, but which we cannot fully

comprehend, or explain in all the particulars of their exist-

ence, operations, and connexions. We believe tiiat our souls

and bodies are connected, but we cannot comprehend, or de-

fine, the nature or mode of their mysterious union ; still, our

reason is perfectly satisfied, that there is such an union. Wo
believe there is such a thing as li^ht, but we cannot compre-

hend either its nature, or the manner wherein it flows ; but

both our senses and reason are fully convinced of its existence.

The like may be said of air, jire, and as to various other

things, in the existence of which, and their effects, we ration-

ally and firmly believe ; but we cannot fully comprehend

their nature, or mode of operation. Another part of the cited

passages, says, that ** intellect and philosophy are compelled

to disown the recognition of anything in the world of matter,

at variance with the first principles of the laws of matter,

—

the universal order, and indissoluble unity of physical

causes." This is a position contrary both to fact and reason,

as well as the testimony of divine revelation. It is, in effect,

saying, that the Almighty Being, who created and upholds

all things, and who established those laws of matter, and phy-

sical causes, iaither cannot, or will not, for any purpose, or

reason, whatever, in any one instance, suspend, or vary the

general or ordinary operation of any of those laws or causes.

Now, this is both presumptuous and contrary to reason.

It is placing a limit, both to His power, and His wisdom.

Even a(» to' liuniaii work and arrangement f>, tiuch an asscr-

I
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tion would bo unreasonablo. The man who iiiakes a

watch, or an engine, or any other instrujiient, or agent,

of a mechanical description, can suspend its action, or alter

its mode of operation. No truly rational person will doubt,

that the Being of infinite power and intelligence, who

established those laws of matter, and the order and unity

of physical causes, possesses the power of performing acts

of a more or less general or limited description, suspending,

or altering their order and movements. He has never

declared that He will, in every particular, invariably re-

frain from making any such alteration, or suspension. That

order and unity of physical causes are not " indissoluble" as

the Essayist has said ; for they have often been interfered

with, by Him who established them. We may well conclude

that they were of the same nature, as to regularity and per-

manence, for the sixteen hundred a.id ffty years, previous

to the deluge, as they have ever since been ; and yet, they

were totally subverted and destroyed by that awful event.

Although He who effected that destruction, has promised

that He will never again cause a similar overthrow, by the

same agency. He has declared that He will utterly destroy,

by fire, the whole of this earthly system. This ** order and

unity of physical causes" cannot, therefore, with consistency

or correctness, be called ** indissoluble." Every earthquake,

indeed, or other great convulsion in the system of nature, may

be said to show the reverse. But, general reasoning, as to

the actual suspension and alteration of the laws of matter,

and interference with physical causes, is, indeed, needless,

because we know, from the plain declarations contained in

the infallible word of the Divine author of those laws and

causes, that in a vast number and variety of instances, He
has altered or reversed them ; and, consequently, caused va-

riations from their ordinary operations and effects. As to

many of those instances, He previously declared that He

i!','
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would so interfere with those laws ; and in others, no previous

or prophetical intimation was given. ' -

The first series of Divine miraculous events of which wo

are informed is given in the Pentateuch, or five books of Sa-

cred Scripture. There we find recorded, among the several

judgments inflicted upon the Egyptians, several special in-

stances of variations from the general laws of matter, and of

the order and operation of physical or natural causes. Such

were the turning of a wooden rod into a serpent ; of water

into blood ; and of the dust of the earth into living creatures.

The Magicians who had been permitted to imitate the pre-

vious miracles were not allowed to perform this last one, and

declared that it was " the finger of God j
" thus making the

subsequent miraculous judgments the more strikingly im-

pressive, as manifestations of Almighty power. . Even, still

more pointed than those which have been named, was that

variation from the order of nature by the three successive

and protracted periods of ** thick darkness in all the land of

Egypt," among the Egyptians, " while all the children of

Israel," in the same land, " had light in their dwellings."

Here, surely, was a most marked interruption of the "laws

of matter," or physical causes, and of "the general order of

nature." Again, the parting of the water of the Red Sea,

and its standing as a wall on either side of the dry way

—

thus afforded for the passage of the Israelites—was another

instance of the same Divine interference and interruption.

So was the flowing of water from the body of the rock ; the

prolongation of a day to double its ordinary duration ; the

ecparation of the waters of the Jordan for the passage of the

same people ; the action of the dew, at one time, and its ab-

sence at another, in the case of Gideon's fleece ; the consum-

ing of a large body of water, by fire, at the sacrificial offering

of Elijah ; the return of the degrees of the sun, on the dial, in

tiie time of King Ahaz ; the preservation of the throe faithful
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Tlebrewa, from any effect from the fire into wliich thej were

cast ; with several other instances, recorded in the Old Testa-

ment Scriptures, shewing similar suspensions or interruptions

of the operation of the laws of matter, and of the general

order of the world of nature. With reference to the intro-

duction and establishment of Christianity, we find in the Old

Testament prophetical Scriptures, several declarations of the

Divine Being, that towards securing man's acceptance of the

plan of His pardon and salvation, many miraculous events,

or interruptions of the natural or general order of things,

would be graciously afforded. For assisting to effect that

benevolent and glorious purpose the Divine Saviour perform-

ed many miraculous acts, in variation from those physical

laws and the general order of natural causes and effects. He
gave sight to those who were blind, and hearing and speech

to those who had been deaf and dumb from their birth;

cleansed the leprous and palsied, by a word; raised the dead,

—multiplied a few loaves and fishes, so as to suflSce for

feeding many thousands ; caused one of His disciples to walk

upon the sea ; and performed other acts in like variation from

the general laws and order, in the world of nature. Tho

God of infinite wisdom and goodness, knowing the natural

unbelief and hardness of the heart of man has, under all the

dispensations of His truth, seen it to be needful, at certain

periods, to suspend or vary the operations of the laws He has

established in the material system ; and thereby produce mi-

raculous events for assisting to secure the reception and be-

lief of that truth among men, or for effecting His other pur-

poses, either of justice or mercy. When he commissioned

Moses to be the leader of His people from their state of

bondage, He first exhibited to him certain miracles for hiB

conviction and encouragement; and nexfc commanded and

empowered him to perform certain miraculous acts, in the

presence of the Israelites^ for the like j^fOs^B ts to tliem

;
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tuid alfjn to perform bofore IMmroah ami the Kgyptians other

miracles, most of them, of a judieial and punitive description,

to manifest the Divine power and glory, and to induce them

to comply with the command to release His people. When

our Lord sent forth His twelve, and also His seventy disci-

ples. He, in like manner, empowered them to perform mira-

cles of a benevolent character; and after His resurrection,

when about to take His final departure from the world. Ho

again commissioned His disciples, and told them what signs

or miracles should take place in declaring His truth. Ac-

cordingly, it is said, *' they went forth and preached every-

where, the Lord working with them, and confirming the

AVord, with signs (or miracles) following." Many of tho

numerous miracles which, under this authority, they were

instrumental in performing, were, in fact, suspensions or va-

riations of physical laws, and of the general order of natural

causes and events. Of this kind, were the instances of in-

stantaneously giving sight to the blind, perfect soundness to

the lame, and raising the dead ; and the parting of chains,

and the opening of iron doors, without the employment of

any human or visible agency.

With reference to the proclamation of the Gospel, by its

earliest teachers, it is said in Heb. ii. 4,—" God also bear-

ing them witness, both with signs and wonders, and with

divers miracles and gifts of the Holy Ghost, according to His

own will." But, the Essayist whose writing is here under

review, seems virtually to deny, or ignore, the really miracu-

lous character of all the facts and events which have here

been referred to ; and all similar instances, recorded in the

Old, as well as the New Testament Scriptures. He would,

indeed, be obliged to do so, to preserve any appearance of

consistency, with his favourite dogmas, so frequently and per-

tinaceously insisted on, that " intellect and philosophy arc

compelled to disown anything in the world of matter, at var
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ance with the first principles of the laws of matter ;—the uni-

versal order, and indissoluble unity of physical causes." The

inspired testimonies of the performance of those miracles,

mentioned in Scripture, appear to have been of no weight

whatever, in the estimation of the Essayist, as opposed to

those profane dogmas, which are really as contrary to a truly

enlightened and sound, rational, philosophy, as to Scriptural

truth. He entirely repudiates, and rejects, all testimony on

this, and every other subject, as opposed to what he calls,

"reason." He says,— "Testimony, after all, is but a

second hand assurance, a blind guide ;" and that " it can

avail nothing, against " reason." According to these extra-

ordinary assertions, all the inspired testimonies of Prophets

and Apostles ; and of our Lord himself, concerning the per-

fbrmance of the miracles mentioned in Scripture, are of no

avail, if contrary to the really perverted reason, and irrational

'• inductive philosophy" of this Essayist. The truth is, that

sound unprejudiced reason, and genuine philosophy ; and the

inspired testimony as to miracles, and every other subject,

will, when rightly compared, be found in perfect harmony.

Every true Christian, and really rational and intelligent per-

son, who holds the Scriptures to be a Divine revelation, will,

at once, reject those profane and irrational notions, improper-

ly dignified with the name of philosophy. They will continue

to believe that the Supreme Being, who established all the

laws, and the order in the natural world can, if He sees fit,

for effecting His purposes, at any time suspend, or alter those

laws, and vary or change that order ; and will believe, fur-

ther, that He has done it, in the miraculous instances record-

ed in His infallible word. • -- - -; i^ t • ;,;; ; ,
i .

... ._ w . ; ';
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Page 145. " The first dissociation of the spiritual, from the

physical, was rendered necessary, by the palpable contradic-

tions, disclosed by astronomical discovery, with the letter of

Scripture. Another still wider, and more material step has
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been effected, by the discoveries of Geology. More recently,

the antiquity of the human race, and the development of spe-

cies ; and the rejection of the idea of creation, have caused new
advances in thr same direction. In all these cases, there is,

indeed, a direct discrepancy between what has been taken for

revealed truth, and certain undeniable existing monuments to

the contrary."

Here are a number of mere assumptions, and positive as-

sertions, brought together, charging Scripture with not being

a truthful record ; but nothing in the form of a fact, or an in-

stance has been mentioned, towards verifying any one of them.

He has so £ramed the language, as to avoid plainly and posi-

tively denying the whole of the revelations of Sacred Scrip-

ture, but has referred to it, merely as,
—** what has been

taken for revealed truth." He does not intimate, by whom

that revelation has been so received, but, of course, he must

be understood to mean all, both among Jews, who in all ages,

have believed in the Old Testament Scriptures, as a Divine

revelation ; and all among Christians, since the New Testa-

ment \7ritings, who have ever believed, and those who now

believe the Bible to contain inspired, and consequently,

truthful records. But, according to the wisdom, and induc-

tive philosophy of this writer, and his Essaying brethren, all

such believers, of every age, have been under a most delusive

nustake, in concluding these records to be of an inspired, and

perfectly truthful character. The Essayists will admit so much

of them, as Tvill be found to agree with their own speculations,

and theories ; and will add these to form a fall revelation,

adapted, and perfectly sufficient for the spirit of the age ; and

ivfaat they judge to be reason, and true inductive philosophy.

But, after all their combined and insidious efforts, how very

few will believe their profane and irrational theories. The

ironical words of the Patriarch Job will most suitably apply

to them,,
—" No doubt but ye are the people, and wisdom

shall die with you." This Essayist, and some, if not all, of
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the others, seem to conclude that the great body of the pro-

fessing Christian world, is on their side of the subjects in

question ; and, accordingly, speak of their notions and theo-

ries, as if they had met with that general concurrence. Hap-

pily, on this point, as on so many others, they are the persons

who are under delusion and error. Although, but few, com-

paratively, will fully comprehend their false and absurd theo-

ries, clothed as they chiefly are, in such uncouth phraseology

;

and fewer still, will credit them
;

yet, for several reasons, it

is proper that they should be publicly exposed and refuted.

It is asserted, in the passage now under review, that there

are ** palpable contradictions disclosed by astronomical disco-

very with the letter of Scripture." This sentence is ungra-

matical, and badly constructed, but the meaning is sufficiently

evident. As he has not intimated any point, or instance,

toward proving such contradiction no instance of the kind

can fairly be presumed, as being in his [mind, and be men-

tioned here, as a subject or ground for remark. It is, there-

fore, quite sufficient to assert, as positively, what is|the truth,

that real astronomical discoveries, and the letter of Scripture,

when rightly understood, are in complete harmony. This

point, however, will be discussed at sufficient length, in the

intended answer of this Eeviewer, to another of the Essays,

in which this objection to Eevelation, is more fully and

explicitly advanced. As to his next objection to Scripture,

grounded on the discoveries of geology, as he has, in like

manner, avoided intimating any particular of discrepancy, it

is also sufficient, here, to deny that any such really exists

;

and to assert, that by every Christian, and truly intelligent

mind, the two, when candidly examined, will be found to be

in quite satisfactory accordance. It is probable, this point

also, will be taken up, and enlarged upon, in the answer,

which this writer intends to give to another of these " Es-

says," in which this geological objection is the principal topic.

B



What he has next intimated, or rather assorted, us to the an-

tiquity of the human race, as he has not signified anything

regarding the degree or extent of that antiquity, no precise

answer, of course can here be given, to any such vaguely

asserted objection. It may well be presumed, however, that

the supposed antiquity is very far beyond Scriptural chrono-

logy on the point, and, therefore, it may be permitted to say

that it is highly probable that the supposed proof of that

greater antiquity, has been derived from that old "pottery

from the mud of the Nile," and those asserted, but unde-

scribed ** pre-historic remains," which formed the only " tcn-

deneies of proof" advanced by a brother Essayist, in support

of that enlarged antiquity, and which "tendencies" have

been commented on in this Reviewer's answers to that writer.

What is said in the cited passage, as to creation, and the

developement of species, will be taken notice of presently, in

the remarks which will be made on a subsequent passage of

the Essay ; where more explicit assertions are made on the

same points. As to the "undeniable existing monuments,"

to which he alludes, in the last sentence of the passage, as

being contrary to " what has been taken for revealed truth,"

not having given any intimation, as to the nature of those

monuments, or where they are to be found, of course, no ob-

servations can here be offered concerning them. It has

already been remarked, in the answer to another of these

Essays, that it is a very common thing with such writers

against revealed truth, to make general assertions, or insinua-

tions, against that truth, without attempting to offer even the

semblance of proof, but to rest satisfied with putting forth

their profane falsehoods, as though they were actual verities.

Page 147. " In truth, the majority of these champions of the

evidential logic, betray an almost entire unconsciousness of the

advance of opinion around them."
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Persons who do not form unscriptural and irrational the-

ories, and are not led astray by those of others, but are truly

reasonable and intelligent, will think, that the " evidential

logic" is, indeed, the best, and safest ; and immeasurably

better, than the logic of speculative theory. This Essayist,

however, by his contemptuous remarks concerning testimony,

and the " evidential logic" and from the whole tenor of his

writing, seems to think that the theoretical logic, is by far

the best, as being the most reliable, and convincing. It is

well that so few will believe such an extravagant absurdity.

As to '* the advance of opinion around us," surely, no true

professor of Christianity will think that any such advance, or,

" the progressing age," of which he speaks, should annul, or

alter any part of the truth revealed in the sacred records. -"

H^i fi-.'?' f
,

'-.$ •:M '-ifl^,:!;''
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Page 156. " It is now acknowledged, under the high sanc-

tion of the name of Owen, that, " Creation," is only another

name for our ignorance of the mode of production ; and it has

been the unanswered, and unanswerable argument of another

reasoner, that new species must have originated either out of

their inorganic elements, or out of previously organized forms
;

cither development or spontaneous generation, must be true."

From the language of this extract, it would seem, that it is

the opinion of the Essayist, that in every case, creation means

nothing more than the formation of bodies out of previously

existing physical substances. This is somtthing like, if not

actually, the reiteration of the old heathen, and absurd doc-

trine, of the eternity of matter ; and which goes far towards

denying the existence of a supreme, spiritual, and intelligent

Being, who, at first, called and produced physical matter,

from absolute nonentity. A learned commentator has written

on the subject as follows :
—** The Jewish Rabbins, who are

legitimate judges, in a case of verbal criticism on their owq

language, are unanimous in asserting that the word bara^ ex-

presses the commencement of the existence of a thing, or

i'i I

I
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egression from nonentity to entity. It does not, in its prim-

ary meaning, denote the preserving, or new forming things,

that had previously existed, as some imagine, but creation^

in the proper sense of the term. The supposition that God

formed all things out of a pre-existing eternal nature, is cer-

tainly absurd ; for if there had been an eternal nature, besides

an eternal God, there must have been two self-existing, inde-

pendent, and eternal beings, which is a most palpable contra-

diction." As for the saying of that speculative and sceptical

writer, Mr. Owen, that '* * creation' is only another name for

our ignorance of the mode of production," it is directly anti-

scriptural ; and opposed, as is seen, to the opinion of all the

learned among the Jews, who, certainly, know best the true

meaning of the word, in their own language, which denotes

creation. It is, indeed, irrational and absurd, to suppose,

that physical substances, or visible objects of any kind, came

into existence, in a voluntary manner ; that is, without an in-

telligent being, as their author. There need be no ignorance,

as to the mode of the first production of all such substances,

and objects, for that production is, in Scripture, expressly de-

clared to have proceeded from the Almighty and infinitely

intelligent author of all things. A sound unsophisticated

judgment will at once be perfectly satisfied with that autho-

rity ; and that truly rational view of the subject. But, this

Essayist, and others of similar speculative and anti-scriptural

notions, will not be satisfied, in any such reasonable manner,

but wish, and endeavour to be wise above and beyond what

is written, although by the pen of inspiration. He next,

prodncea wfaAt he calls, " the unanswered, and unanswerable

argument of another leasoner, that new species must have

originated^ Mar out of their inorganic elements, or out ol

pvoyionslj organized forms ; either development cr spontane-

008 generation, must be true." To this may first be answer-

ed iluUi creation^ according to its Scripture meaning, as al-
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ready explained, is directly contrary to both the one and the

other of these proposed alternatives. He mentions, as a

"grand principle," the " self-evolving powers of nature."

He thus seems to consider Nature, under the idea, or aspect,

of an independent, intelligent Being : acting under self-de-

vised, and established laws, or rules, and modes of proced'

ure, free of interference, or control, from any foreign or ex-

ternal quarter. Contrary to any such absurd suppositions,

what we call nature, is nothing more than certain laws, or

causes and operations in the physical world, which the great

Creator and Ruler of the Universe has established for the

conservation of the Order and arrangements He has devised

and appointed in the material system he has formed. Why
did not the Essayist also state, that this " nature," of

which he speaks in such exalted terms, was self-jtroduced and

also self-existing. The supposition of these properties,

would be about as reasonable and plausible for belief, as that

of " self-evolving." Nothing in what is called nature,

is of independent existence, or mere self-operation. As
to the organization of new species out of inorganic ele-

ments, it can only be by the will and power of the Divine

Creator. To imagine that separate portions or particles of

physical matter, or^inorganio elements," as he calls them,

could, by any law of attraction, or by any other merely na-

tural influence, voluntarily come together, and form any of

the regularly organized bodies which tre now see in the

natural world, is altogether incredible and simply absurd.

The origination of new species out of previously organized

forms, whenever it takes place, is, likewise, the result of the

exercise of the Divine will and creative power, and not from

any ** grand principle of the self-evolving powers of nature,*'

as intimated by the Essayist. Scripture declares, and expe-

rience cofirms to us the truth, that to every seed God, the

Creator, ''giveth a body, as it hath pleased Him; and to

'4'^
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every seed his own body." To the like effect, both as io

animal and vegetable existence, it is declared in Psalm civ. ^

29, 30, " Thou takest away their breath, they die and return

to their dust. Thou sendest forth thy spirit, they are creat-

ed ; and thou renewest the face of the earth/" And further,

as to himself, the Psalmist says, "For thou hast possessed '

my reins, thou hast covered me in my mother's womb."
" Thine eyes did see my substance, yet being imperfect, and

in thy bool^ all my members were written, which, in continu-

ance were fashioned, when as yet there was none of them."—

Psalm cxxxix. 13, 16. We know that not unfrequently the

seeds of various fruits of the earth, most needful for the sus-

tenance of man and beast, fail to vegetate and come forth,

but entirely perish ; or if they appear, yield not the desired

and expected fruit, but wither away ; whereby famines and

deep distresses occur. Such instances expressly contradict

and invalidate the Essayist's fond, but unscriptural theory,

so positively asserted, of the invariable operation of the ** first

principles of the laws of matter; " ** the universal order and

indissoluble unity of physical causes, and the self-evolving

powers of nature." All these laws and operations he has *

placed above and beyond the will and action of the Divine

Creator and Ruler. But in numberless cases those laws,

causes and effects, have been suspended, or altered, by His

sovereign will and power. Instances of such suspension and

alteration, as to results, are constantly occurring, to a greater

or lesser extent. Every case of barrenness or defect of oflT-

spring, or its natural imperfection of any kind, in the human

race or the inferior animals, is an instance of the same kind of

suspension or alteration of ordinary natural causes and ef-

fects ; and can only, legitimately, be resolved into the will

and operation of the Divine Creator. But this Essayist and

others of like opinions, seem to wish to put that Almighty

Being entirely out of the sphere of His own works, and t*"
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supersede or annul His rule over the physical system fte

has formed, and which is constantly dependent on the exer-

cise of His supporting an<l directing wisdom and power.

Their opinions and conduct on the subject, arc not only

chargeable with impiety, but are contrary to sound rational

principles, and the results of experience. -' - .-^ - -

P. 162. On this last page of the Essay, he says :

—

" There never existed an * infallible age' of exemption from
dowbt, or prejudice ; and if to later times, records written in

the characters of a long past epoch, are left to be deciphered,

by the advancing light of learning and science, the spirit of

faith discovers continually increasing attestati<on of the divine

authority of the truths they include.'*
"I )'«-. ; - (

- V '-'1' • .:• <IJ ij

' It is rather surprising to find such an admission, as is here

made, in favour of revealed truth, after all the unscriptural,

and, in a measure, profane positions and arguments advanced

in the Essay. If, as he says, " faith discovers" through the

mediums he has mentioned, *' continually increasing attesta-

tion of the divine authority of the truths included in the sa-

cred Scriptures ;" which are, the ** ancient records" to which

he refers,—what more could he, or any of his philosophical

and sceptical brethren, desire ; and where could have been

the consistency, or propriety of his putting forth the present

Essay, so generally anti-scriptural, as well as contrary to

sound reason, and philosophy. According to the plain lan-

guage of the passage, the advancing light of learning and

science, and Scriptural truth, ever remain in perfect hir-

mony. The natural philosopher, therefore, and all others of

the learned, as well as the Christian believer, and the moral-

ist, cannot but be satisfied with such a happy accordance.

In enquiring for the motive, which influenced the Essayist to

pen that sentence, it may be allowable to suppose that it was

intended as a kind of conciliatiny offset, to the positions and

arguments put forth against revealed truth, in so many parts

12
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of his Essay. However that may be, it has served to remind

this Reviewer of a somewhat similar admission, which he

noticed many years ago, and has often thought of, in the cele-

brated work,—*' The Decline and Fall of the Roman Em-

pire,"—by Gibbon, the insidious, but well known enemy of

the Christian religion. In treating, at large, of the several

leading causes, which led to the establishment of Christianity,

in that Empire, the last one he assigns, as being the most

important and influential of all, is given in the following

terms, or to the same effect,
—" The sublime character of the

system itself, and the overruling Providence of its great Au-

thor." Here is a plain admission of its sacred origin and

truth. The Reviewer is further reminded of the sublime and

truthful prophecy, which the covetous Balaam was constrain-

ed, or compelled to utter ; and, also, of the similar instance,

mentioned in John, chap xi., where it is recorded of the

wicked Calphas, who assisted in condemning the Saviour,

that he said,
—** Ye know nothing at all, nor consider that it

is expedient for us, that one man should die for the people
;

and that the whole nation perish not;" and it is declared,

that ** being High Priest that year, he prophesied, that Jesus

should die for that nation ; and not for that nation only, but

that, also, he should gather together in one, the children of

God, which were scattered abroad." It would seem, as if

by a somewhat similar, and special Providence, as in the

three instances mentioned, this Essayist, after all the opinions

and assertions he had previously advanced, so opposed to

Divine revelation, and contrary to piety, should, in the con-

clusion of his work, have been constrained, or induced to ex-

press sentiments, which so explicitly contradict them all, and

furnish such a direct testimony in favour of Scriptural truth.
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In the Book which contains these writings, the one of them

which will here be reviewed, appears as the Fourth of the

series. It is entitled,
—** Seances Historiques De Geneve,

—

The National Church." The author is Henry Bristow Wil-

son, B. D. V: !:f,Kr>,\!':\-(if;
• 'Jr L-y :f!m\'i;izu\-ri7v

This Essay is chiefly an attempt to impeach the accuracy,

and consequently lessen the authority of the Scriptures, on

several most important points. Like most, if not all the rest

of these impious Essays, it is, in general, composed in an in-

sidious style, as if designed to avoid the open avowal of alto-

gether anti-scriptural sentiments, but quite enough is dis-

closed, throughout, to show to any intelligent Christian, the

really infidel character of the work. The author seems,

plainly enough, to discredit the true Evangelical doctrine of

justification by faith ; and asserts a discrepancy, or variance

in Scripture, on the subject. He also makes erroneous state-

ments, as to the Jewish Priesthood,—states that there is dis-

cordancy and uncertainty in Scripture, as to the origin and

genealogy of the Saviour, and on several other particulars

relating to His humanity;— asserts that all particulars of

Scripture history are not to be taken literally as facts ;—that

the *• marvels and catastrophes," as he calk them, of the
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Old Testament, arc merely referred to in the New, without

asserting, or denying their truth ;—and closes his Essay with

a fanciful theory, that in the future state, there will be, for

certain imperfect, but not grossly wicked human spirits, not

had enough for bell, and not ffood enough for heaven, a re-

ceptacle provided, where they will undergo the discipline and

purification needful for fitting them for admission into the

regions of holiness and happiness, where, he thinks, all will

at last be received. The foregoing, is a brief summary of

the anti-scriptural and profane sentiments of the Essayist, as

they will appear in the several passages of this work, which

will be given ; and which will here be separately examined,

and their infidel character exposed, and their falsities refuted.

At Page 172, he intimates a supposed difficulty, as to the

salvation of any of the heathen to whom Christianity has

never been made known. It is not needful to cite this part

of his Essay, and offer any comments upon it ; for he has,

himself, given what may pass for an answer to that suggested

difficulty, at Page 177, where he writes :

—

•

** There have been preserved to us the words of the Lord
Jesus himself, declaring, that the condition of men in another

world will be determined by their moral character in this, and
not by their traditional and hereditary creeds;"

"

and he cites, as being to the same effect, the following pas-

sages in Romans ii 14, 15 :
** When the Gentiles which have

not the law, do, by nature, the things contained in the law,

these, having not the law, are a law unto themselves, which

show the work of the law, written in their hearts, their con-

science also bearing witness ; and their thoughts, the mean-

while, accusing or else excusing one another."

Page 179. Treating of the doctrine of justification by

fwith, he writes as follows :

—

" It is not met with in the immediately post apostolic -writings,

nor in the apostolic writings, except those- of St. Paul ; not,
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even, in the Epistlu to the Hebrews, wliich is of the Pauline, or

Paulo-Johannean school. The faith, at least, of that epistle,

' the substance of things hoped for,' is a very different faith from
the faith of the epistle to the Romans,—if the Lutherans are

correct in representing that to be a conscious apprehending of

the benefits to the individual soul, of the Saviour's merits and
passion." '

"
-. ^ ^

Every assertion in this extract can, by reference to Scrip-

ture, and the earliest Christian writers, be readily shown to

be void of truth. Let us examine them in the order in which

they stand. He first asserts, that " the doctrine of justifica-

tion by faith, is not met with in the immediately post-apostolic

writings." To expose and refute this, no more is required

than to furnish a few citations, in consecutive order, from the

i writings of some of the principal Christian authors, from the

first, to \hQ fourth and fifth centuries. The first who may
- be mentioned is the eminently pious and devoted Clement,

one of the first, if not the very first, who presided for several

years as Bishop of the Church at Rome. He was the co-

temporary of St. Paul, who, in his Epistle to the Philippians

calls him ** his fellow-laborer, whose name is in the book of

life." He long survived both Paul and Peter. His beau-

tiful and much admired Epistle to the Church at Corinth, is

well known to all theological scholars ; and can scarcely bo

supposed to be unknown to the author of the Essay now

under review. In that Epistle to the Corinthian Church

Clement says: "Let us steadfastly behold the blood of

Christ, and see how precious it is in the sight of God, which,

being shed for our salvation, hath procured the grace of re-

pentance for all the world
; " and, further, " We, also, by

His will, being called in Christ Jesus, are justified, not by

ourselves, nor by our own wisdom, or understanding, or god-

liness, or by the works which wc have wrought, in holiness of

heart, but by faith."

I
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The next tcjitlmony wliich may lie niotitioiuMl, in .sup|nirt

of tlio same doetrinc, is by the cclebriitod Ignjitiiis, who wum,

also, a cotcniporary of some of the Aj»ostlc.s ; and was iJisliop

of the very hnportant Church of Antiocli ; and was martyred

about A. I). 107. In one of hia writings, concerning our

Salvation by our Lord Jesus Christ, ho says,
—"Through

whom, and by whom, we have received the mystery of be-

lieving;" and again, in an Epistle to the Church of Tralles,

he writes,
—** \'e appear to me, to live, not after man, but

after Jesus Christ, who died for us, that believing in his

death, yo might escape death." The authority who may

next be mentioned, is, Justin Martyr, who in bis Dialogue

62, states the doctrine of Justification by faith in Christ, as

St. Paul does. Irenaeus, who wrote in the second century,

hold the same doctrine ; and in one of his works, in treating

of the gospel salvation, he says,
—"The Lord redeemed us

with his own blood, and gave his life for our life, and his

flesh for our flesh, and so effected our salvation." Next may

be cited, the eminent Clemens Alexandrinus, who, in his

work,—" Exhortations to the Gentiles," a little after tho

close of the second century, declares to them, that " eternal

salvation cannot otherwise be expected ; and that eternal tor-

ments cannot otherwise be avoided, than by believing in Je-

sus Christ; and by living conformably to his laws." "If

you were permitted," says he, " to purchase eternal salva-

tion, what would you not give for It ? and, now, you may

obtain it by faith and love ; there is nothing can hinder you

from acquuring it; neither poverty, nor misery, nor old age,

nor any state of life. Believe, therefore, in one God, who is

God and man, and receive eternal life for a recompence."

The renowned Cyprian, of Carthage, who suflfered martyr-

dom about A. I). 258, also heM, most firmly, the same foun-

dation doctrine, of justification by faith alone. In a letter to

Demetrian, a persecutor of Christians, ho wrote thus :—

-
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" Pardon Is nrranted to him, who confef!se.«* liis mIii ; and sav-

ing grace, from tlie divine goodness, is conten<>d on the be-

liever with the price of his blood, by reconeilin*!; man, to (iotl

the Father, and by quickening the dead with c(!|i «t:ial regene-

ration, Christ imparts to us thub^ ^reat morcios. Ho opens

to us the way of life. He brings us bank to ParadJHo, By
him, made sons of God, wo shall rejoice with llim forever,

lledeemed by His blood, wo shall be Christians^, with Clmst

in Glory." A Christian historian, has said,
—

" With yuch

an affectionate spirit, and with such clearness of doctrine, did

Cyprian preach,—justification bt/ Jaith onli/, to the uncon-

verted." Next, may be mentioned, the eriually celebrated,

but allegorical Origen, a cotemporary of Cyprian, and who

commenced his Christian career, shortly after the close of the

second century. In one of his voluminous works, treating of

the words in Romans iii. ;
—" We conclude that a man is

justified by faith without the deeds of the law," he says :

—

" The justification of faith only, is sufficient; so that if any

person, only believes, he may be justified, though no good

work hath been fulfilled by him." And on the case of the

penitent thief, he remarks:— "He was justified by faith,

without the works of the law, because, concerning these, the

Lord did not enquire, what he had done, before ; neither did

he stay to ask, what work he was purposing to perform, aifler

he had believed ; but, the man being justified by his confes-

sion only, Jesus, who was going to Paradise, took him as a

companion, and carried him there." During the two suc-

ceeding, and early centuries, the following, — equally cele-

brated Christian Fathers, and author's,— Athanasius, Am-
brose, Hilary, and the eloquent John Chrysostom, held and

inculcated in their writings, the same precious doctrine of

justifying faith in the Bedeemer. The same, also, was ad-

vanced in the writings of Cyril, Jerome, and Augustine,

Bernard, and many other eminent Christian writers, during

1^'^
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several successive, and what may be termed, early centuries.

The extracts which have been given, from the writings of

those earliest and celebrated Christian authors, directly fol-

lowing in succession, from the time of the Apostles ; and one,

as we have seen, even cotemporary with some of them, cannot

but be more than sufficient entirely to falsify the Essayist's

assertion, that the doctrine of justification by faith "is not

met with in the immediately post-apostolic writings." The

Essayist must either be very ill-informed as to the writings of

those earliest Christian authors, which it is difficult to sup-

pose, as he is a B. D., and, therefore; j>. professed theologian,

or else, knowing the reverse of this assertion, he made it,

trusting to the want of knowledge in his readers to detect its

untruth. It may, charitably, be hoped, however, that it

proceeded from a defect of information on the subject. In

either case, he has exposed himself to just and marked cen-

sure, for making such a positive and really untrue assertion,

on that most important Christian doctrine. But he has gone

even much further in unfounded assertions concerning the

subject. He says the doctrine is not, even, *' in the Apos-

tolic writings, except those of St. Paul ; not even in the

Epistle to the Hebrews, which is of the Pauline, or Paulo-

Johannean school." This assertion can be disproved, even

more readily than the others. He has not been bold and

reckless enough to say that it is not contained in any of St.

Paul's Epistles. In these—previous to the one to the He-

brews—this grand supporting doctrine of Christianity, is so

plainly and repeatedly advanced and enforced, that the Es-

sayist dare not venture to deny its being contained in any of

them. There are twelve of them, in all—leaving out the

short one to Philemon. The explicit mention of this doctrine

in these twelve of the books of Scripture, and its being so

clearly and fully stated and explained in several of them, is

more than sufficient to satisfy every Christian mind on the
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sulyect ; even, if it were not mentioned expressly in any otter

jiavt of Divine Revelation. That man is not entitled to the

name of a Christian, who does not believe the doctrine, on

such inspired and abounding testimony. Surely it cannot be

required that every particular doctrine of ChristianJt,' should

foe specially set forth, and elaborately explained, in every

separate book of Scripture. Neither piety nor reason, will

think that any revelation of that special character is requisite.

But, further, the Epistle to the Hebrews, is also by St. Paul,

and in this, likewise, justification by faith in Christ is set

forth with clearness and amplitude. The Essayist says ** this

Epistle is of the Pauline or Paulo-Johannean school." It is

not very easy to ascertain what he meant by this rather

absurd designation. Does he suppose it to have been the

joint production of the Apostles Paul and John. If so, it

may be answered, that this is a mere invention, or fancy of

his own. It has never been considered by Christian autho-

rities to be any such joint production ; but, although some

few of them, during certain periods, doubted as to St. Paul

being the writer, the vast majority of them, both Greek and

Latin, have, from the very first, held him to be the sole

author of it; and for twelve or fifteen centuries past this

point may be considered as settled, by the universal con-

sent of the Christian Church. Put the authorship is not

the question here raised by the Essayist. His assertion is,

that the doctrine of justification by faith is not met with in

this Epistle to the Hebrews. The following texts, in that

Epistle—to which the reader is requested to refer-^will suf-

ficiently show that the truth on the subject is directly oppo-

site to that assertion, namely : Heb. iv. 14, 15, 16 ; x. 19,

20, 21, 22, 23; also, xii. 2. The faith described in these

texts, is not, as the Essayist has asserted, " a very different

faith from the faith of the Epistle to the Romans ; " but is

precisely of the same nature, though the words employed are

13
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somewhat different. But the Essayist has gone even still

further in his array of denials. He says, •' this doctrine of

justification is not in the Apostolic writings, except those of

St. Paul." To the contrary of this, it is written, concerning

faith in the Lord Jesus Christ, in 1 Peter i. 8, 9: "In

whom, though now ye eee him not, yet believing, ye rejoice

with joy unspeakable and full of glory ; receiving the end of

your faith, even the salvation of your souls." The doctrine

is clearly included in this passage, though the word jusHJlca-

tion is not employed. It is, also, included in chap. ii. 4, 5,

6, of the same Epistle ; also in 1 John, iv. 15 j chap. v. 1,

10, 12, 13. This last text is in these words: ** These

things have I written unto you that believe on the name of

the Son of God, that ye may know that ye have eternal life."

Independent of the cited texts, in these Epistles of Peter and

John, it would have been quite a sufficient answer to this

last objection, to have remarked that the Epistle to the Ro- *

mans, though literally addressed to the infant Church at

Rome, was, in a covert, but justifiable manner, chiefly in-

tended for the unbelieving Jews who were looking for the

Divine acceptance, through a legal obedience, and therefore,

the doctrine of justification by faith is so largely carried out

in that Epistle ; and the same may be said of some of St.

PauFs other Epistles.

On the other hand, the Epistles of Peter, John, and Jude,

are, as will be seen by their commencements, addressed to

believers, who were well established, in all the leading doc-

trines of the gospel ; and therefore, it was not needful, that

to them, that primary doctrine of justification by faith, should

in those Epistles, be enlarged upon. They had previously

been well iiistructed in it ; and fully received it. Even in

the Epistle to the Hebrews, chap. vi. 1, it is said,
—*' There-

fore, leaving the principles of the doctrine of Christ, let us go

on unto perfection." Although, religious faith is the same
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in principle, yet, in its exercise, it may bo, and is, directed

to various subjects and particulars. It may bo employed, at

one time, regarding the existence of a Supreme Being, and

His attributes and perfections ; at another, on His moral, and

Providential government of the world. Another exercise of

it may be,—as to Divine revelation in general ; another,

—

regarding the plan of redemption ; or as to some, or all, of

the particulars of that plan,—the atonement,—justification by

faith,—the operations of the Holy Spirit,—the sanctification

of the human soul ;—or on various other particular subjects,

regarding the Divine Being, His works and word ; and the

salvation of Man. The faith, referred lo by the Essayist,

described in the Epistle to the Hebrews, as
—" The substance

of things hoped for, and the evidence of things not seen," he

states to be "a different faith, from the faith of the Epistle

to the Romans." There is no such difference as he asserts,,

as to the nature or principle of faith. The passage cited from

Hebrews, is, at the commencement of chap, xi., and by turn-

ing to it, it will be seen, that tlje faith there mentioned, had

reference, first, to the creation of the world by God ; and

then, the chapter throughout, describes the exercise of faith

in the Divine Being, and in his promises,—by Abel, Enochs

Noah, Abraham, and a large number of other Patriarchs,

and religious characters—naming them all—under the Patri-

archal and Old Testament dispensations. The faith referred

to, in the Epistle to the Romans, is that whicb is exercised

on the atoning and meritorious work of the Saviour, on our

behalf ; on the genuine belief of which, the penitent sinner is

justified in the sight of God, and obtains pardon and peace.

Thus, it will be seen, that the faith in both cases is the same,

in essence and principle, the only difference being, as to the

objects, or subjects, to which it is directed, and on which it is

exercised. This attempt, therefore, to show a discordance,

or contrHdictioii in Scripture^ on the subject, is justly charge-
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able with a bold impiety. This charge, most csijccially ap-

plies to the Essayist, a clergyman in an Evangelical Church

;

and, as such, under the most solemn obligations, to maintain

the harmony and authority of Scriptural truth. But, the

Essayist is not satisfied with that truth, for at page 180, he

mentions,—** the necessity of an inspired Church, to develop

Catholic truth.'* He ought to know, from the revelation he

is endeavouring to injure, that there is no such necessity

;

and that no such Church will appear, during the remainder

of this world's history. He, and all others, ought to be per-

fectly satisfied with the inspired and full revelation they now

possess, which, as it declares, is able to make *' the man of

Gt)d perfect, thoroughly furnished unto all good works ;'' and

" wise unto salvation." What more should any mortal and

reasonable man desire, than to be,
—'* wise unto salvation

;

and to be ** perfect.

»>

)>

Page 181. " Our Lord's discourses have, almost all of them,

a direct moral bearing. This character of his words, is certain-

ly more obvious, in the three first gospels, than in the fourth

;

and the remarkable unison of those gospels, where they recite

the Lord's words, notwithstanding their discrepancies in some
Blatters of fact, compel us to think that they embody more exact

traditions of what he actually said, than the tourth does."

In a foot note, as to St. John's gospel, he says :

—

>j^..:.j...^, ^
-.• ._.,.. _„..^-_,.' ,-

.

" At any rate, it cannot, by external evidence, be attached
to the person of St. John, as its author, in the sense in which
modems understand the word,—' author ;' that is, there is no
proot that St. John gives his voucher, as an eye and ear witness

of all which is related in it."

Here is another profane attempt to show that Scripture is

at variance with itself, and thus, to weaken its authority.

He says that the ** moral bearing of our Lord's words, are

more obvious in the three first gospels, than in the fourth."

And what if it were so. would that, with any reasonable per-
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son, much less a Christian, " compel"—to use his own term,

—or, even suggest a thought, that " the three first gospels

contain more exact traditions of what the Saviour said, than

the fourth does V* Would he have each Gospel book to con-

tain merely an exact reiteration of all that was narrated in the

others? If such had been the character of the revelation in

those books, it would have furnished to such persons as the

Essayist an objection of a different kind, and somewhat plau-

sible. He has not been so presumptuous and bold as to assert

that there is any contradiction between the three first Gospels

and the fourth, but merely says that the moral character of

the words is certainly more obvious in the three than in the

fourth. Surely the Divine Author of the revelations contained

in the several books knew best how to adapt and convey His

own truth, for effecting His purposes of instruction and mercy,

concerning the salvation of man. Having given, by His in-

spired servants, Matthew and Luke, an enlarged narration of

His Sermon on the Mount, and of other of his precept?, of a

practical or moral character, He did not, in His infinite wis-

dom, see it to be needful to have them literally recorded again

by His servant John. In each of the Gospel books there are

certain facts and events mentioned, which are not recorded in

all of the others, but that will present no difficulty witb any

reasonable person, as to the belief of all that is contained in

the whole of them. There are no contradictions in them, as

to doctrines, narratives, or facts, or on any other point, and

no more can be rationally required. The Essayist, by this

profane and contemptible objection, seems to think that those

books might have been composed in a more harmonious and

convincing manner. As to his intimated deficiency of a mo-

ral bearing in our Lord's words contained in St. John's Gos-

pel, it can, at once, be answered and the objection refuted,

by these passages: "If ye love me keep ray command-

ments
J

'' " Herein is my Father glorified, that yc bear much

h-
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fruit; so shall yc be my «lisci|>Ies; " '*Tl)is is my command-

ment, that ye love one another, as I have loved you ;
" " V^o

are my friends, if ye do whatsoever I command you;"

"Sanctify them through thy truth, thy word is truth."

—

John xiv. 15 ; xv. 8, 12, 14 ; xvii. 17. Surely there is tho

very highest " moral bearing" in these words of our»'Lord,

recorded by St. Jolm. As to this Apostle being the writer

of this Gospel, under his name, there is the very best evi-

dence for it, both inlcrnal and external, even more explicit

and extended than concerning the other three Gospels. In

the last verse but one of the book it is said :
" This is tho

Disciple which testilioth of these things, and wrote these

tilings." It is evident, from the style of the whole Gospel,

that John was an eye and an ear witness of our Lord's la-

bours, journeyings, discourses, miracles, passion, crucifixion,

resurrection, and ascension. He is mentioned by the other

Evangelists, as having been present at many of the events

which they have recorded. Eusebius, the historian, who

flourished shortly after the close of the Third Century, in his

Hist. Eccles. lib. 3, ch. 24, treats particularly of the order

of the Gospels, and especially of the Evangelist John. *' Let

us," says he, " observe the writings of this Apostle, which are

not contradicted by any. And, first of all, must be mention-

ed—as acknowledged of all—the Gospel according to him,

well known to all tho Churches under heaven. And that it

has been justly placed by the ancients, the fourth in order,

and after the other three Evangelists, may be made evident

after this manner : It is easy to perceive that they have re-

corded only the actions of our Saviour for one year after the

imprisonment of John the Baptist, as they themselves declare

at th3 beginning of their history. For, after mentioning tho

forty days' fast, and the succeeding temptation, Matthew

shows the time of the commencement of his account, in these

words :
* When he had heard that John was cast into prison,
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he (lepnrtecl out of Jmloa, into dalileo.' In like manner

Mark ;
—

' Now after that John was cast into prison, Jesua

came into Galilee.' And Luke, before he begins the ac-

counts of the acts of Jesus, gives a like hint, in this manner :—
' That Herod, added yet this above all, that he shut up

John in prison.' John, therefore, in the Gospel according

to him, relates the things done by Christ, while the Baptist

was not yet cast into prison. But, the other three Evangel-

ists, relate the things that followed the Baptist's confinement.

"Whoever attends to these things, will not think the Evangel-

ists disagree with each other, forasmuch as the Gospel accord-

ing to John, contains the first actions of Christ, while the

others, give the history of the following time. And for the

same reason, John has omitted the genealogy of our Saviour,

according to the flesh, it having been recorded before by

Matthew, and Luke ; but he begins with his divinity, which

had been reserved by the Holy Ghost for him, as the most

excellent person." After all this internal and external evi-

dence, regarding the veritable, and high character of St.

John's Gospel, and which it may well be presumed must be

known to the Essayist, what should be said of his attempt to

impeach the credit and authority of that book of inspired

truth. He has laid himself open to the severest censure, for

the impiety of that attempt.

Page 159. " If the love felt and inculcated by St. John,

towards the brethren, was the more intense, the charity with

which St. Paul comprehended all men, was the more ample.

With St. John, ' the whole world lieth in wickedness ;' while

St. Paul exhorts, that * prayers and supplications be made for all

men, for kings and for all that are in authority.'

"

<m^:

Here, is a further attempt to lower the character of St.

John, who of all the disciples, was of the most eminently af-

fectionate spirit ; and it would plainly appear, was for that

reason called the " beloved disciple ;" specially beloved of
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his Lord and Saviour. Is it any proof, that his lovo was not

as ample as St. Paul's, because he said,
—" the whole world

lietli in wickedness ;" while St. Paul said, that " prayers

and supplications should be made for all men." There is no

inconsistency, or contradiction in the two passages. Verily,

the world of mankind, at the time, was in the sinful condi-

tion declared by John, or rather declared by the. inspiration

of the spirit of truth, through St. John. Both Jews and

Oentiles had shortly before, most awfully manifested that

such was their condition, by persecuting aiid crucifying the

divine and immaculate Saviour, and were still continuing to

persecute and destroy his followers ; and striving to suppress

his benevolent and peaceful religion. St. Paul, by the in-

spiration of the same spirit, had previously declared the same

truth, concerning the guilty condition of the whole world;

and in the most pointed and detailed manner, in several of

his Epistles, especially in the one to the Romans, where, in

chap, iii., he has written,
—** We have before proved, both

Jews and Gentiles, that they are all under sin, as it is writ-

ten, there is none righteous, no, not one. They are all gone

out of the way, they are together become unprofitable ; there

is none that doeth good, no, not one. Their throat is an

open sepulchre, with their tongues they have used deceit

;

the poison of asps is under their lips ; whose mouth is fiill of

cursing and bitterness; their feet are swift to shed blood;

destruction and misery are in their ways, and the way of

peace have they not known ; there is no fear of God before

their eyes ;"—'* That every mouth may be stopped, and all

the world become guilty before God." From these passages,

this one point, raised by the Essayist, is, at least, perfectly

clear, namely, that St. Paul's inspired description of the

wicked and guilty condition of the world, is very far moi«
** ample," and deplorably expressive, than that of John, who

merely declared the same truth, in the brief terras,-—" the
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whole world lieth in wickedness." Such being its condition,

as declared by the Divine Spirit, through both these exalted

men, there was, indeed, need for the command, by the samo

inspiration, that
'

' prayers and supplications should be made

for all men ?" But, is St. John to be suspected of not pos-

sessing an enlarged charity, or love, because he has not re-

corded the very same words of exhortation, that " prayers

should be made for all men." He has been honoured to do

even more, for it is he, who has divinely been made the in-

strument of recording the universal, and joyful truth, pro-

nounced by the Saviour,—** God sent not his son into the

world, to condemn the world, but that the world, through

him, might be saved
;'

' and further, in his first Epistle, in

referring to our Lord, he has written,
—** He is the propitia-

tion for our sins, and not for ours only, but also for the sins

of the whole-world ;" and, again,
—*' let us not love in word,

neither in tongue, but in. deed, and in truth." No words

can express a more fervent love for the whole of mankind^

than is breathed forth in these inspired passages, which he

was selected and honoured to record for the hope and encou-

ragement of all. No more need here be said on the subject,

than to make the perfectly justifiable remark, that the attempt

of the Essayist, to depreciate the character of one inspired

Apostle, by exalting that of another, in comparison, is unjust,

and highly discreditable, and quite inconsistent with a genu-

ine Christian spurit^i' •? '< t:?n7 j.? < v

Page 189. " But the primitive Christians could

expected to see, that ultimately, the GoM)el was to

in doing more perfectly, that which the Heathen rei

doing imperfectly."

:On ^:!'n
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This is an assertion, to the same effect as has

by a brother Essayist. According to this saymg,

all the religions of the heathen world, have ever

&nd were doing good ; but the Gospel system is
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them, and baa done good more perfectly than ihey have done

it. What a comparison, by a professed Christian minister ! I

But]what is it, that is to be understood, as having been dona

by the respective and contrasted religions ? The Essayist has

briefly intimated his meaning, in a succeeding passage, where

he says, that " the office of Christianity, was, not only to

quicken the spirit of the individual, and to confirm his future

xiopes ; but, to sanctify all social relations, and civil institU'

tions ; and to enter into the marrow of the national life

;

whereas, heathenism had only decorated the surface." Here

let us briefly examine, in the light of sacred and profane his"

lory, what this decoration of heathenism has been, both as to

religion and morals. But, indeed, it is scarcely needful to

do any more than merely to refer to the inspired description,

by St. Paul, just now given, of the profane and impious state

of the whole heathen world, as to true religion ; and its cor*

rupt, cruel, and debased condition, as to virtue and morality.

In a previous part of the same Epistle, it is declared of the

heathen, universally, that they ** changed the glory of the

uncorruptible God, into an image made like to corruptible

man, and to bbds, and four-footed beasts, and creeping

things ;"—^that, they were given up to uncleanness, and vile

affections ; dishonouring their own bodies, and were filled

with all unrighteousness, wickedness, maliciousness ; haters

of God, full of envy, murder, deceit, malignity, and numer-

ous other base and most depraved qualities ; and practising

crimes and abominations of the most heinous and disgusting

descriptions. Such, ever have been the true characteristics

of the religions of the heathen. Were these its *' surface deco-

rations ?" If the qualities and practices, described by the

Apostle Paul, can be called '• decorations," then, indeed,

they possessed them abundantly. A learned Ecclesiastical

historian, in treating of the religion of the heathen, generally,

has sftid,"~" It is, at least, certain, that this religion, had not
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true virtue, in the minds of men. For the Gods, and God-

desses, to whom public homage was paid, exhibited to their

worshippers, rather examples of egregious crimes, than of use-

ful and illustrious virtues. The priests were little solicitous

to animate the people to a virtuous conduct, either by their

precepts or example. Hence, the wiser part of mankind,

about the time of Christ's birth, looked upon this whole sys-

tem of religion, as a just object of ridicule and contempt.

The consequences of this wretched theology, were, an univer-

sal corruption, and depravity of manners, which appeared in

the impunity of the most flagitious crimes. Juvenal, and

Persius, among the Latins, and Lucian among the Greeks,

bear testimony to the justice of this heavy accusation." If

they were not doing the good things, iatimated by the Essay-

ist, even in an " imperfect manner," which is undoubtedly

certain, they were, as undoubtedly, doing the wicked and

abominable things described, to very great perfection.

Page 191. In a note at the foot are the following paS"

sages :

—

" Previous to the time of the divided kingdom, the Jewish
history presents little that is reliable."

Referring to the Jewish priesthood, he says :

—

''<i'M

" Indeed the greater probability seems on the side of the sup-

position, that the priesthood, with its distinct offices and charge,

was constituted by royalty ; and that the higher pretensions of

t3ie priests were not advanced, till the reign of Josiah. In the

earher monarchy, the Kings offered sacrifice."

" The theory of the Jewish theocracy, seems built, chiefly,

upon some expressions in 1 Samuel, viii. 1 2."

In the first sentence of these extracts, the Essayist boldly

proclaims his infidelity, regarding a large portion of Scriptu-

ral truth. The Jewish history to which he refers, is contain-

ed in the first Jive inspired books of the Bible, written by

i
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Closes ; and the succeeding books of .loslma, Judges, Kutfi,

two books of Samuel, and down to chap. xiii. of 1 Kings,

where we have the account of ten of the tribes, revolting from

the house of David, and forming the kingdom of Israel,

which is the division to which the Essayist refers. Of these

books, be says, that little of the history contained in them, i»

reliable; but, like the rest of his Essaying brethren, he does

not, because he could not, offer any even colourable reason,

or pretence, for his profane assertion. The historical facts and

narratives ; and the whole of the contents of those books,

were indited and recorded, by the same divine inspiration, as

dictated all the rest of Sacred Scripture. They are plain and

consistent throughout. Indeed, no parts of the inspired ora-

cles, are more readily comprehended and understood, than

the historical parts of these books, or more fully adapted to

secure a ready belief. These books, and all others of the

inspired oracles, then written, were included in this testimony,

given in 2 Tim. iii. 16 :—*' All Scripture is given by inspi-

ration of God.'* The Essayist has not intimated any reasons,

why that portion of Jewish history, is less reliable than the

subsequent parts of it to which he does not here object, yet,

neither he, nor any other, can offer the shadow of a reason,

why one portion is not fully as credible as the other. Now,

let us briefly refer to some express and inspired attestations,

to the truth of the historical statements contained in these

books, to which h*^ Las excepted. In the book of the faithful

and pious Nehemiab, chap. ix. he recounts before his Jewish

brethren, all the leading events of their early history. He
begins with the Divine call ctf Abraham, from Chaldea ; and

the promise of the land of Canaan, to his posterity,—mentions

their oppression, and affliction, in Egypt ;—^the judgments

upon Pharaoh, and his land ;—the dividing of the Red Sea,

for their passage, and the destruction of the Egyptian host ;

—

the leading of the iieople through the wilderness, by the pil-
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lar of the cloud, by day, and thut of fire, hy nigbt ;—the giv-

ing of tbo laws and statutes, and tho re-cstablishnaent of the

Sabbath, by God, at Mount Sinai, by tho hand of Moses ;—
the daily gift of tho Manna ;—the water from the rock ;

—

their rebellions, their fortpj years wanderings in the wilder-

ness ;—their conquest of the promised land, and establish-

ment in it ;—their repeated provocations, and rebellions ;

—

their frequent teuiporary subjection, by God, to the rule of

their enemies, as punishments ibr their rebellions ;—His re-

peatedly raising up Saviours or Judges, for tbeir deliverance,

and his sending prophets to warn and instruct them. All

these recitals perfectly correspond with that early Jewish his-

tory, contained in those first Scriptural books. In Ps. Ixzviii.

105, 106, and 136, are given, even more detailed recitals of

the early Jewish history, mentioning, or referring to nearly

all the facts and events of that history, down to the time of

David, exactly corresponding with the same history contained

in those first books of Scripture. In several of the propheti*

cal books, also, mention is made of very many of the chief

facts contained in those rooords of the earliest Jewish history,

to which the Essayist has objected. In the New Testament

Scriptures we find numerous references, by the Saviour him-

self, and the Apostles, to facts and events, in the earliest, as

well as subsequent periods of the Jewish history. The recital

of all the principal events of that history, throughout, from

the call of Abraham, down to the time of Solomon, is given

by tho faithful Stephen, in Acts, chap, vii., and a similar

recital of the principal facts of that early history, is in chap,

xiii. of the same book, given by St. Paul. Yet, knowing all

these sacred testimonies, the Essayist has the presumption to

say, that ** previous to the time of the divided kingdom, tho

Jewish history presents little which is thoroughly reliable.
"^

And this he has done without intimating anything whatever,

to give the least plausibility to the profane assertion. He^>>
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next, as groundlessly asserts, that " the greater probability

seems on the side of the supposition, tliat the priesthood, with

its distinct offices and charge, was constituted by royalty."

• Here, again, he fails to give any fact or reason for such a

supposition, and yet he eeenis to make some reference to

Scripture on the subject by mentioning King Josiah. It is

scarcely possible to think that this Essayist, a clerical cha-

racter, and as such, a professed theologian, could really cre-

dit such a supposition. Surely he is not so ill informed con-

cerning Scripture, as not to know that the Jewish priesthood

and all the rites, ceremonies, sacrifices, and numerous institu-

tions and observances, relating to it, were expressly and most

minutely ordained and prescribed by God Himself, while His

people were in the wilderness, on the way to Canaan ; and

about four hundred years before there was any Jewish roy-

alty. The transcriptions of all the portions of Scripture, re-

lating to the immediate Divine institution of that Priesthood

and its ceremonial and other observances and duties, would

almost fill a small volume. The whole is contained in the

books of Exodus and Leviticus. There we find the selection

by God, of Aaron and hia sons, of the tribe of Levi, to bo

Priests ; their being anointed to the office ; the Divine di-

rections as to their priestly garments ; concerning the routine

and manner of their offering the appointed sacrifices, and as

to every particular of their numerous official services. In

these books, and the two following, are further contained, the

Divine and special directions, as to the services of Aaron and

his sons, as the priests, in taking down, conveying, and

re-erecting the tabernacle, and their charge of its vessels, and

other furniture. We find in these books, also, the most so-

lemn prohibitions, as to any other persons than the priest-

hood, so appointed, int rfering, or intruding in the least

particular, regarding their distinct offices and duties; and

also are informed of the Divine and awful punishment of
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f^ei'tairj persons who did so intrude. In the succeedhig booksr

of Joshua and Judges, of Samuel and Kings, we find the

)iames of many of the priesthood—of Eleazar, Phineas, Eli,

Ahimelech, Zadok, Abiather, and others, several of whom
held the ofl&ce, long before there was any royalty in Israel.

Where, now, is the Essayist's "probability," on the side

of his alleged " supposition that Royalty constituted the

Jewish priesthood, with its distinct offices and charge."

Verily, neither the "probability," nor the "supposition"

has any semblance of truth. As if to give a colour to that

supposition, concerning the priesthood, he next says, that

" in the earlier monarchy, the Kings offer sacrifice." It is

true that Saul, the first King, did offer sacrifice, contrary to

the express injunction of the prophet, and priest*-Samuel

—

to wait for an appointed time ; until he came to offer the sacri*

fice. Samuel reproved him for that disobedient and irregular

act, and declared to him, that because of it, his kingdom

should not continue ; which sentence being from the Lord

was actually fulfilled- We read in 2 Chronicles, chap, xxvi.,

ihat Uzziab, another presumptuous and disobedient King,

attempted to execute a part of the priestly office and service

in the Temple, and was withstood by a number of the priest-

hood, for Divinely forbidden intrusion ; and for that offence

he was immediately smitten by the Lord with the loathsome

disease of leprosy; and thereafter "dwelt in a separate

house ; and continued a leper unto the day of his death."

So much for the Kings in the " earlier monarchy offering sa-

crifice." The last passage in the extract under review states

that the theory of the Jewish theocracy seems built chiefly

upon some expressions in 1 Sam. viii. 12. Turning to that

text we find it to be as follows :
'

' And he will appoint him

Captains over thousands, and Captains over fifties ; and he

will set them to ear his ground, and to reap his harvest,

and to make bis iostrument? of war, and instruments of hw
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chariots." IIcw will he build a theocracy on this passage?

A school boy who finds in his dictionary the meaning of the

word theocracy, will at once see that this text has no relation

to it. He might as well have cited any other passage in the

Bible. Either he must, by mistake, have referred to this

text, instead of some other he intended to cite, or else he

never really knew or had forgotten the true meaning of the

word theocracy. It means, as any dictionary will show, an

immediate or direct Divine government. That government

was established by God, over His people Israel, when He
gave them their institutions and laws, immediately after H^
brought them out of Egypt, as we read in the book of Exodus,

and the succeeding books of the Pentateuch. Moses and

Joshua, and the Judges and rulers who succeeded them, were

but the human deputies of the Lord, raised up by Him, for

carrying out the laws, statutes, and ordinances which he had

established. This theocracy, continued for upwards of four

hundred years, and when, at length, the people applied to

Samuel, to have a King, like the other nations around, he was

displeased, and reproved them, saying "when the Lord your

God was your King." However, the Lord said unto Samuel,

'* hearken unto the voice of the people
; " ** they have rejected

me, that I should not reign over them." To show His dis-

pleasure at their conduct, at the word of Samuel, he sent

''thunder and rain," in the time of "harvest." It was at

the time of their improper request that Samuel told them what

would be the oppressive rule of a King over them. Swrne of

the particulars of such predicted oppressions, are contained in

that verse in Samuel, which the Essayist has so absurdly cited,

to show the foundation or commencement of a theocracy,

which, in feet, was Divinely established, about four hundred

^ears before, as already shown. '>

Page 201. " But neither to any defect in our capacities

;

ttor to any reasonable presumption, of a bidden wise design

}
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nor to any partial spiritual endowments in the narrators, can
we attribute the difficulty, if not impossibility,' of reconciling the

genealogies of St. Matthew, and St. Luke ; or the chronology of

the holy week ; or the accounts of the resurrection ; nor to any
mystery in the subject matter, can be referred, the uncertainty

in which the New Testament writings leave us, as to the descent

of Jesus Christ, according to the flesh, whether by his mother
he were of the tribe of Judah, or of the tribe of Levi."

Here is another list of objections against Scriptural truth

and authority, put forth by this professed teacher of Christi-

anity ; but they are as void of any real foundation, as those

which have been already exposed and refuted. He begins

With an alleged difficulty, or impossibility, of reconciling the

genealogies of the human nature of our Lord, as given by

St. Mathew and St. Luke. Like all his other suggested dif-

ficulties, he does not give a word as to the nature of this dif-

ficulty, or wherein it consists. He seems certain, however,

that it is not owing to any defect in his capacity, nor to cer-

tain other particulars which he has named. Both the tables

of genealogy were given by the same infallible spirit of truth

;

and even if the difficulty remained insuperable, to human ca-

pacity, or knowledge, from the nature of the subject, and the

complicated character of the evidence relating to it, a pious

mind would, at once, say, the two genealogies must be really

in harmony, though I cannot clearly trace and discover it,

through all the names and numerous other particulars before

me ; and, moreover, this point of reconciliation, is not one

which affects my Christian duty, or present or eternal salva-

tion. But, there is no such impossilbility as the Essayist in-

timates. Many men of sterling piety, and of far higher ca-

pacity and learning, than the Essayist possesses, have been

able to satisfy themselves, and others, from the Scriptural and

other evidence afforded, that there is no contradiction, but

a real consistency, between the two genealogical tables.

Among such pious and learned persons, who have written on

the subject, muy be named, Mr. Harmer and Dr. Barrett;
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The latter has written at large, concerning it, going into all

the particulars, as to names, and on other points ; and con-

cludes his work with saying, that both the genealogy given

by Matthew and that by Luke, are " authentic," and that

** they agree with each other." The eminent Dr. Adam
Clarke, in his learned and critical commentary on the

Scriptures, in treating of this subject, has written thus :

—

** It is worthy of being remarked, that ut. Matthew, who

wrote principally for the Jews, extends his genealogy

to Abraham, through whom the promise of the Messiah

was given to the Jews ; but St. Luke, who wrote his his-

tory for the instruction of the Gentiles, extends his ge-

nealogy to Adam, to whom the promise of the Redeemer

was given, in behalf of himself, and all his posterity." He
further remarks,—" St. Matthew took up the genealogies,

just as he found them, in the public Jewish records." " A
faithful genealogist, would insert in his roll, only such as

were indisputable." He gives the following remarks of Dr.

Lightfoot :—" It was necessary, indeed, on so noble and sub-

lime a subject ; and a thing that would be so rncch inquired

into, by the Jewish people, as the lineage of the Messiah

would be, that the Evangelists should deliver a truth, not

only that could not be gainsaid, but, also, might be proved

and established, from certain and undoubted rolls of ances-

tors.^' Dr. Clarke, has further remarked,— ** While the

Archives of the Jews remained entire, the accuracy of the

Evangelists was never called in question. The silence of the

enemies of the gospel, both heathen and Jewish, during even

the first century, is, itself, a suJB&cient proof that neither in-

consistency, nor corruption, could be then alleged against

this part of the Evangelical history. If a charge of this na-

ture could have been supported, it, unquestionably, would

have been made. The Jews, and heathens, who agreed in

their hostility to the religion of Christ, were equally interest-
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C(l in this subject ; and could they have proved, that a single

flaw existed in these genealogical tables, they might at once

have set aside the pretensions of our Lord, and his disciples,

for if the lineal descent of Jesus, from David, were not indis-

putable, he could not possess the character essential to the

Messiah ; nor any right to the Jewish throne. We may con-

fidently assert, thei afore, that his regular lineal descent from

David, could not be disproved, since it was not even disputed,

at a time, when alone, it could have been done successfully ;

and by those persons who were so deeply interested in the

event. The sincere believer may, consequently, be assured,

that whatever difl&culties appear at present, had formerly no

existence ; and are, even now, of such a nature, as cannot be

allowed to shake the faith of any reasonable man. I would

not, however, be understood to intimate that these difl&culties

are now insuperable." The Essayist's next difficulty, or im-

possibility, relates to "the chronology of the Holy week."

As he has not given a word to intimate on what points, or as

to what events there is any chronological difficulty, as to that

week, nothing more, in answer, need, or can be offered, than

to say, that there is no real contradiction, or inconsistency, in

Scripture, on the subject, when rightly understood j and that

several pious and learned writers, have given quite satisfac-

tory " harmonies," concerning it.

His next suggested . difficulty, as to the resurrection, is

equally as vague and uncertain as the last, and, therefore,

only a similar brief answer of denial can, or need, be here

given. His last objection states an ** uncertainty in which

the New Testament writings leave us, as to the descent of

the Saviour," according to the flesh ; " whether he were of the

tribe of Judah, or of the tribe of Levi." Here he is suffi-

ciently explicit to require a pointed answer, and it can readily

be given, and of such a nature as to fully refute his assertion.

First, as to the descent of David, from whom our Lord's hu
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man nature descended, through Mary, his mother, we find it

recorded in 1 Chron. ii. There the genealogy of the family

of Judah is given, and David is mentioned as the seventh

son of Jesse, a lineal descendant of that family. Further,

we find in 1 Samuel, chap, xvi., an account of David, the

youngest son of the same Jesse, being, by the command

of the Lord, annointed as King, by Samuel. In Psalm

Ixxviii. 68, 70, we find recorded: "He chose the tribe

of Judah;" and ** chose David also his servant;" "to

feed Jacob his people, and Israel his inheritance." Next,.

may be cited, the first verse in Matthew: "The book of

the generation of Jesus Christ, the son of David, the Son

of Abraham." Again, in Acts xiii., St. Paul, in his ex-

hortation in the Synagogue, declared, that " God raised

up unto them David, to be their King, to whom alsa

he gave testimony, and said, "I have found David, the son

of Jesse, a man after mine own heart;" **of this man's

seed hath God^ according to his promise, raised unto Israel a

Saviour, Jesus." In Heb. vii. 14, it is said: "For it is.

eviuent that our Lord sprang out of Judah." In Rev. xxii.

16 we read that the Lord Jesus Himself declared, " I am the

root and the oflfspring of David; " and in the same inspired

Book He is called, " the Lion of the tribe of Judah." As

to the expression, " whether the Saviour, by his mother, were

of the tribe of Judah, or Levi," it may be remarked, in an-

swer, that the foregoing texts, which only relate to his hu-^

manity, clearly show, that through her, alone, as one of the

descendants of Judah and David, could it be said that Ho
" sprang from Judah." If those texts, affording such con-

clusive evidence, and which, doubtless, must be known to the

Essayist, are not sufficient to satisfy his difficulty, or uncer-

tainty, as to whether our Lord descended by His mother

from Judah, he must continue in his unbelief, for no earthly

power, or proof, can help him out of it. One would thinks
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however, that not merely any Christian, but any reasonublo

person, would consider the proof perfectly sufficient.

Page 224. " On the other side, there is the excess of a dull

and unpainstaking acquiescence, satisfied with accepting in an
unquestioning spirit, and as if they were literally facts, all par-

ticulars of a wonderful history, because, in some sense, it is

from God."

Here>4ie vents his displeasure, because there are persons

who will believe in the whole of the Divine revelation, con-

veyed and confirmed, as it is, through such numerous and

convincing testimonies, rather than credit the profane and ab-

surd speculations and assertions of himself, and others, un-

accompanied as they almost universally are, with even an at-

tempt to support them, either by fact or reason. He does

not venture even to allude to any one particular, as being

erroneous in this Sacred or wonderful history, as he calls it

;

and yet, has the effrontery to make this profanely comprehen-

sive remark, regarding records which have such internal and

external evidence of their inspired character, throughout ; and

which have secured the belief, the reverence, and the admira-

tion of the myriads of tho wise and the good, through the-

thousands of years, of the Church t i God. In these sacred

oracles, we find numerous attestations, and proofs of their in-

spired character, throughout, and consequent truthfulness and

authority. In many of the Old Testament books we find

numerous references to facts and events, mentioned in other

books of the same Scriptures, and at times, the names of the

writers given. Throughout the New Testament Scriptures,

we find continual references made to those of the Old Testa-

ment ; in several of the books, on almost every page. Our-

Lord, and the Apostles, were constantly making references to

facts, prophecies, and various sayings, and occurrences, men-^

tioned in the Old Testament, and frequently named the writ-

ers, by whom they wore recorded ; and never did any of

ijif;
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them hint, or intimate a doubt, as to the perfect truth and ac-

curacy of the facts, or other matter, contained in those ancient

historical, and otlier records. In Luke xxiv. 27, it is said,

that the Saviour,—" beginning at Moses, and all the pro-

phets, he expounded unto them, in all the Scriptures, the

things concerning himself. " We have, in Acts, chap, vii.,

the speech of Stephen, in which he recites the leading events

of the history of the nation, from the calling of Abrahdm, down

to the time of Solomon. Also, in the same book, chap, xiii.,

we find a similar speech of St. Paul, to the Jews, in which,

he refers to even more events of their history, than were

given by Stephen, mentioning their deliverance from Egypt,

by God, with a high arm ;—their forty years in the wilder-

ness;— their conquest and possession of Canaan;— the

Judges whom God raised up for them, during 450 years to

the time of Samuel ;—the Divine appointment of Saul for

their king ;—and next of David ; and the descent of the Sa-

viour from him. Again, in chap, xxviii. 23, we find it men-

tioned, that the same Apostle, in addressing his countrymen,

** expounded and testified the kingdom of God, persuading

them, cone rning Jesus, both out of the law of Moses, and

out of the prophets, from morning till evening." Lastly, as

a closing attestation, to the perfect truth and accuracy, of

nearly the whole of the Sacred Scriptures, we now possess,

may be cited, the text in 2 Tim. iii. 16 :
—" All Scripture is

given by inspiration of God." This, not only applies to all

the Old Testament writings, but may be held to refer to

nearly all those of the New Testament ; for according to the

best chronology, all of them, except the writings of St. John,

were previous to that Epistle to Timothy, containing that in-

spired and comprehensive attestation to the truth of Scripture.

And now, what must every Christian, and rational person,

think of the conduct of this clerical Essayist, who, with the

knotfledgd df jiU thig inspired and abounding testimony, has
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dared to express a disbelief of any part of these sacred ora-

cles; and to say, of the " wonderful history" they contain,

that only " in some sense it is from Gud/' Truly the pre-

sumption and 'profanity of such sayings, are about equal.

Pa^e 226. " And many narratives, marvels, and catastro-

phes, m the Old Testament, are referred to in the New, with-

out either denying or asserting their literal truth. Such as the

destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah, by fire from heaven, and
the Noachian deluge."

In the New Testament references to those Old Testament

events, no express assertion being made, that those events

actually occurred, as first Scripturally recorded, affords of

itself a strong proof of their perfect truth and accuracy. If

any doubt had been entertained concerning them, we may
well conclude that express attestations to their verity would

have been given by our Lord, and the Apostles, who referred

to them. They mentioned them, as unquestioned and well

known facts. There is, hovvever, the most direct attestation

to the occurrence of the deluge ; and the destruction of

Sodom ; by the recital of them, by our Lord, as recorded in

Luke xvii., where we find him declariqg, concerning the

deluge,
—" they did eat, they drank, they married wives,

they were given in marriage, until the day that Noah entered

into the Ark, and the flood came, and destroyed them all
;''

and concerning Sodom, he said,
—" they did eat, they drank,

they bought, they sold, they planted, they builded; but the

same day that Lot went out of Sodom, it rained fire and brim-

stone from heaven, and destroyed them all.'* Here, are the

most express assertions, that these awful events did actually

take place, and this recital agrees ^actly with the records of

them in the book of Genesis. Eemarks of the same ^d
will apply to the case of Jonah, referred to jby the Saviour,

who, as we find in Matthew xii., declared—:that Jonah was •»

'• prpphet " that he was *' three d^ye an^ tlv^e nigbts ip
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the whale's belly ;" that he preached to the Ninevites ; and

that, thereupon, they repented, all exactly corresponding

with the record of those events in the book of Jona'i. No

higher attestation could possibly be afforded, of the actual

occurrence of those Old Testament events; than has thus been

given, by the Divine Saviour himself. Wo presume that the

Essayist will not add to his profane unbelief, by doubting, or

denying, that the Almighty Creator and supporter of all

beings and things, is possessed of sufficient power and means,

to have accomplished all those events, or, ** marvels, and

catastrophes," as he calls them. '
:""'

Page 227. " In like manner, it need not trouble us, if in

consistency, we should have to suppose, both an ideal origin,

and to apply an ideal meaning, to the birth in the city ofDavid,
and to the other circumstances of the infancv."

Any writer of a humorous or satirical genius, would, in

this extract, find ample materials for the exercise of his talent,

in showing up the folly and absurdity of the romantic suppo-

sition, here proposed by the Essayist. With the exception of

the comparatively few, who get their reason blinded, and their

judgment besotted, by Vain and absurd imaginations, and

theories, all persons, possessing any ordinary measure of

sense and intelligence, will think, that on all subjects, espe-

cially those of a religious nature, well attested facts, are pre-

ferable to mere suppositions, or fanciful ideas. But this Es-

sayist seems to think, that for ascertaining truth, mere ideas,

are about as good as facts, if not even better ; that ideology/,

is equally valuable with vertii/ and certainty. His displea-

sure may possibly, again, be aroused, by finding that so very

few persons will agree with him. The vast majority will still

continue to believe; that for discovering certainty, on any

Bubject, facts are infinitely better than mere ideas, even when

these are made to assume plausibility. He would have us,

not to be troubled at dismissing all the inspired and positive
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testimony, sbowlng the human origin, and tho birth of the

Saviour, in Bethlehem, the city of David ; and concerning

all the other circumstances of his infancy. We very muoh

prefer avoiding that trouble ; and think it infinitely more ju-

dicious, and consistent, as well as pious, to rest our faith on

those subjects on the plain meaning of Scripture testimony,

instead of reposing it on mere suppositions or speculative

ideas. The human genealogy of the Saviour, and his de-

scent from David, as one of the tribe of Judah, have already

been clearly shown, from many plain passages of Scripture.

As to his birth in Bethlehem ; and all circumstances needful

to be known by us, concerning his infancy, they are so plainly

declared in Matthew, chap, ii., and Luke, chap, ii., as well as

referred to in other parts of Scripture, that no rational per-

son, much less any Christian, would think of passing by all

such inspired testimony, and adopting the Essayists absurd

and contemptible, as well as profane suggestion, of supposing

a mere ideal meaning, as to all those facts and circumstances.

He has made use of the word " consistency," but he has not

intimated, in what relation, or to what subject, he meant to

have it applied. There is the most perfect consistency,

throughout the facts revealed, concerning the place of the

birth, and the circumstances of the infancy of the Saviour

;

but there would be no consistency with truth, reason, or

piety, in adopting his absurd suggestion, of a mere supposi-

tion, or " ideal meaning," rather than the facts of the Scrip-

ture narratives. It would be a waste of time, and like in-

sulting the understanding of the reader, to offer any further

remarks on the subject. , -
.

' i\
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Page 231. " We must rather entertain a hope that there
shall 1)6 found, after the sreat adjudication, receptacles, suited

for those who shall be inrants, not as to years of ; terrestrial lifb,

but as to spiritual developement ; nurseries, as it were, and seed
grounds, where the undeveloped may grow up, under new con-
ditions, the stunted may beccnue strong, and the perverted be

IS
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restored. And when the Christian Church, in all its branches,

shall have fulfilled its sublunary ollicc, and its Founder shall

have surrendered His kingdom to the Great Father, all, both

snaall and great, shall find a refuge in the bosom of the Univer-
sal Parent, to repose, or be rj^uiekened into higher life, in the

ages to come, according to His will." . ^

The flight of imagination, which gave birth to the novel

hope expressed in these passages, forms a very consistent and

appropriate conclusica to this essaying compound of impiety

and absurdity. The Komanist's purgatory, and other novel-

ties, and fanciful inventions, by tnero comparison with this

scheme, seem quite reasonable. The Essayist's hope, very

far surpasses them all. It is immeasurably more soothing

and comfortable than any which has yet been discovered,

or proposed. And further, in this ago of invention and in-

creasing knowledge, and of supposed discovery, even in reli-

gion, it has the charm and the recotnmendation of novelty,

for probably nothing like it, either *' in heaven above, or in

the earth beneath," has ever before been discovered, or sug-

gested. It would be useless to enquire, or conjecture, where

he obtained the intimations, or grounds, of that brilliant and

soothing hope, whether from the metamorphoses of Ovid, the

Arabian Nights' Tales, the Gitagovinda of the Hindu Bard

;

or as the fruit of his oWn fanciful genius. One thing is quite

certain, he did not obtain it from any part of Divine revela-

tion; and that is quite etough to secure its rejection by

every Christian mind. But, regarding it as a new supposed

discovery and method of solving the suggested difficulties, as

to the renovation and ultimate safety of the *' babblers and

busy-bodies," the ** mere eaters and drinkers, and getters of

gain," of whom he has spoken, and who die with their babbling

and other foolish and evil propensities still clinging to them,

he ought to I'.ave gone much further in his revelation, or

scheme, and at least have given us some intimation, or out-

liasu of the means and operations which will be employed in
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Im-^-- seed grounds or nurseries," he iia* .. .itiouou, wucro

tlioso " babblers " and others are to be renovated. More-

over, as his scheme is quite a new one, it would not liavo

been amiss, if, for further encouraging information and ex-

citement to hope, he had mentioned in what region of tho

universe these " seed grounds, or nurseries," are situated;

what is the climate? what are the native productions? and what

will be the occupations, the enjoyments, and other circum-

stances of those hitherto unknown regions, where that needed

renewal and improvement of the stunted, and the other im-

perfect individuals, will be effected.

But, to employ the language of seriousness, it is only need-

ful to show, that the application of Scriptural truth, will, at

once, utterly destroy the whole of thia fanciful fabric, and

every hope which can possibly spring from it. That truth

declares,—" the foolish shall not stand in thy sight ;"—that

the " door" shall be *• shut," on the " foolish virgins,"

who shall have ** no oil in their vessels ;"—that " the hope

of the hypocrite shall be as the spider's web ;" shall be, " as

the giving up of the ghost," and " shall perish." Again,

it is said, " Behold, all ye that kindle a fire, that compass

yourselves about with sparks, walk in the light of your fire,

and in the sparks ye have kindled. This shall ye have of

mine hand, ye shall lie down in sorrow;"—that, "as tho

tree falls, so it shall lie." And j^t, further, as to th*? final

judgment, it is declared, that " the dead, small and ^reat,

shall stand before God ;"—that " they shall be judged

according to their works
; '' that the Lord, the Judge, shall

"separate them, as a shepherd divideth the sheep from the

the goats; " and shall ** set the sheep on the right hand and

the goats on the left; " and that these last ** shall go away

into everlasting punishment;" and that whosoever is not

found written in the book of life, shall be cast into the lake

of fire." There is not the least hint, or intimation, here, or

m
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lu any other part of Scripture that there will be any such re-

ceptacle for spiritual development, growth, or improvement
as this fanciful Essayist has, unscripturally and absurdly,

hoped and suggested.
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ANSWER TO No. 5

"ESSAYS AND REVIEWS."

ii,,;)

The Essay now to undergo review is entitled, " The Mo-

saic Cosmogony," by C. W. Goodwin, M. A. It stands as

No. 5 of " Essays and Reviews
; " and with reference to

Scriptural truth, it is, in general, of the like false and infidel

character, as the rest of tiiose writings. An endeavour will

here be made to show that this designation of it is fully war-

ranted. For this purpose, correct extracts will first be given,

of all the principal positions and arguments advanced in the

Essay ; and the comments thereon will consecutively follow.

This Essay attacks the very first truths of Divine revektioni

by impeaching, and endeavouring to controvert, the account

of the creation of the world, given in the^ Sacred Records.

On Page 234 the Essayist writes as follows

:

" So in regard to such text, as * the world is efltablished, it

cannot be moved ;
' though it might imply the sacred Penman's

ignorance of the fact, Ihat the earth does move, yet it does not

put forth this opinion as an indisputable point of faith."

The text here referred to, is in Psalm zoi. 1. This Psahn

throughout most sublunely celebrates the supreme sovereignty

of the ahnighty and wise Creator; and His presiding and

constant government over all He has created ; and his preser-

vation of this world, in the allotted position ia which He has

; i
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placed it. The text does not say that the world does not

mdve; it says, *It is established, that it cannot be moved."

There is a vast difference between the two expressions. No
objects, void of life, can move of themselves, but they can bo

moved by human or other power. On the other hand, there

are many objects which move in the order, or system, in

which the Creator has appointed them to move ; but which

cannot be moved out of that order, or sphere of motion, by

any power but that of the Almighty Ruler. Each and all of

the bodies in the planetary system are of this last description.

The infinitely wise and sovereign Creator has placed and

established this T7orld in a certain relative position in that

system, and no power but His own can move it out of its

place, and the Divinely-appointed order and course which it

occupies in that system. He reigneth, and is clothed with

majesty, and with strength ; dominion is His, and he has

supreme power to exercise it, and He has so established the

world that nothing can be driven out of order. All is ruled

by Him. Th^re was, therefore, no ignorance in the inspired

and "sacred Penman" in saying that *• the world, also, is

established, that it cannot be moved." The ignorance is in

the Essayist, in not knowing the difference between the two

expressions, <?oes not move, and "cannot he moved ;^* or

else, knowing that difference, he has wilfully given a per-

verted and false meaning to the text. In either case, the

style of his remark, on the point, is profanely offensive.

Page 236. " The school books of the present day, while they

teach the child that the earth moves, yet assure him that it is a
little less than six thousand years old ; and tliat it was made in

six days. On the other hand, Geologists, of all religious creeds,

are agreed, that the earth has existed for an immense series of

years, to be counted by millions, rather than by thousands

;

and that, indubitably, more that six days elapsed from its iirat

creation to the appearance of man upon its surface."
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The evidence for belief, as to the age of the world, and the

time which the Creator saw fit to employ in creating it, and all •

bodies and things, in and relating to it, do not depend on what

School-books may contain, however correct ; but true know-

ledge on all those points, is derived from express Divine re-

velation, and from that alone. As to the various and dis-

cordant theories and opinions of Geologists, whether of reli-

gious creeds, or of no creed whatever, they are all entirely

worthless, on every point, when they conflict with the plain

announceents of that Sacred Revelation. Every person

who believes in the Divine spirit of infallible truth will im-

plicitly rely On its teachings, on these and all other points

;

and give no credence whatever to the theories of speculative

Geologists
j
presumptuously presuming to be wise above and

beyond what is so sacredly revealed ; and even, on many

points, endeavouring to controvert the plain declarations of

inspired truth. I*^ u> if the very lunited band of these spe-

culative and sell .
' lent Geologists, all held to one theory,

every truly religious and intelligent mind would, at once, re-

ject it, whenever it conflicted with that infallible revel&tion

;

but the fact is, that they are all, more or less, at variance

in their schemes and systems ; scarcely any two of them, be-

ing agreed throughout. The Essayist, therefore, is not cor-

rect in asserting that '* Geologists of all religious creeds are

agreed as to the age of the world ; and that more than six

days elapsed, from its first creation, to the appearance of man

upon its surface." Such of the Geologists as are in reality

infidels, as to Divine revelation, on the points in question,

of course, agree in a denial of that revelation, however they

differ on other points. As to those Geologists who profess or

have a religious creed, and who have put forth their theories

and schemes, differing as they have among themselves, on

many points, it may, justly be said that it would have been

touch more for the interests of revealed truth if they had/

-
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in their writings, adhered closely and implicitly to the letter

and plain meaning of that truth, and refrained from giving

publicity to the speculations and theories in which they have

indulged ; some of which are dbectly at variance with the

plain statements and meaning of Sacred Scripture. There

are systems of this kind—the pre-conceived JEictions of their

authors—^which they have dignified with the title of " The

Mosaic System of the Universe.^* This has afforded infi-

delity a handle, which it has been careful to turn to its own

advantage. In contrast with all those geological theories and

schemes, when we look at the fkcts regarding creation, as

they are disclosed in the Sacred Volume, in the 1st and 2nd

chapters of Genesis we find such a plain, continuous, and

consistent account of the creation of the world, and all crea-

tures and things therein, and of the visible heavens, as is

perfectly sufficient to satitjfy the mind and secure the belief

not only o^ every truly religious person, but of every indivi-

dual, not perverted by pride and prejudice, and imaginative

theories, but possessed of unsophisticated reason, and plain

unbiassed judgment. Even this Essayist hiihself admits the

plainness and consistency of the Scripture account of crea-

tion, on Page 274, where, on referring to the discordant

theories of certain Geologists, he says

:

"How can it be otherwise, when the task proposed is to

evade the plain meaning of language, and to introduce obscu-

rity into one of the simplest stories ever told, for the sake of

making it accord with the complex system of the universe wluch
modem science has unfolded."

^ Again, on Page 250, he says

:

*< Remarkable as this narrative is, for simple grandeur, it has
nothing in it, which can be properly called poetical. It bears

on its ntce, no trace of mystical or symbolical meaning. Things
are called by their right names^ with a certain scientific exact-

ness, widely difierent from the imaginative cosmogonies of the

Greeks.**
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lie, also, admits, on P. 2C7, as is undoubtedly true, that the

six days of creation, and the seventh, or Sabbath of appointed'-

rest, all mean, natural, or ordinary days, having the alternate

divisions of evening and morning, day and night, light and

darkness, as Scripturally declared; and do not mean any

greater or prolonged periods, as conjectured and declared,

by some of such Geologists in their attempted "conciliatory

theories." ' •
- . .1 ^-^•*

: - ^ 1 - . .

Looking, then, into that plain and consistent account of

creation, given in Genesis, we cannot see that there is the

least word, or hint, to intimate that there was any cessation,

or protracted delay of Divine operations, from the very first

act, in that work of creation, as declared in these words, in

the first text:^' In the beginning God created the heavens

and the earth—until the close of the sixth day, when the

whole of the creative work was completed. It is one series

of consecutive and continuous operative acts, without any

break, or lapse, as to time, between any of them, from first

to last. The substances, or materials, so to speak, out of

which all bodies and things, in the earth and the visible

heavens, were immediately after formed, and arranged, were,

first, called into existence. Our English word ** created,'*

employed in that first text of the Bible, is derived and trans^

lated from the word bara, in the Hebrew original, which,

according to the unanimous opinion of the Jewish Rabbins,

means the commencement of the existence of anything, or

egression from nonentity to entity. It is said by a learned

Commentator and critic that *' it does not, in its primary mean-

ing, denote the preserving, or new forming of things, that

had previously existed, as some imagine, but creation in the

proper sense of the term." Although the Essayist says that

" the word bara does not necessarily mean, to make out of nO'

thing," yet by admits that **
it certainly might impliedly me'^n

this, in a c&nQ so peculiar as the present." That it has this
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meaning, in that first text, in Genesis; and that the sub-

stance, or materials of all bodies and things were, indeed, so

created from nonentity, seem plain enough, from this text, in

Heb. ii. 3 :
*' Through faith, wo undorstajid, that the worlds

were framed by the word of God, so that things which are

seen were not made of things which do appear.'' ;

y On the next, and far more important point, that there was

no protracted period, or lapse of time, between the first act of

Creation—the calling of the materials of creation into exist-

ence, and the subsequent creative ccts of the six days—is evi-

dent enough, from Genesis ii. 2, 3, in these words :
" And

on the seventh day God ended His work which He had

made ; and He rested on the seventh day from all His work

which He had made. And God blessed the swrenth day and

sanctified it : 'because in it He had rested from all His work

which God created and made." We see from these texts,

that the whole of the works of Creation—^from the begin-

ning to the end—were completed within the six previous

days. Thej^rsf, and, in one view, the most important part

of that work, certainly, was the creation, or calling into

existence, the elements, or substances, for the subsequent

acts, and arrangements, and, therefore, if, as some say,

there was a cessation, or protracted period, between the

creation of such elements of the earthly system, and the

subsequent formation and arrangement of bodies and thingSi

in that system, the text could not be correct, in saying that

' God tested the seventh day from all His work which He
created and made." In that supposed case there would

have been more th^n the six days, in the whole, employed in

the creating and arranging work, and there would have been

a previous Sabbath, or time of rest. But, the texts say, that

•• God rested the seventh day, from cHl His work which He
created and made," which plainly must be considered to in-

dude the creation of the element!, or substances, out of which
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all the subsequent works and formations were produced, and

placed in the appointed order. From the two words, *' creat-

ed " and " made," being employed, it may fairly be inferred

that the word " createdy^' more particularly applies to the

calling into existence the elements or materials required, and

that the word " made " more especially relates to the forma-

tions and arrangements, which, immediately and consecutively

followed. This plain account of Creation, given in Genesis,

is repeated in the brief, but plain and comprehensive words

oi the fourth commandment of the Decalogue, given, directly

by God Himself, to the Israelites under the most sublime and

awful circumstances, attending His presence at Mount 8inal,

and recorded by Him on the Tables of Stone, all which, we

find recorded in Exodus xx. In that command are the

words: *' For in six days the Lord made heaven and earth,

the sea and all that in them is, and rested the seventh day

and hallowed it.'* Here, also, we see it declared, in the

most direct terms, that the Lord made ''the heaven and

earth, and sea," themselves, as well as " oi!/ that in them is,"

within the "six days." It may, therefore, be repeated that

there was no lapse of time, or protracted cessation, in the Di-

vine operations, between the first acts of creation, and the

completion of the whole of the earthly system. All were

begun and ended within the six days, as we see is Scriptu-

rally and plainly declared. Infidels, and other speculative

Geologists, may frame their vain schemes and systems, and

may and do differ among themselves, but the Word of the

Lord must and will infallibly abide.

This Essayist also says, regarding the earth, that it is the

opinion of all the Geologists,—and in which he evidently con-

curs,—that " indubitably more than six days elapsed, fix)m its

first creation to the appearance of man upon its surface."

His formation is, certainly, the most important of all the acts

of Creation, within those six days, and his call into existence,

'^1
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and his appearance on the earth, are, in the texts in Genesis,

expressly shown to have taken place on the sixth and last

day of the creative acts, for after the special description of his

creation, and the dominion conferred on him, over the earth,

and all therein, it is declared :
" God saw everything that Ho

had made, and behold it was very good ; and the evening and

the morning were the aixth day." The text in Exodus xx.,

already cited, also agrees perfectly with the account in Gen-

nesis, as to the time of man's creation, for it says, as we have

seen, that "heaven, earth, and sea, and all that in them is,"

were made in the "six days ;^^ and in that word all, man,

of course, is included.' i " '
'

^
''

'

-^;«<^

On the other point involved in the cited passage now being

reviewed—that of the age of the earth—the Essayist also

asserts, that **[all the Geologists are agreed that it has existed

for an immense series of years ; to be counted by millions ra-

ther than by thousands." In this opinion, also, he evidently

concurs, although, most inconsistently, he admits, as is already

shown, the ** simplicity and grandeur of the first narrative of

creation," and its consistency in itself; and also shows, as is

really the feet, that the Geologists are at variance among

themselves, either as to parts, or the whole, of their respec-

tive theoretical schemes or systems. This question of our

world's age, is one, on which chronological facts and dates

must be introduced and examined ; and here, also. Scriptural

testimony is amply sufficient to show that the earth is, indeed,

less than six thousand years old, and that the opinion of the

Essayist, and his Geological witnesses, as to its far longer

existence, is just as unworthy of belief as that of the time of

man's appearance on the earth, which has just been consider-

ed. It may be well to intimate, here, that this presumptuous

opinion, as to the much greater age of the world, is chiefly,

or rather entirely, derived from certain remains, or su]>

stanccs, real or supposicd, of aninial!? or other bodies brought
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fortli from vaiioua depths from the surface of the earth. Tliis

supposed evidence on the subject, will hereafter be briefly

examined ; and an endeavour be made, rationaUy, and in

harmony with Scripture, to account for their being found in

Buch situations. Let us, first, examine and ascertain, what

Sacred Scripture—the highest and most certain testimony on

the subject—reveals concerning the true age of the world

There we find recorded, in the Book of Genesis, the respec-

tive ages of the first, or anti-deluvian] Patriarchs, including

Adam, down o the time of the Deluge. And by a calcula-

tion with referrence to those ages which need not be specially

given here, but can be readily made, it will be seen, that

1656 years elapsed from the Creation to that awful

event. In Genesis xi. are precise statements of the re-

spective ages of the post-deluvian Patriarchs—the descend-

ants of Shem, one of the sons of Noah,—down to the birth

of Abraham, when he obeyed the call of God, and removed

into the land of Canaan. In Gen. xxi. 6, is recorded, the

birth of Isaac, when, as the text states, Abraham was 100

years old ; and in Gen. xxv. 8, the death of the latter, at the

age of 175 years. In Gen. xxi. and xxxi. are mentioned,

the times, respectively, of the birth, the age, and the death of

Isaac. In Gen. xxv. and xlix. similar information is given,

as to the birth and the death of Jacob ; and in Gen. 1. the

age and the death of Joseph are mentioned. The age of

Jacob, when he went down into Egypt, is given in Gen.

xlvii. 9. In Exod. xii. 40, we have the following record

:

*' Now the sojourning of the children of Israel, who dwelt in

Egypt, was four hundred and thirty years." This is also

mentioned in several subsequent parts of Scripture. The

40 years of the wanderings of the Israelites in the wilderness,

before entering Canaan, is mentioned in several passages of

Scripture, which need not, here, be specially cited. The age

of Joshua, when he entered the laud with the people, is also

'••^
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given in the book which heiirs hiH nuine ; unil \m age and

death are recorded in Judges ii. 8. The period during

which the nation was ruled by Judges, is mentioned, or re-

ferred to, in several parts of Scripture ; and in Acts xiii. 10,

is expressly declared by St. Paul to have been *' about the

space of 450 years, until Samuel the prophet." The time

of Samuel's rule or Judgeship, likewise appears from Scrip-

ture; also the 40 years of the reign of Saul; and that of

David, for the same period. In the two books of Kings arc

precisely recorded, the respective times of the succeeding

reigns, of the several other Kings of Israel, and Judah, down

to tlie time of the captivity of the latter in Babylon. That

captivity lasted 70 years, as Scripture expressly declares.

From its close, until the birth of the Saviour, was about 409

years, as sufl&ciently appears, from authentic historical re-

cords. Those who wish for the most precise and correct in-

formation, as to this period of the Jewish history, will find it

given at large, in Dr. Adam Clarke's commentary on the

Scriptures, at the end of the book of the prophet Malachi.

The several ages of Patriarchs, and periods of time, which

have been here given, will, on summing them up, be found

to amount to the four thousand years, which thus, according

to Scripture testimony, and other authentic evidence, was the

whole age of the world, from its creation to the birth of our

Lord. The period of upwards of 1860 years, which has

since elapsed, is so certainly known, that no particulars con-

cerning it need here be given. ..'; .. v^ ,i ,*i ,

Considering the preceding numerous facts, as to ages of

Patriarchs, and [dates of events ; and on other points men-

tioned in Scripture, it would seem as if the Divine Spurit,

who knows the end from the beginning, on every subject,

.

and foresaw that presumptuous and profane persons, would

from time to time rise up to impeach and deny his revealed

truth, had purposely recorded those facts, so specially, to
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In Dr. Clarke's commentary, wliicli has already been re-

ferred to,—in the introduction to the book of Isaiah,—he h«s

given a chronological list of all the prophets, from Adam
down to Malachi,—the last of them,—mentioning the times

during which they lived, and prophesied ; and he closes his

list with the following interesting remarks on the subject :

—

" Here is a succession of divinely inspired men, by whom
God, at sundry times, and in divers manners, spake unto the

father's, from the beginning of the world, down to the resto-

ration from the Babylonish captivity ; a period of three thou-

sand SIX hundred years. From the time of Malachi, who

was the last of the prophets, till the advent of Christ, a

period of nearly four hundred years elapsed, without vision

or prophecy; but, during the whole of that interval, the

Jews had the law, and the prophetical loritings, to which,

till the time of Christ, there was no necessity to add any-

thing ; for God had, with the writings of the last mentioned

prophet, completed the canon of the Old Testament ; nothing

being farther necessary, till He should in the fulness of time,

superadd the Gospel."

And now, in conclusion, as to these two points,—of the

age of the earth, and the time of Man's appearance upon it,

the question may be asked,— which is most deserviug of

ciedit, the inspired and direct testimony of Scripture, or the

presumptuous and profane suppositions and opinions of the

Essayist, and his geological authorities ? No truly rational,

much less any Christian mind, can have any hesitation in

forming a judgment, according to the former, on each of the

subjects.

Page 238. " Believing, as we do, that if the value of the

Bible, as a book of religious instruction, is to be maintained, it

must be, not by striving to prove it scientifically exact, af th6
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expense of every sound principle of interpretation, and in de-

fiance of common sense, but by the frank recognition, of the

erroneous views ot nature, which it contains,—we have put pen
to paper to analyze some of the popular conciliation tlieories."

Here, the Essayist, in the first place, declares the purposes

for which he has *' put pen to paper," to compose this effort

of his genius ; which, from the terms he employs, it would

seem, is finally to determine all these subjects in controversy.

Those purposes, as here avowed, and as subsequent parts of

his Essay show, are, no less than by a display of his own

superior wisdom and knowledge, to prove, that all the concili-

ation theories of geology, which have yet been put forth, are

wholly vain, and unfounded ; and further, that Bible revela-

tions are not scientifically correct, but exhibit erroneous views

of nature. • .
'

; . '

In addition to this double undertaking, he had a Cosmo-

gony of his own to propose, and like all* other inventors of

theoretical schemes, this being uppermost in his thoughts, it

would appear that he was so impatient to proclaim it to the

world, that before entering upon the performance of those

first undertakings, and oven before his own scheme was filled

up, in some of its most important particulars, as we shall pre-

sently see, he must give publicity to this fruit of his own

superior genius, on the subject. Accordingly, after raising

the questions,
—" whether the world has ever been in any

other condition, than now ;—and what are the stages throagh

which it has passed ;—and what was its first traceable state
;"

he proceeds to disclose some of the crude outlines of his own

geological cosmogony scheme, as follows :

—

i

Page 240. " Here geology steps in, and successfully carries

back the history of the earth's crust, to a very remote period,

until it arrives at a region of uncertainty, where philosophy is

reduced to mere guesses and possibilities, and pronounces no-

thing definite." " But the first clear view which we obtain,
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of tlic early condition of the earth, presents to us a ball of mat-
ter, fluid with Intense heat, spinning on its axis, and revolving
round the sun. How long it may have continued in this state,

is beyond calculation, or surmise. It can only be believed that

a prolonged period, beginning and ending we know not when,
elapsed, before the surface became cooled and hardened, and
capable of sustaining organized existences. The water which
now enwraps a largo portion of the face of the globe, must, for

ages, have existed only in the shape of steam, floating above, and
enveloping the planet, in one thick curtain of mist. When the

cooling of the surface allowed it to condense, and descend, then
commenced the process, by which the lowest stratified rocks

were formed, and gradually spread out, in vast layers. Rains,

and rivers, now acted upon the scoriaceous integument, grind-

ing it to sand, and carrying it down to the depths and cavi^'es.

Whether organized beings, coexisted with this state of thir- »s,

we know not, as the early rocks have been acted upon by in".e-

rior heat, to an extent which must have destroyed all traces of

animal and vegetable life ; if any such ever existed. This

period has been named by geologists, the Azoic, or that in

which life was not. Its duration no one presumes to define."

Here is a scheme, as far as it has been disclosed, which as

an effort of discursive imagination, is certainly of a very ex-

alted character ; and probably in that view of it, equal, if

not superior, to any which has yet been invented or proposed.

As a subject for merely curious discussion, and remark ; and

having proceeded from a learned master of arts, it may not

1)6 amiss, but rather becoming, to examine it, in the light, or

rather in the shadows, in which he has as yet been able, or

seen fit to reveal it. He first summons geology, to support

his scheme, and he says, " it steps in ;" but he does r^t dis-

close anything that geology actually says on the subject,, ox-

cept, that it " carries back the history of the earth's crust,

until it arrives at a region of uncertainty, where p> ;iv>sophy is

reduced to more guesses and possibilities, li* pronounces

nothing definite." Both geology and philosophy, here, by

his own shewing, fail him, as to anything definite, or even as

to probahility, and like himself, they can only frame ** guesses

and possibilities." All their cogitations, and speculative

18
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imaginlDgs, lead tbcm, as he admits, Into a region of " un-

certainty. '^ But presently, as it would seem, they emerge

for a time, from this region of darkness and confusion ; for

in the next sentence, he says, they obtain *' a clear view,

which presents to them, the earth in its early condition, as a

ball of matter, fluid with intense heat, spinning on its own

axis; and revolving round the sun." Well, here, at least,

ifi something definite, for he says, they have had " a clear

view,'' that such was the early condition of the earth. But,

yet, it seems that this clear view, was but momentary, for

immediately it became ao obscured that he was again involved

in such groping darkness, and uncertainty, that, as he next

tells us, the period of this spinning movement of the earth,

" is even beyond calculation or surmise." Here is another

great blank in his theory. With such a clear view as he

says was obtained, one might think he could have made some

kind of calculation, or estimate, and thereby have given us

at least some general idea, as to the time which would be re-

ciuired to cool, by the circumambient air, or otherwise, a

heated, ginning ball, of the me of the earth. But, perhaps

his ekar view did not extend so far as to enable him to ascer-

ttdn the important particular of the exact speed of the rotatory

movement of the ball. This knowledge would, of course, be

yery important, as to the time for cooling this spinning ball,

and therefore, if there is no better to be found, we will ad-

mit the lack in this particular, as an excuse for this import-

ant deficiency of not naming the precise period of the spin-

ning motion. It seems by his language that he does not

thiiA this *' clear view" of the heated and spinning ball was

confined to himself, for he uses the term "we," in declaring

Jt. We know this is a common form of expression, where

tay matter is mentioned, which is generally, or universally

\nmn ; but, althongh some, or all of his essaying brethren,

and possibly, a very few others, among the geological, and
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speculative classes, may agree with liiin on the point ; it may
safely be ajsscrted, that the great mass of civilized and ration-

al humanity, and among them, very many persons of sound

learning, as well as good sense and judgment, never had any

such " clear view" of that fiery and spinning ball ; and nei-

ther wish, or believe it possible, to obtain it. But, although

he cannot say when this spinning motion commenced, nor

when it ended ; nor what length of time was required to cool

the ball ; it seems he does believe that after such uncertain

period of fiory motion, it actually became " cooled and hard-

ened, and capable of sustaining organized existences." But,

here, some having as fertile conceptions, and as clear a view

as his own, may meet him with the question,—How can you

tell that there were no organized existences on this fiery ball ?

There may have been such tor ought you know of the Sala-

mander tribe, or class; who, so far from being injured by the

fiery heat, would find it their congenial region of life and en-

joyment; and would consequently cease to exist when the

ball became "cooled and hardened." This, comparatively,

is indeed about as reasonable and probable as the vision

itself, of the fiery and "spinning ball." But to return to

the vision and the '* clear view ;"—after getting the earth

cooled, and prepared in the manner described, he proceeds to

treat of the ' • water which now enwraps a large portion of

the face of tho globe," and ho says, it " must, for ages, have

existed only in the shape of steam, floating above, and envel-

oping the planet in one thick curtain of mist." Here, again,

the Essayist himself has got into a mist, and has advanced

what is quite inconsistent with tho previous part of his " clear

view," that tho earth was a " ball, fluid with intense heat."

Now, wo know that water is absolutely needful to produce

steam ; and that the continued action of heat consumes water,

and speedily too, if the heat is intense. It seems manifest,

therefore, that even if there bad bocu water, or rivers on the

I
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fiery ball, when it commenced its rotatory moToment, it would

have consumed all such water, long before the termination of

that vastly protracted period, of which, even this enlightened

Essayist, with all his " clear view," knows neither the be-

ginning nor the ending. Where, then, would he obtain his

constant supply of steam, to the end of the rotation of the

fiery ball. All the water having long previously been con-

Bumed, there could no longer have been any " floating

steam," or " curtain of mist." It is probable, no difficulty

of this kind suggested itself to the Essayist, for now, having

got the fiery ball cooled, and hardened, he commenced his

work of creation, of arrangement, and order, and says,

—

" then the lowest stratified rocks were formed, and gradually

spread out in vast layers. Rains and rivers, now acted upon

the scoriaceous integument (drossy covering), grinding it to

sand, and carrying it down to the depths and cavities."

Here an objector may raise another difficulty. From whence,

or how, does he obtain his required rains and rivers. Ho
gives no information on this point. The ball, which, as he

says, was all Jluid, and fiery, could have had no rivers ; or

if it had any when it commenced its rotatory and fiery mo-

tion, they would, in a comparatively short portion of that

" vastly prolonged period," have been entirely consumed.

However that may be, he has got his rocks made, and safely

conveyed down to the *' depths and cavities." But, here,

again, he has no " clear view" but is again enveloped in

a '* curtain of mist" or state of uncertainty, for he says,

" whether organized beings co-existed with this state, we

know not, as the early rocks have een acted upon by interior

heat, to an extent which must have destroyed all traces of

animal and vegetable life, if any such ever existed. This

period has been named by geologists, the Azoic, or that in

which life was not. Its duration no one attempts to define."

Again, \m " clear view" has failed him. and he is altogether
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at a loss, both as to life of any doseription during this Azoic,

or rocky period ; and also, as to when it commenced, and

when it ended. One would naturally suppose, that having

seen so closely that grinding process, by which those integu-

ments were formed into rocks, he would while it %ns going

on, and before the rocks went down to their depthii oad cavi-

ties, have been able to discern whethor there were any re-

mains to afford evidence as to previous life or otherwise.

But it seems his " clear view" did not penetrate so far, and

therefore, the fact, whetlier the one way or the other was hid

from his eyes ; and the world has remained without due en-

lightenment on the point. At this stage of Azoic uncertain-

ty, all his views and intelligence, as to the earth, and when,

or how, subsequent creative acts or formations or arrange-

ments took place, seem to have altogether failed, and he

does not venture to state anything further precisely, but closes

the account of his system, with +he description of the forma-

tion and the disposal of the rocks. It is true that in several

subsequent pages he speaks of a Silurian system, so-called, of

primary, secondary, and tertiary geological periods ; and of

stratas discovered in the earth, containing, as he states, re-

mains of marine life ; of vertebrata, articulata, and carbonifer-

ous descriptions ; and also, of reptiles, mammals, mastodons,

elephants, and other creatures ; but at the close of the ac-

count of such geological discoveries, real or supposed, and

the list of uncouth names, which have been applied to them,

he remarks, that, " as for history and tradition, they afford

little upon which anything can be built." Now, to treat

plainly, and with anything like seriousness, this account

which the Essayist has given of the first or early condition of

our earth, and its revolutions and changes ; and the other

points concerning it, neither more or less can properly be said

of it at the bar of reason and ordinary intelligence than that

it is one of the most wild and extravagantly absurd schemes,

i :M
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or fancies, which a fertile imagiiiiitiou is c pablc of producing.

It would find an appropriate place in Ovid's Metamorphoses,

or in some other heathen Mythology, or in some of the works

of mere fiction. Persons of ordinary sense and intelligence

will at once see and ridicule its folly and absurdity ; and

«iome may even be inclined to think, that the author of it is

rather in danger of bccomlug an inmate of a Lunatic Asylum,

than qualified to be a teacher of sound and useful science.

Pago 244. " We pass to the account of Creation, contained

in the Hebrew record. And it must be observed, that in re-

ality, two distinct accounts arc given us in the book of Genesis

;

one being comprised in tlit* first chapter, and the first three

verses of the second ; the other, commencing at the fourth verse

of the second chapter, and continuing to the end. This is so

pliilologically certain, that it were useless to ignore it. But
even those who may be inclined to contest the fact that we have
here the productions of two different writers, will admit, that

the account beginning at the first verse of the first chapter, and
ending at the third verse of the second, is a complete whole in

itself."

I.

The Essayist having given forth his own very ridiculously

absurd account of Creation, condescends to proceed to en-

larged comments on the Scriptural account of that Divine

work. He commences by designating that inspired narration,

merely a ** Hebrew record." This is in the same spirit and

style as his brotiier in infidelity, Dr. Williams, who called the

Scriptures "Hebrew Annals." These expressions are suffi-

ciently indicative of their profane sentiments as to Divine

revelation. This Essayi?*^, in the foregoing passage, says,

that "two distinct accounts of Creation are given us, in the

book of Genesis ;
" and he asserts, that they are the "pro-

ductions of two different writers." There is no foundation

whatever, for either of the assertions. The second narrative,

commencing at the fourth verse of the second chapter, and

continuing to its dose, contains within only the first four

verses, merely a brief and condensed recital, or i-eferencc,
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relatlng to the proelse and detailed account, of the six days'

Divine operation, given in the previous chapter. All the

rest of that second chapter—being seventeen verses—gives

the new facts of the Garden of Eden,—its river boundaries
;

some of the rich productions in the lands around ; the placing

of the man in the Garden ; the statement concerning the tree

of knowledge of good and evil being therein ; the prohibition

to partake of its fruits ; the particular account of the manner

in which the woman was created ; and the naming of the

various creatures by Adam; with other particulars, none

of which are mentioned in the previous account, in the

first chapter. The assertion, therefore, that "these two ac-

counts are the productions of different writers " has not the

slightest pretence to credibility. It has not from Scripture,

or any other quarter, the least semblance of truth.

Page 249. "The formation of man is distinguished by a va-

riation of the creative fiats—' Let us make man in our image,

after our likeness.' Accordingly, man is made, and formed
(bara) in the image and likeness of God—a phrase which has

been explained to mean merely ' peifect, sinless
;

' although the

Pentateuch abounds in passages showing that the Hebrews con-

templated the Divine Being in the visible form of a man. Mo-
dern spiritualism has so entirely banished this idea, that proba-

bly many may not, without an effort, be able to accept the plain

language of the Hebrew writer ia its obvious sense, m the twen-

ty-sixth verse of the first chapter of Genesis, though they will

have no difficulty in doing so, in the third verse of the fifth

chapter, where the same words ' image ' and ' likeness ' are used.

Man is said to have been created, male and female, and the

narrative contains nothing to show, that a single pair only is

intended."

From the language of the Essayist, throughout the passage

it might not unfairly be suspected by some that he entertains

the profane idea, that by these Scripture words, "image"

and " likeness," are really meant, an external or bodili/ like-

ness, more especially, as he has added the word " visible,"

which is not in the text. In this day of 2he nrahi^oity of
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impious and heretical sects, tliere is, indeed one, though hap-

pily small in number, which holJs that profane opinion. With

all the impieties of the Essayist, it may charitably be conclud-

ed, that this is not one of them. He charges the profanity,

however, upon the whole Hebrew nation, for he says, they

'
' contemplated the Divine Being in the visible form of a

m&n." It is an utterly unwarranted assertion, not only as to

the inspired, and wise, and good, among them, in all ages,

but as to the nation at large. They had been Divinely and

plainly taught, and believed, directly the reverse of any

such impiety. That on some few special occasions the Lord,

or Divine Mediator, and Messenger of the Covenant, conde-

scended to appear in a human form, is certainly true ; but

that the inspired and pious of the nation, or even the people

in general, believed that this was the real, or abiding form or

" likeness " of the Divine Being, nowhere appears in Scrip-

ture ; and there is no reason to believe that they held any

such false and absurd idea. He says, that the Pentateuch

abounds in passages, showing that the Hebrews, " contemplat-

ed the Divine Being in the visible form of a man." They

were taught to the contrary of this, in the second of the ten

commandments given at Mount Sinai, which forbade their

making any " image
'

' or " likeness " whatever, for worship.

The commands were given by a voice out of the cloud and

fire. These were merely the sublime attending circumstances,

but there was no visible Divine form whatever. They were

afterwards, and while in the wilderness, solemnly reminded

of this by Moses, as we find recorded in Deut. iv. 15, 16.

in the following words :
*' Take ye, therefore, good heed unto

yourselves, for ye saw no manner of similitude in the day

that the Lord spake unto you, in Horeb, out of the firo, lest

ye corrupt yourselves, and make you a graven image, the

similitude of any figure." Also, v. 36 :
" Out of the heaven

Ho made thoe to hear His voice, that He might instruct thee,
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and upon earth He showed thoo His great fire ; and thoU

heardest His words out of the midst of the fire." All these

solema declarations and warnings are contained in the Penta-

teuch, to which the Essayist refers ; and they are quite suffi-

cient to show that the Hebrews could not, and did not, be-

lieve in any such profane error, as he has charged upon them.

The further remarks of the Essayist, as to " modern spirit-

ualism," having "banished" this idea of a "likeness" are

equally incorrect. In accordance with the foregoing Scrip-

tural authority, and the whole tenor of Revelation, showing

the Divine Being to be a purely spiritual existence, all

religious persons under each of the several dispensations,

have ever considered that in the description of the creation

of man, as to his being made in the "image" and "like-

ness" of God, the words relate merely to the spiritual

nature, both of the Divine Being and of man ; and not to

any bodily form. That the words refer, merely to that spi-

ritual likeness, is further manifest, from these words,—

relating to man, in Eph. iv. 24,— "after God, created

in righteousness and true holiness;" and also, from the

words in Col. iii. 10,—" the new man. which is renewed

in knowledge, after the image of Him that created him."

The mere body, devoid of the spirit, can have no " know-

ledge," or "righteousness" and true "holiness." As to

the obvious meaning of the words " image" and " likeness,"

applied to Seth, the son of Adam, ^^ mentioned in Gen. v.

3, to which the Essayist refers, their meaning is, indeed, ob-

vious enough. This was after Adam's sin and fall from his

first pure and holy state ; and the words, therefore, mean

that his son was bom in that fallen and impure image and

likeness, which had come upon them through the original

transgression. The words "image" and "likeness," there-

fore, in the two several passages, have their respective and

appropriate meanings ; which, by the whole of the Scriptural
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accounts, relating to the subject, are made sufficiently mani-

fest. As to his remark, that there is nothing in the narra-

tive of the human Creation, to show that a single pair only is

intended ; it requires no other answer than that there is not

the least hint or intimation in Scripture, from beginning to

end, Jthat any more than the one pair,—Adam and Eve,

—

were created ; and, that neither is there any, the slightest

evidence, to tae contrary of this, in any other quarter.

There has been no banishing of an " idea" of " the visible

form of a man," by "modern spiritualism," as asserted by

the Essayist. As man was created in that spiritual image of

his Maker, he was, of course, ** perfect" and ** sinless."

Surely, the Essayist will not deny this, contrary to the asser-

tion of the Divine Creator himself, that He created man in

His own "image" and "likeness;" and the further decla-

ration, at the conclusion of the Creative work,-*-man includ-

ed,—at the end of the sixth day,—that God saw everything

that He had made, and behold it was very good."

Having finished his profane objections, and his comments

concerning the Bible narrative of Creation, the Essayist com-

mences at Page 252, and continues through the following

t(venty-two pages, giving extracts from geological treatises,

which he calls, " conciliation theories," by Dr. Buckland,

Hugh Millar, Archdeacon Pratt, Dr. Lardner, Cuvier, Par-

kinson, and several others, and freely remarks thereon, as he

proceeds, and chiefly in the way of objection, to each and all

of them. Even if they had been in perfect harmony with the

plain letter and meaning of Scriptural truth, and, therefore,

consistent in themselves, he could not do otherwise than ob-

ject, and endeavour to overturn their theories, after having

framed, and so positively announced, his own " clear view
"

of the fluid and fiery ball of the earth, its rotary motion,

without " any known beginning or end ; " and his own me-

thod of creation, as far as the formation of the " rocks,'' and
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also, having repudiated, and sot aside, the inspired Bible nar-

rative of the creation of the heavens, the earth, and the sea,

and all creatures and things therein. It is not needful, nor

would it be consistent, to remark here, in any way whatever,

on any of those theories. To say the least of them, they are

needless, and, for the most parts, injudicious attempts to

supplement the Scriptures, by introducing geologial spe-

culations and surmises, in the supposed requisite aid and

explanation, of the Divinely revealed, and plain and consis-

tent narrative of all earthly creatures. Such " concilittion

theories," as they have been called, though, doubtless, in

most instances, if not in all, well intended, as regards inspir-

ed truth, have, as is known, had no good effect in reclaiming

proud geological and othsr infidels from their profane

opinions ; and for the true and earnest Christian, they are

altogether needless, for he will ever remain confident of the

veracity of inspired revelation, as to the facts of creation,

and on all other points, whatever appearances, or remains,

may be disclosed by stratas, and excavations from the depths

of the earth. But even if it were requisite to the faith of the

Christian, it could be shown, to all reasonable satisfaction,

that there are no remains, or appearances, which geology has

disclosed, which may not, rationally, and with consistency,

be accounted for, from the universal and overwhelming de-

luge of waters, which, for such a protracted period, prevailed

over our earth, and by which all living creatures thereon

were destroyed, except the one family, who were Divinely

preserved.

There is sufl&cient Scriptural authority for believing that

the outer crust of our earth rests upon internal seas, and

when, as inspiration has told us, ** the fountains of the great

deep were broken up," that crust, of course, was shattered

and riven asunder, in innumerable places ; and those seas,

were divinely caused to liome forth ; and the waters having
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continued in constant and turbulent motion for 150 ihyu
;

ind continued nearly 100 day.s more before " the tops of the

mountains were seen,"—it is perfectly evident that the mil-

lions of myriads of carcasses of all the varieties of beasts,

birds, and reptiles, and other descriptions of animated nature ;

with the multitudinous remains of all other substances and

objects, which had been on the earth, would, of course, bo

carried by the violent and constant motion of the waters, in

all directions, and to all quarters, in inconceivable confusion.

As #ie waters subsided, all that confused mass of carcasses,

and other substances, would, of course, descend with the

waters ; and as these returned from off the earth, as Scriptu-

rally declared, those remains would be conveyed, and sink

down into greater or lesser depths of the innumerable cavities

of the earth, which had been caused by that previous rending

asunder of the crust of the earth. On this reasonable view

of the subject, which is in perfect harmony with Scriptural

truth, it may readily be concluded that the mass of floating

substances, would, in that long period of the prevalence of

the flood,—be carried hither, and thither, and in all direc-

tions, and to the most distant quarters. All this will per-

fectly account for various remains, or substances, being found

in regions of the earth, to which they were not indigenous
;

and for shells and other marine substances being found on

the tops of high mountains. It was a most merciful arrange-

ment of the wise and gracious Creator, to convey from the

surface of the earth the remaining visible portions of the ob-

jects of that destruction, so that when the human race again

appeared upon the earth, they would not be offended, or in

any way injured, with the presence of those objects ; which,

for the most part, would have been of quite revolting descrip-

tions.

"Whether the foregoing general view of the subject may be

thought consistent with geological facts or suppositious ; or
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be thought worthy of belief, or otiierwise, is a matter of indif-

ference to tlie writer. He does not propose it as any new, or

defined system, or theory. Whatever may be thought of it,

it can at least be truly said, that there is no part of it, which

in the least degree, conflicts with inspired truth. ,

Page 275. "If God made use of imperfectly informed men
to lay the foundations of that higher knowledge, for which the

human race was destined, is it wonderful that they should have
committed themselves to assertions not in accordance with facts,

although they believed them to be true ? On wliat grounds
has the popular notion of divine revelation been built up? I.s

it not plain, that the plan of Providence, for the education of

man, is a progressive one ? and as imperfect men have been
used as the agents for teaching mankind, is it not to be expected
that their teaching should be partial, and to some exfent errone-

ous ? Admitted, as it is, that physical science is not what the

Hebrew writers, for the most part, profess to convey ; at anv
rate that it is not on account of the communication of such
knowledge that avc attach any value to their writings, why
should we hesitate to recognize their fallibility on this head V"

Both impiety and sophistry are contained in these passages.

It is observable throughout this Essay, as well as the rest of

these infidel writings, how scrupulously careful the writers

are to avoid using any expression, indicating a belief in the

inspired character of any of tlie sacred writers ; or of any

part of Scriptural revelation. When referring to those writ-

ers, and that revelation, they invariably use such expressions

as,
—"Hebrew writers,"

— "Hebrew annals;" and here,

the Essayist speaks merely of *' tho popular notion of Divine

Revelation." It is declared in that revelation, that it "is

given by the inspiration of God," and yet he has the pre-

sumptuous profanity to say that He, who is the fountain of

Wisdom and Truth, made use of imperfectly-informed men,

to make " assertions not in accordance with facts," but ab-

solutely untrue ;
" although they may have bolievod them to

be true." If there is any mcauing in words, he has here

/*
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boon guilty of the wickedness of charging the Divine J^^pirit

with employing His professed and inspired servants to record

faLsehooda ;—and such falsehoods, too, as in Ilia works of

nature, have, by the discoveries of science, been shown to bo

of that character. But it is not true, but utterly false, that

physical science has disclosed any truth, really contradictory

to that sacred revelation. Neither he, nor any other of his

Essaying brethren, has been able to show, in any even plau-

sible manner, that there is any real contradiction or discrep-

ancy between that revelation and true science, on any subject

whatever. It is through presumptuous pride and ignoranco

of the real principles and illustrations of science, bearing on

Scriptural truth, which have led him and the others, into the

impieties, fallacies, and falsehoods, they have given forth in

their attempts to show that Scripture testimony is really dis-

proved by the faets of science. Will the Essayist have the

folly to assert that his wild and absurd vision of the first

Jiuid and Jiery condition of the earth, which has already been

examined, is actually a product of genuine science, and wor-

thy of belief. If he has the vanity and weakness to think

so, he will most assuredly find that no person possessing real

intelligence, and a sound judgment, will think of putting

Buch science in competition or comparison with Scriptural

truth. All such persons will at oncd reject it, not only for

its avowed opposition to that truth, tnd its inconsistency with

genuine and rational science, but for its extravagant absurd-

ity. Yet this theoretical vision is publicly exhibited, as a

specimen, or a part of that exalted modern science which

claims to be credited, rather than that inspired, consistent,

and reasonable truth.

It is certainly true that the mere knowledge of physical

science is not what the inspired prophets and apostles, or the

•• Hebrew writers," as he calls them, professed to convey;

but ev«ry Christian mind will not merely " hesitate to recog-
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nize tboir fallibility," as to having made any revelations con-

trary to tho real facts of science, but they will feel confident

that they could not, and did not, make any such di.scordam,

or untrue revelations, because they were guided by tlie Di-

vine and, therefore, infallil)le spirit of wisdom and truth in

all they recorded. Infidel writers, in different ages, have

made similar profane assertions, which these Essayists are

doing little else than reiterating, but anything like i^roofs of

a really scientific or even plausible character have always

been wanting.

Page 278. " Man's closer relation to his maker is indicated

by the representation that ho was Ibrmed last of all creatures,

and in the visible likeness of God."

Referring to the narrative of creation he concludes his in-

fidel book by saying

—

At P. 278. " Those who profess to see in it an accordance

with facts, only do this, suh modo, and by processes which de-

spoil it of its consistency and grandeur, both which may be pre-

served, if we recognize in it, not an authentic utterance of Di-

vine knowledge, but a human utterance,^ which it has pleased

Providence to use, in a special way, for the education of man-
kind."

In the first of the foregoing quotations, tho Essayist has

again referred to the " image," or " likeness," in which man

was formed by his Maker; and he has used the words " visi-

ble likeness." The word " visible " is not in the text, but

ia foisted in by the Essayist, as though to make it appear

that the text untruly and improperly represented that a per-

sonal, or visible, bodily form was intended by the words

*' image " and " likeness." In addition to what has already

been remarked on the subject, in a previous page, the follow-

ing observations of a learned Divine and Commentator, on the

words of the text, are given, as far better, and more appro-

priate, than any which the Beyiewer qqtM offer:—"What

Irl
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is hero said, refers to the soul of man. This was niailo in

the 'image* and 'likeness' of God. Now, as the Divine

Being Is infinite, He is neither limited by parts, nor detin-

able by passions, therefore, lie can have no corporeal hnage,

Kiler which he made the body of man. Tlie image and like-

ness must necessarily be intellectual ; his mind, his soul,

must have been formed after the nature and perfections of his

(tod. The human mind is still endowed with most extraor-

dinary capacities ; it was more so when issuing out of the

hands of its Creator. God was now producing a spirit, and

a spirit, too, formed after the perfection of His own nature.

God is the fountain whence this spirit issues, hence the stream

must resemble the spring which produced it. God is holy,

just, wise, good, and perfect ; so must the soul be that sprang

from Him. There could be nothing m it impure, unjust, ig-

norant, evil, low, base, mean, or vile ; and that imago, St.

Paul tells us, consisted in righteousness, true holiness, and

knowledge.—Eph. iv. 24—Col. iii. 10. Hence man was

" mse in his mind, holy in his heart, and righteous in hia

actionsy
In the extract last cited from the Essay, relating to the

Scriptural narrative of Creation, the writ' r seems to have

acted in a somewhat similar manner to that of another of

these Essaying enemies of Divine revelation. Having all

along been endeavoring to impeach and discredit that revela-

tion, yet, as though, in this professedly religious age, wishing

still to preserve an appearance of some respect for that reve-

lation, he speaks of its "consistency," and "grandeur."

But any person of real Christian principle, and ordinary dis-

cernment, will see that notwithstanding these words of re-

spectful consideration, there is, in that extract, the same

opposition and profanity as to Scriptural truth, which has

marked his Essay throughout. He speaks of that narrative

of CrAfttioD, as not boing in accordance with facts—that is, in
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plain language, of being untrue. Accordingly, with profane

boldness, ho calls it " not an authentic utterance of Divine

knowledge, but a human utterance, which it has pleased Pro-

vidence to use, in a special way, for the education of tho

world." This can have no other meaning attached to it

than the plainly impious one that the Divine Being, of

perfect truth, wisdom, and goodness, has [employed his re-

sponsible creatures to record and propagate falsehoods for the

belief of myriads, through such a succession of ages ; and

which falsities, are only just now being discovered by this

signally enlightened writer, and his infidel Essaying brethren.

He is so blinded by his visionary speculations, and profane

sentiments, that ho even says the attempts to make this

merely " human utterance," accord with facts, despoil it of

its *' consistency and grandeur." Surely the blindness must

lie deep, indeed, which «mn sujijMjse that impious fahehnodn

are the recjuisite element^s, or constituents, of consistency and

grandeur, instead of }wre and perfect truth. Tf he had

penned no other profane sentiment in this presumptuous pro-

duction, this one, in the estimation of every real Christian,

and other well wisher to the religious and moral welfare of

mankind, would, alone, be quite sufficient to class it among

those infidel compositions which, from time to time, are put

forth, tending to lessen the reverence for divinely revealed

truth, and thereby weaken or remove the motives to religious

f»ith and oiiedionce. .ind nmral respoi.sibility anil conduct.

,•>
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The Sixth Number of these writings, according to their

order in the Book which contains them, is an Essay entitled,

—" Tendencies of Religious Thought in England,—1688

_1760—by Mark Pattison, B. D."

In this work, the author marks, and reviews, what he calls

t,he " Tendencies of religious thought" and belief, in Eng-

land, during the period he has named, as exhibited in the

various discussions which were conducted among divines and

others. He notices, and explains, rather at large, what he

properly enough calls the Deistical Controversy, which dur-

ing the latter part of the seventeenth, and the early portion

of the eighteenth century, was vigorously and sharply carried

on, and which closed in the latter period, having, as he says,

'• died out, towards the middle of the latter century, when

Deism has ceased to be fashionable."

He next introduces the subject of Jiationalism, as a mode

or theory of religious belief, and throughout his Essay, re-

marks thereon, very frequently ; and manifestly in the most

approving and favorable manner. The Evangelical move-

ment, which be^an as Methodism,— without the Establish-

ment,-~but early entered, and has extended in the latter, ho

notices but briefly, and evidently with little, if any favour.
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Ilu mentions the lialionuUst system, as havin;; exwtcd, and

greatly exercised its influence, througli the wboie time of

which he professedly treats, and also onwards ; but he divides

its " age," as regards the discussions relating to the proofs

of Christianity, into two periods ;— the first reaching to about

1750, having been chiefly directed to the internal, and tho

second, to the external attestations on the subject. He states

that during the whole period treated of, theologians of al!

shades Lnd parties,—Deists included,—made " natural re-

ligion" the basis of their dis^^ussions, but when the Deists

entered " on revelation, the divergences and diflTerenees com-

menced." As he advances in his work he mentions tho

names of many of the principal writers on both sides, in tho

Deistical and nationalist controversies ; and gives brief oX'

tracts from (heir (controversial and other works, on religious

subjects. Viewing the Essay throughout, it is sufficiently

evident that he entertains a very imperfect regard for the

revelations of Sacred Scripture, as the only true basis and

guide for religious faith and conduct, for he never, in any

way, refers to it as a primary and paramount authority, on

those comprehensive and all important subjects. It must bo

admitted, howovar, that this Essay does not contain the same

degree of disregard and opposition to the Sacred Scriptures,

as some others of these impious productions, but still, it dis-

closes quite sufficient to show that the writer holds, in a gen-

eral way, to the proud and presumptuous theory of all tho

others, that human reason is to be the paramount authority,

in deciding as to religious truth and error. This unscriptu-

ral and delusive opinion will clearly appear in some of the

extracts from tho Essay, which will bo given in the course of

this review.

^V'hether the rci)resent;itions tho Essayist has made of the

several forms of belief, and theories and sentiments regarding

religion, and of the didcus!?ions of which he has treated, and
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the citations lio has given, are geiiorally, or perfectly conx'ct,

and faithful, or otherwise will not heie be specially investi-

gated. Such an enquiry and examination would require

more precise and elaborate research, and consequently, more

time than can be given within the intended compass of this

review. Moreover, any special or pointed remarks on those

points, would, at this distance of time bo, in general, if not

altogether, unprofitable. Tlio chief object of the present re-

view is to exhibit the erroneous views and opinions the Rssay-

ist has advanced, on some important jKiints of religious trutii

;

and, most especially, to show from his own statements and

admissions, that even his favourite " solid nationalism," as.

he calls it, of the early part 'of the eighteenth century, was

proved by experience to be altogether inade(juatc to form a

bulwark '\^ainst Deism, and other modes of disbelief of (.'hri.s-

tianity ; and also cijually insufficient of itself, for discerning

and judging of true spiritual religion, and of forming a prin-

ciple, or basis, for public or private moral and virtuous con-

duct.
,

Among the several very exceptionable passages of thia

Essay, the following may first be noticed :

—

, >.

Page 288. " We cannot justify, but wo may, perhaps, maku
our predecessors bear jwvrt of the blame of that inconsistency,

which, while it professes that its religious hvillef rests ou histori-

cal evidence, refuses to allow that evidcMice to be freely exam-
ined in open court."

Tho assertion contained in tlie last words of this extract, is

not warranted by tho facts on the point. There has been no

Hueh refusal, to allow tho free j)ublic exlilbiiion of historical

evidence, regarding religious belief. Even, if the friends

and advocates of revealed evangelical trutli had any such

disposition or desire, as he unjustly imputes to them, they

certainly had no power or monns tu prevent any such free

cxuuiinalion, in *' open court ;" by which jtljiasc, of cuuit>'
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he n;eaii8 public ditscusslou. ]>y his own .shuwini;, llic DeiMt*

during the period of which lie treats, made such (.'xauiiiia-

tion, in the most free and public manner, and some of his

Essaying brethren have now been doing the same, with as

much freedom and real hostility. All such opponents of re-

vealed truth, have ever been boldly met, refuted, and silenc-

ed, by able and faithful supp'>rtcrs of that truth. Whatever

Kuccessors such infidel opponents may have, there will alway.s

be some, in like manner, to meet them, and expose their im-

pious falsities.

Pago tiUO. lleferring to the internal and the external

proof of Christianity, as an object of thought, he says :

—

'VHolh mothods alike, as mctliods of argumentative proof,

])lace tlio mind in an unr;ivourable attitude, for the considera-

tion of rt'liirious truth. Jt is like rcniovinjr ourselve.*;, for the

])urpose ot exammni<' an object, to the furthest j)omt troni

which the object is visibj >. NeitJjer the external nor th<^ interridf.

evidences are properly thcnlotj>>., at all. Theolofj'j is first, and
])rimarily, the contemplative, speculative habit, by means of

which, the mind places itself, already, in another world than
this ; a liabit begun liero, to be rai.^ed to perfect vision here-

after. Secondly, and in an interior degree, it is ethical, and
regulative of our conduct, as nien, in those relations Avhich arc

temporal and transitory."

lie has given to the term I'/teoloffif, a singular, and most

erroneous meaning. Except, by anti-Scriptural, and merely

speculative, and theoretical characters, it is uni\ersa}ly and

correctly understood to signify, the science of Divinity,—

a

very comprehensive subject;—in which is comprised, a know-

ledge of the attributes and churiicter of the Divine 15eing, as

Ho is nuide known to us, in His written revelation ; end in-

cluding also, in a general view, his claims upon us,—His

gracious plan for our restoration to His inmge and favour,

—

and various other particulars, of the science of Divine things.

The true and certain basis, cr source of all sucii knowledge,

is that sacred rcvclution, and that July. We have the iu-

\.
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hj)ire(l tustiinony, that " all S<!rij)ture is ^ivcii )»y inspiration

of (jlod, and is protitablo for doctrino and reproof, for correc-

tion, and instruction in righteousness ; tjjat the man of God

may bo perfect, throughly furnished unto all jrood works ;"

and to be made '* wise unto salvation." We are commanded

to ** receive with meekness the engrafted wor-l. which is able

to save our souls ;" and are told by our Lord, " he that rc-

ceiveth not my words, the same shall judge him in the last

day." But liow totally different, and oppowd to all tlic.>^e

inspired testi.nonies, is the meaning which the Essayist gives

to the term Theology, in the extrcet already set forth. It

does not contain the slightest intimation that a reference to

Sacred Scripture is at all needful for obtaining information

on any point of a theological nature. In his definition of

Theology, ho has, indeed, kept divine revelation as entirely

out of sight, as though it did not exist, 'i'hat revelation of

infallible truth declares that " the world by wisdom knew

not God ;" and it has been true to the present day, and will

be to the end of time, that no correct knowledge of that glo-

rious Being, or of His will and purjjoses concerning us ; and

our duties and responsibilities to Him ; and our various du-

ties to our fellow-beings and ourselves, can be known from

any other source, or in any other way, than from that record

of perfect truth. It is the habit of disreg.uding, and fre-

quently even impeaching and opposing that truth ; and of in-

dulging in speculations, such as the Essayist most erroneous-

ly, and absurdly dignities with the nannj of Theology, which

has led so many, througli past ages, and is still leading

others, into profane and infidel scntinients ; and the formation

of principles, and exhibitions of conduct, moht injurious to tho

interests of pure religion ; and so often injurious to the moral

welfare and happiness of society. Iii further reviewing this

Essay, it may be found a convenient arrungomont to take iu

order what seems to bo tho two principal subjects, on which
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it treats,—namely,—the Doistical controversy, anil the Ita-

tionoUst scheme, or theory ; and after giving all the principal

particulara and statements he lias submitted concerning them,

in different parts of liis work, then offer some remarks on \\\a

own views and opinions on each subject, as far as those opin-

ions may be fairly inferred, from the language he has used.

This will probably be found a better mode for getting a full

view and knowledge of his representations of each subject

;

and also of his own sentiments concerning it, and comment-

ing thereon, once for all, than by taking distinct passages,

relating to each, as they respectively appear in passing over

the pages of the work, and giving separate comments accord-

ingly. That first method will also bo the most fair and liber-

al, as regards the plainly expressed or intimated opinions of

the Essayist, on each of the subjects. Some notice will also

be taken of his incidental or occasional remarks concerning

Divine revelation, and the Evangelical movement, and the

effects of the latter on religious sentiments generally. E.x-

tracts from the Essay will next be given, showing from the

facts he has disclosed, and his own plain and pointed admis-

sions, what were the results to society, generally, as to reli-

gion and morals, from those Deistical and Rationalist sub-

jects, during the times concernuig which he has written.

Accorditig to this intended order of treatinnj the several

subjects, the first for consideration is the Deistical Controver-

sy. Concerning this, he writes as follows :

—

Page 311. ** The objections urged ?>^,iindt revelation, in the

course of the Deistical Controversy, were no chimeras of a sickly

brain, but solid charges ; the points brought into public discus-

sion were the points at which the revealed system impinges ou

human reason. No time can lessen whatever force there may
be in the objection against a miracle ; it is felt as strongly in

one century, as in another."

Pace 313. " No serious man would consider a popular as-

sembly, a proper court to decide on the doctrine of transuhstan-

tiation ; or on the Hegelian definition of God ; though either w

» *!l
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rapahle of being held up to the ridicule of the half-educated,

from the platform or the pulpit. Jt is otherwise, with the great-

er part ot the points raised in the Deistical Controversy. It is

not the speculative reason of the few, but the natural conscience

of the many, that questions the extirpation of the Canaanites,

or the eternity of hell torments. These are points ot Divinity

that are at once fundamental and popular."

Page 314. " The cynical view of our fallen nature, however,

is at least a possible view. It is well that it should be explored; .«

and it will always have its prophets, Calvin or Rochefoucauld. *

But to ordinary men, an argument in favour of revelation,

founded on such an assumption, will seem to be in contradiction

to his daily experience."

On the same page, referring to Butler's analogy, he says :

" It came C173C) towards the end of the Deistical period.

It is the result of twenty years' s^udy,— he very twenty years

during which the Deistical notions formed the atmosphere which
educated people breathed. The objections it meets, are not

new and unseasoned objections, but such as had worn well, and
had borne the rub of controversy, because they were genuine."

Page 325. " It is of little consequence to enquire, whether
or not, the objections of the Deists, and the Socinians, were re-

moved by the answers brought to meet them. Perhaps, on the

whole, we might be borne out in saying that the defence is, at

least, as good as the attack ; and that even on the ground of
common reason, the Christian evidences may be arranged in

such a way as to balance the common sense improbability of the
supernatural ;—that there are three chances to one for revela-

tion, and only two against it." " (Tracts for the Times, No. 85.)"

Page 331. " Those Christian Deists, who like Toland, or

Collins, approached most nearly in their belief to revelation,

were treated not better, but worse by the orthodox champions."

Although it would seem unjust to conclude from any part

of the foregoing extracts, that this Essayist really holds deis-

tical sentiments, yet his language on the subject, and concern-

ing those who do profess, and endeavour to support that

heresy, is very far from being that of disapproval, or such as

should be employed by one who is a clergyman of an Evan-

gelical Church, which, by its express doctrines and formular-

ies, is so directly opposed to it His expressions, throughout
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these cxtrticts, are Indeed, so extremely mild, and carefdll^

J undecided, as to the character of that form of impiety, that it

is highly probable he will, by some, be thought to have laid

himself open to the imputation of being actually involved ia

it. By the language of the first extract, he clearly concurs

in the objections of the Deists, against revelation, for he says,

they were " no chimeras of a sickly brain, but solid charges ;'*

and further asserts that the *' points in discussion, were

those at which the revealed system,"—'by which he means

Divine revelation,
—" impinges on human reason." From his

next sentence, it appears, that this profane remark is intended

to be applied to the Scriptural miracles. On this subject, he

seems to be as sceptical, or unbelieving, as some others of his

Essaying brethren, and here at least, he seems to hold with

the Deists. It appears, plainly enough, from his language,

ithat he does not believe there were such miracles. But ho

ofters no reason or argument, in favour of that profane opin-

ion, either as from the Deists or himself. The same objection

is advanced more explicitly, and at large, in the third Essay

.reviewed ; and in the comments there on the point, it has

been fully answered. It may, therefore, here suffice, first

-briefly to remark, that oven on the ground of reason alone, it

would readily bo concluded by every sound and unprejudiced

mind, that the Almighty, and. all wise Creator of all beings,

and things, can, at any time, so suspend, or alter the order

and arrangement -He has established in the material

worlds, and systems ho has formed, as to produce

events, directly variant from that general order, and which

events are properly denominated Miracles. But the proof of

such miraculous events does not rest on inferential reasoning

of that description, though it is perfectly rational and correct

in itself;—we have, throughout both tho Old and New Tes-

. lament Scriptures, the records of a vast number of such mi-

^raculous events, all given by the same Divme-Spirit of iafal-

21
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lible Truth. They are so plainly revealed thai he Kho due»

not believe tliem, on such tcstiraoDy, may be said to be inca-

pable of being convinced by any kind of proof. He may

indeed, fairly be said to be an unbeliever as to the whole of

inc^ired revelation, and therefore can have no just claim to

be called a Christian. »
•

': In the passage next cited, regarding " the extirpation of

rthe Canaanites, and the eternity c^hell torments," he, also,

" plainly appears to side with the 1 oists. He mentions the

!t'** question" of these subjects, '* by the natural conscience of

.'.the many." He may first be answered, that they are not to

»,( be determined one way or the other, by the conscience, either

iiof the few or the many. As to the first fact, it is so clearly

i'fSov&aled in Scripture that no person who believes in its iu-

f spired and truthful character, can have any doubt concerning

k-i k, and other history^and tradition also, correspond with that

D'in«{Hred revelation. He does not say whether the objection

iv.i>y the Deists and himself, is, a» to the fact itself, or as to

;t;ilhe justice of that extirpation. If to the first, the answer has

,»iijust been given, that it is clearly revealed in Scripture. If to

drthe other,—the vighi and theytwitce of that extirpation,—the

i; answer is, that the iniquity of those nations whieh had been

/v: borne with so long, having at length become utterly flagitious

vi> and odious, their extirpation, ae S-^ripture fully declares, was

ft expressly and repeatedly commatvded, and was also conducted,

ar end, in reality arjconiplishcd, as far as it proceeded, by the

«^i Divine Sov^cign and Judge himself. All religious persons,

!;:! whticher Jews or Christians, assent to the justice of that ex-

tirpation ; for they believe that all the works and ways of

lu ^at infinitely wise and just Being, as Scripture declares, are

•K-'done *' in truth and righteousness ;" that ** justice and judg-

''•'.inent are the habitation of His throne;" that He is the

Hsi *• Judge of all the earth, and will do right," for "just and

pght, in He. ^ The Essayist and the Deists, therefore, must

f)
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settle this \m\\i of the ju^tiuo of that extirpation, with tho

Maker and Judge of themselves, and all the rest of intelligent

creation.

On tho subject of '* tho eternity of hell torments," he and

his deistical co-partners must, in like manner, be answered,

that Divine revelation plainly and repeatedly declares, that

the punishment of the wicked in the other world will be of

eternal duration. No genuine Christian, for tho same reason

—as to the righteousuoss and equity of the same Divine

Judge—will question or doubt, as to the justice of such a

retribution. On this point also the Kssnyist, the Deists, and

oil other objectors, must bo referred to the same just and

righteous Judge. Let them remember, however, the Divine

declaration : " Let the potsherds of the earth strive with tho

potsherds of the earth, but woe unto him that striveth with

his Maker, or sayeth unto Him, what c^oest Thou."

The " cynical view," as he calls it, of our fallen nature,

mentioned on Page 314, he thinks, is, at least, a " possible

one; " but, he says, that " to ordinary men, an argument in

favour of revelation, founded on such an assumption, will

seem to be in contradiction to their daily experience." Whe-

ther he, and the Deists, or any other objectors, consider the

belief of our fallen nature to be a ** cynical view'' is of no

importance. Here, also, divinely revealed truth has deter-

mined the point so clearly, and repeatedly, that none but an

actual unbeliever, as to that revelation, can doubt concerning

it. The believer sees it clearly, when he reads, first, that

God made man "after his own image," and, therefore,

'• good " and " perfect
; " and after the account of the original

transgression, further reads, that ** the imagination of man's

heart is evil from his youth
;
" that " by one man's disobe-

dience many were made sinners;" that "the carnal mind

is enmity against God ;
" and that " by nature all are chil-

di-cn of wrath ; " with many othci portions" of Scripture to

T
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iht kame effect. The Essayist, himself, has, in part, contra*

dieted what he has here written, regarding the cynical view of

human nature, by his remark, at Pago 353, that " the world,

at all times, and in all countries, can be described, with truth,

as lying in wickedness." His opinion, also, as to the belief

of ordinary men, in'cowtradiction to that view of human na-

ture, is not correct. Most of them-who are much engaged in

the various active employments of life, if honest and upright

themselves, will occasionallyi or,.even frequently, in meeting

with instances of dishonesty, of unfaithfulness, and want of'

integrity, and uprightness, readily declare, that human na-

,

ture is, indeed, fallen and corrupt, and, at times, be evorf

ready to say, of all but the few genuine, upright Christians,

in the language of Scripture, " there is none righteous no not

one.
>»

At Page 315 the Essayist again shows, not only bis. sym-f

pathy with the Deisticial objections, but his adoption of them,

when referring to Butler's Analogy, which treais of them, he
gays :

—

m'''

*'The objections it meets are not new and unseasoned objec-;.

lions, but such as had worn well, and had borne the rub of con-

troversy, because they were genuine."

He does not mention to what particular p'oints those objec-

tions referred, but by calling them "genuine" he adopts'

them all. As his appl-obation of them, whatever they were,

is in such general and undefined terms, the answer need only

be general,—that one and all of them, both old and new,

from the times of Celsus and Julian, to those of Hume and

Gibbon, Voltaire and Paine, down to his own day, have been

fallacious and false, and have been repeatedly, and most tri-
•

umphantly exposed and refuted. Ho has further shown his

sympathy with the Deists, at Page 325, where, in iemarking

on the controversy-with tliem, he say8 :

—
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" Perhaps, on the whole, we might be borne out in saving,
the defence is, at least, as good as the attack."

In the same connection, he has manifested his slight re-'

gard, if any, for the revelations of Scripture, by' saying, that

" on the ground of common reason, the Christian evidences

may be arranged in such a- way as to balance the common'

sense improbability of the supernatural."

He cite."^ as-auChcrity for this profane assertion, a really

infidel 'passagfe from the " Tracts for the Times," that " there,

are three chances to one for revelation, and only two against

'

it." Here, again, he writes in the most general and unde-

fined't^rms, rc'garding 'the supernatural parts, or facts of re-

.

velation. He does not, because he coufd not, advance, and

oiplain any particulaf objection argainst them, which would

seem even plausit)le, or which had not, as already mentioned,

over and over again, and whenever proposed, been answered

and refuted, to the satisfaction, not only of every Christian,

but of every other candid and' intelligent person.'. It would

seem, by his citation from the " Tracts for the Times," that

.

he approves of these anti-ScriptuTal productions, as well as of'

the objections of the Dei^s. They may all not unfairly bo

consideried as being of the same class of infidel writings, as

regards Divine revelation.

At Page 331 he uses the phrase—" Christian Deists."

In propriety of language there n^e no such characters. It is

an entire misapplication of the word Christian, to apply it to

a Deist.

On Page 359 he has made the following remark : ;

PI
mi

it Many of the Deists were men of worth and probity."

Undoubtedly they may have been men of ordinary honesty,

in their secular dealings with others ; but to apply the word

—

" worth," to men who were actively endeavoring to propagate
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false and pernicious views and sentiments regarding Divine

revelation and Christianity, is an altogether perverted and

improper use of that term. ' *^

Aecording to the order of this review, as already intimated,

attention may now ha turned to the next chief subject of the

Essay, namely, that of nationalism as relates to Divine reve-

lation, and religion generally.
'*

At Page 306, referring to the character of the expositions

and teachings of the Divines of the Eighteenth Century, ho

writes thus

:

i

" According to the then received view of Scripture, its mean-
ing was not assigned by tht* Church, but its language was inter-

preted by criticism, i. e., that is, by reason. The aids of history,

the ordinary rules of grammar and logic, were appliedj to find

out whac the sacred writere actually said. That was'the mean-
ing of Scripture, the message supernaturally communicated."
* * * "No quality of these discourses strikes us more now
than the good sense which pervades them. They are a com-
plete reaction against the Puritan Sermr n of the Seventeenth
Century." * * * "No topic is produced, which does not

compel our assent, as soon as it is understood ; and none is there

which is not understood as soon as uttered. It is one man of

the world speaking to another. Collins said of St. Paul, ' That
he had a great respect for him, as both a man of sense and a
gentlemen.* He might hi^ve said the same of the best pulpit

divines of his own time. They bear the closest resemblance to

each other, because they all use the language of fashionable

Society, and say exactly the proper thing." -^?rt "-

Page 3 26. " If the religious history of the Eighteenth Century
proves anything, it is this : That good sense, the best good sense,

when it sets to work with the materials of human nature, and
Scripture, to construct a religion will find its way to an ethical

code, irreproachable in its contents, and based on a just esti-

mate, and wise observation of the facts of life ; ratified by Di-

vine sanctions, in the shape of hope and fear of future rewards
and penalties, of obedience and disobedience. This the

Eighteenth Century did, and did well."

In the same context, however, he makes the following ad-

mission :
*S-.*v|(»<'' f rwv^/'-
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ad-

" The defect of the Eighteenth Century theology, was Hot m
having too much good sense, but in having nothing besides."

Page 828. " Practical life, as it was, was the theme of the

pulpit, the press and the drawing room. Its theory of life was not
lofty, but it was true, as far as it went. It did not substitute a fic-

titious phraseology, the pass words ol the modern pulpit, for the
simple facts of life ; but called things by their right names."^
* * * "Nothing of the wild spirit of universal negation,
which was spread over the continent fifty years later belonged
to the solid Rationalism of this i>eriod."

At page 360, the concluding part of his Essay, when

treating of several distinctive foundations of religious belief,

he writes as follows, concerning the Rational system :

—

" There remained to be tried,—common Reason, carefully

distinguished from recondite learning, and not based on meta-
physical assumptions. To apply this instrument to the contents

of revelation, was the occupation of the early half of the Eigh-

teenth Century ; with what success has been seen."

Although in several <»f these cited passages, the Essayist

remarks favourably, concerning the merely rational method

of viewing and interpreting Scripture, as disjoined and dis-

tinct from its supernatural portions, yet, upon the whole, he

does not appear to think it is available, or sufficient, as re-

gards the external evidences of Christianity ; or as to religi-

ous and moral conduct generally. He does not, indeed,

show it the same degree of favour that he does to the Deisti-

cal objections, but still, in a general way, he gives it his ap-

proval, and,—as exhibited during the first half of the eigh-

teenth century,—calls it a " solid Rationalism."

Referring to the Divines of that period, he says, that

" they all use the language of fashionable society, and say

exactly the proper thing." He must have a strange mis-

conception of Christianity, and of true religious instruction,

when he takes the language of fashionable society, as any

criterion or rule, in relation to the meaning or exposition

of any part of Divine revelation. It is one of tbe moet ex-

'

1,^
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tieptionable and erroneous quarters which can lie resorted to,

for ascertaining or judging, as to any part of that revelation.

What is generally called and known as fashionable society,

and its language also, have ever been unfavourable to genu-

ine religion ; more especially to its self-denying, and other

practical requisitions. It is not all surprising, but might

well bo expected that preaching in that fashionable language,

did not avail, to improve even public morals. On the con-

trary, it appears by his own testimony, which will hereafter

be given, that under such merely rationalist and fashionable

preaching, society continued to increase in profaneness and

immorality.

In the next extract, at Page 526, he speaks of the Divines

;Who used that fashionable language,—'which he calls, " good

.sense, and th^ best good sprist,"—constructing in that mode,
'* with the materials of human nature, and Scripture, a reli-

gion which, as to its ethical code, was irreproachable in its

contents, and based on a just estimate, and wise -observanco

of the facts pf life, and ratified by divine sanctions, as. iQ, fu-

ture rewards and penalties of obedience, and disobedience."

AH this, he says, "they did, and did well." How a reli-

gion, so constructed, can be said to have been "irreproach-

able," and "based on just estimates ;" and the. work so

constructed to have been *' well done," when society, as he

afterwards shows,. under its teaching and influence, became

more and more deteriorated in morals, seems not merely in-

consistent, but strangely contradictory. By his own admis-

sions, the evil results sufficiently prove that the religion they

so constructed, did not possess that valid and worthy charac-

ter he has givea. it. The " materials of human natjire"

which he says they employed;—the "good sense, and the

best good sense"—of all which he so highly approves, as re-

quisite parts in that construction,—it will appear, did not

prove available for good, but rather for evil. They did not
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combine well with the Scripture they called in to aid in that

construction. It was like endeavouring to mix the precious

metals and clay, as with the image in Nv?buchadnezzar'a

vision.

We may now pass on, to learn from his own statements

and admissions, what were the results as to religion and

morals, generally, from the " solid Rationalism," inculcated

and employed in the first half of the Eighteenth Century, by

the Divines, in their efforts to construct an ethical code in

religion, from the materials he has mentioned, and through

their discourses ** in the language of fashionable society."

At page 27 D, where his Essay commences, he writes oa

the subject as follows :

—

" The thirty years of peace which succeeded the peace of
Utrecht, (1714) was the most prosperous season that England
had ever experienced ; and the progression, though slow, being
uniform, the reign of George II. might, not disadvanta^eously,

be compared for the real happiness of the community with that

more brilliant, but uncertain and oscillatory condition, which
has ensued." * * * * « This is the aspect which that

period of history wears to the political philosopher. The histo-

rian of moi'al and religious progress, on the other hand, is under
the necessity of depicting the same period, as one of decay of

religion,— licentiousness of morals,— public corruption,—pro-

faneness of language ;—a day of rebuke and blasphemy. Even
those who look with suspicion, on the contemporary complaints,

from the Jacobite Clergy, of decay of religion, will not hesitate

to say that it was an age, destitute of depth, or earnestness ; an
age, whose poetry was without romance ; whose philosophy was
without love ; whose very merits were of the earth, earthy. In

this estimate, the followers of Mill and Carlyle will agree with

those of Dr. Newman."

It must, here, be remarked, that the period treated of, in

the foregoing extract, reached nearly to the close of the first

half of the Eighteenth Century ; the portion, during which,

this "solid Rationalism," and the "discourses in the lan-

guage of fashionable society," were employed by the divines,

" to construct the ethical code of religion ;" a work, which

^ fc:

.-^^

"^i...
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he has said, " they did, and did well, with the materials of

human nature and Scripture,'* .-

At Page 330, he has written as follows, concerning the

literary characters of the same period

:

" We hear sometimes of Pope's peculiar malignity,* but he
was only doing, what every one around him was doing, only

with a greatly superior literary skill. Their savage invective

against each other is not a morally worse feature than the style

of fulsome compliments in which friends address each other."

P. 34 5. " Smce the days of the Lollards, there had never
been a time when the established ministers of religion were held
in so much contempt, as in the Hanoverian period ; or when sa-

tire upon Churchmen was so congenial to general feeling. This,

too, was the more extraordinary, as there was no feeling against

the Church Establishment, nor was non-conformity, as a theory,

ever less in favour."

P. 352. *' The endeavour of the Moralists and Divines of the

period, to rationalize religion, was, in fact, an effort to preserve

the practical principles of moral and religious conduct for So-

ciety. What they felt they had to contend against was moral
depravity, and not theological error ; they wrote less in the in-

terest of truth, than in that of virtue. A general relaxation of

manners, in all classes of society, is universally affirmed to be
characteristic of that time ; and theology and philosophy ap-

plied themselves to combat this."

P. 354. " Though there is this entire unanimity, as to the

fact of the prevailing corruption, there is the greatest diversity

of opinion as to its cause."
" P. 357. " On the rationalist hypothesis, the morality of

consequences ought to produce the most salutary effbcts on the

general behaviour of mankind. This obligation of obedience,

the appeal to the desire of our own welfare, was the substance

of the practical teaching of the age. It was stated with great

cogency of reasoning, and enforced with every variety of illus-

tration." * * * "And what was the surprising result?

That the more they demonstrated, the less the people believed.

As the proof of morality was elaborated and strengthened, the

more it was disregarded, the more ungodliness and profaneness

flourished and grow. This is, certainly, not what we should

antecedently expect."

In the concluding part of his Essay, in specifying several

methods, which, he says, had been tried relative to religious

teaching, he writes as follows ;

—

^ •

'^.
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Page 360. " There rcnuiined to be trietl comuion reason,
carefully distinguished from recondite learning, and not based
on metaphysical assumptions. To apply this instrument to the
contents of revelation, was the occupation of the early half of
the Eighteenth Century, with what success has been seen."

Instead of those concluding words of this last extract, '* with

what success has been seen "—he should have written—with

what loant of success, or with what entire failure, has been

seen.

It is not at all needful, here, to advance any facts or argu-

ments to prove that this nationalist method of teaching, as to

religious truth ; or the " solid Rationalism as he lias styled it,

is wholly insufficient for the formation of sound religious

principles, and a corresponding religious and moral practice.

The numerous and pointed facts and testimonies, he has

so explicitly given, relating to moral conduct generally,

during the trial of that method for imparting religious in-

struction, have most conclusively shown, that this is not

merely an inadequate, but an altogether insufficient method,

for accomplishing the religious and moral purposes it was

intended to effect. It has often been tried, and by many in

the Sacred Ministry, but, in like manner, has always been

found wanting. And it ever must fail, because it is not

according to the plan which Divine wisdom has revealed, for

effecting the spiritual renovation, ai) forming the religious

and moral character, and regulating the whole conduct of

man.

At Page 313 the Essayist makes the following assertion,

relating to an important portion of Scriptural truth :

" The religious public were very reluctant to resign the verse

1 John, v. 7, but they did so, at last, on the just ground, that

after a philological controversy, conducted with open doors, it

had been decided to be spurious." ^

The verse to which he here refers, is in these words,

—

•• There arc three that bear record in heaven,—the Fathor,

:ti
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the Word, and tho Holy Ghost, and these three Jiie one.''

His assertion, in tho broad terms in which it is made, is not

warranted by the facts on the subject. It is true there have

been some in ancient, as well as modern times, who have

doubted as to the text being genuine, but there always have

been very many, and generally the majority, who have con-

sidered it to be valid. Of course, the Deists, and also the

Rationalists, who were ill-informed as to Scriptural truth,

would reject the text, as not genuine ; but his assertion that

the religious public (meaning all religioua persons) resigned

the verse, as " spurious," is not founded in truth. There

are abundant testimonies to show that the great body of the

truly religious public have ever held it to be genuine. That

eminent Divine, tho liev. Thomas Stackhouse, in his volumi-

nous and excellent work, entitled,
—" A Body of Divinity,"

published in the Eighteenth Century, has written concerning

that verse, as follows, on page 117 of his Book,— *' Though

some have endeavoured to invalidate tho authority of this

passage as not extant in some ancient copies ; and seldom

appealed to by the first defenders of the Catholic Faith,

against the Arians, and Macedonians, yet, the contrary to

this is most evident. Tertullian, St. Cyprian, and Fulgen-

tius, quote it in their writings ; Athanasius made use of it,

in the Council of Nice, against Arius ; and the reason why it

was left out in some_[_ancient copies, Socrates acquaints us

with, in his Ecclesiastical History, when he tells us,
—

* That

the Christian Church had, all along, complained that the

Epistle of St. John had been corrupted by the first adver-

saries of the Doctrine of Christ's Divinity. 'Twas by their

artifice, therefore, that it was omitted ; for several learned

pens, both of our own, and other Churches, have made it

very manifest, that it was originally in the Text, and that

the most anticntest copies always luid it.'
"

At page iioy, of vol. G, oi.' the wurk^ of that luamcd, ab
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well as jiiuus and ciuineiit Divine,—Tlio Kov. Jolin Wesley,

there is a sermon, on tlie text, which, by request, he preuehed

in the city of Cork, in the year 1775. He was well aware of

the objections to the text, and, in the sermon, treated of them

as follows :
—

•' But here arises a question. Is that text genu-

ine 'i Was it originally written by the Apostle, or inserted

in later ages ? Many have doubted of this ; and in particu-

lar, that great light of the Christian Church, lately removed

to the Church above,—IJcngclius, the most pious, the mo:-it

judicious, and the most laborious, of all the modern commen-

tators on the New Testament. For some time he stood in

doubt of its authenticity, because it is wanting in many of

the ancient copies. But his doubts were removed, by three

considerations :—1. That, though it is wanting in many

copies, yet it is found in more, and those copies of the great-

est authority. 2. That it is cited by a whole train of ancient

writers, from the time of St. John, to that of Constantine.

This argument is conclusive ; for they could not have pited

it, had it not then been in the Sacred Canon. 8. That wo

can easily account for its being, after that time, wanting in

many copies, when we remember that Constantino's successor,

was a zealous Arian, who used every means to promote his

bad cause ; to spread x\rianism throughout the empire ; in

particular the erasing this text out of as many copies as fell

into his hands. And ho so far prevailed that the ago in

which he lived, is commonly styled Seculum Arianum, the

Arian age ; there being then only one eminent man who op-

posed him, at the peril of his life. So that it was a proverb,

—" Athanasius contra mundum, Athanasius against the

world." -
-, .

These high testimonies will be amply sufficient, with every

candid Christian, to prove that the text Is a genuine portion

of Sacrod Scripture. '-'

i

m
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The Essayist lius taken but little, and merely ineiduiilal

notice, of tho Evangelical method of religious teaching, dur-

ing the periods of which ho has treated ; and that little, in

rather an unfavourable manimr. A few extracts from the

Essay, relating to this subject, will now be given, and some

brief remarks offered thereon, before closing this review.

At the commencement of his work, in mentioning several

agencies, as contributing to tlio present state of religion, he

assigns the following as one of them :

—

n

in

\'\

1

1

At Page 282. " The jrroat rekindlinij of the relimoiis con-

sciousness of the people, whicn, without the Established Church,
became Methodism ; and within its pale, has obtained the name
of the Evangelical movement. However decayed may be the

Evangelical party, as a party, it cannot be denied that its influ-

ence, both on our religious ideas, and our Church life, has pene-
trated far beyond those i)arty limits."

Page 349. " As the Methodist movement gradually leaven-

ed the mass beneath, zeal came again into credit."

Page 358. " The failure of a prudential system of ethics, as

a restraining force upon society, was perceived, or felt, in the

way of reaction, by the Evangelical and Methodist generation

of teachers, who succeeded the Hanoverian Divines. So far

their perception was just. They went on to infer, that because
the circulation of one system of belief had been inefficacious,

they should try the etiect of inculcating a sett of truths, as

widely remote from the former as possible. Because legal

preaching, as they phrased it, had failed, they would essay gos-

pel preaching. The preaching of justification by works, had
not the power to check wickedness ; therefore, justification by
faith, the doctrine of the Reformation," was the only saving

truth. This is not meant as a complete account of the. origin

of the Evangelical School." *' Their doctrine of conversion by
supernatural influence, must, on no account, be forgotten." * *
* * " They certainly insisted on the heart being touched, and
that the spirit only had the power savingly to affect the heart

;

but they acted as though this were done by an appeal to the

reason ; and scornfully rejected the idea of religious education."

Page 360. " The spirit then came into favour, along with

Independency. But it was still more quickly discovered, that

on such a basis, only discord and disunion could be reared."
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In the extract givon from Pago 858, treating of the Evan-

gelical preachers, he says: "they scornfully rejected the

idea of religious education." It i.s not easy to discover what

ho precisely means by this assertion. If it is to be under-

stood, as signifying, that they did not consider a systematic

course of mere dry theological instruction, as a chief requi-

site, or as absolutely essential, to qualify for the sacred min-

istry—such a course as is generally carried out in the Col-

leges—his remark is just. A course of instruction on theo-

logical subjects, if based and conducted on true Scriptural

doctrines and principles—though not a chief and indispensa-

ble pre-requisite for qualifying for the ministry of the Word
of Life, yet, if in addition, and in subordination to what is,

really, the indispensable qualification for that ministration,

such theological instruction is undoubtedly highly valuable,

and useful. If he intended his remarks to apply to cases of

the latter description, he has unjustly applied it. He cannot

but know, that the Evangelical Clergy, and candidates for

the office, in the English Establishment, did not, at the time

of which he treats, nor do they now, either reject, or disre-

gard, or purposely neglect, to obtain, as a most valuable

help, a religious education (»f the last mentioned description.

To the first kind of theological education, may fully be appli-

ed, his own pointed and significant phraso, in another place,

that it is "a mere frost-work of dogma." All in the

sacred offiice will be the better for being deficient of such

an adjunct or appendage. If he meant his remark to in-

clude the Evangelical Ministers, in the dissenting bodies, it

is also incorrect and unjust. These bodies, while professedly

repudiating, and rejecting, the opinion, that mere theological

training, and instruction, of the first mentioned description,

is 2i first, or most essential pre-requisite for the ministry ; or

can be allowed to dispense with the real pre-requisite—true

spiritual conversion ;
yet, they have always entertained an

14

•<
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earnest desire to obtain for those in their ministry, a religious

education, founded on true Evangelical principles, as a

most important and valuable assistance, in the discharge of

their ministerial duties. This desire they have all along

manifested, and mou especially of late years, by their found-

and supporting Seminaries, and some of these of an extensive

character, for the true religious education of the candidates

for the Ministry, in their respective denominations. At the

present time, it may, even, be thought by some, and not in-

correctly, that in some of the dissenting bodies, more impor-

tance is attached to a preparatory theological course of edu-

cation^^ in such Seminaries, than is requisite, or than it really

deserves. '

His remarks, in the last extract, on Page 360, that " on

the basis of the Spirit, only discord and disunion could be

reared," is contrary to the, truth of Scripture, and may be

charged with impiety. . •

By the term " Spirit," he of course means the Divine

Spirit of wisdom, truth, and love. It is only where the influ-

ence of this spirit exists and rules that true religion is found.

That influence forms and sustains it. All else that may

assume, or pass und«r the name of religion, is, as Scripture

declares, but *' the form of godliness," without the '* power"

of it; and 'from all professors of that description, spiritual,

and real Christians, are commanded to " turn away." That

Divine Spirit, wherever it is possessed in Churches, produces

and preserves a basis of unity, peace, and love, and was not,

as he untruly asserts, in the case he has mentioned ; nor

would it, in any other, form a basis, on which only discord

and disunion could be raised. Where these evils exist in
ft

Churches, as unhappily is at times the case, they arise from

that loving and peaceful spirit not being present, forming and

maintaining a basis of aflfectionate and harmonious union.

{, The following is the closing sentence of this Essay, in the
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course of wliicli, the author lias given forth po many very ex-

ceptionable and improper sentiments and remarks :

—

Page 3G1. " Whoever would take the religious literature of
the present day, as a whole

; and endeavour to make out clear-

ly, on what basis revelation is sujiposed by it to rest,—whether
on Authority; on the Luvard Light; on Reason; on self-evi-

deneing Seripture ; or on the combination of the four ; or some
of them ; and in what proportions, would probably fnid tluit he
had undertaking a perplexing, but not altogether pi-ofitless in-

fjuiry."

The task he has here suggested, would, doubtless, be per-

plexing to any who might undertake it ; and what would

make it more irksome and disheartening is, that the profit, or

advantage from it,—if any,—would be small indeed.

Happily, revelation does not rest on any supposed basis

formed by the religious literature of the present or any other

day. Anti-Scriptural and speculative persons, like the au-

thor, and bis Essaying brethren, and others like them, in

their pride, and their real blindness, as to that revelation,

may conceive notions, and think, tliat })y what they call

" religious literature," the character of that sacred revela-

tion, is to be determined. But by such attempts they only

make their own folly and profanity the more manifest. That

I'evelation has for its source and basis the wisdom and truth,

the goodness and the authority of (>od. No suppositions or

schemes of a religious literature can, at any time, vary, or

alter its basis or- character. The divinely taught, and real

Christian, looks there, and thei^e alone, to find the sure foun-

dation for his faith and hope, and the guide for his daily re-

ligious conduct. When he lacks wisdom, he complies with

the divine invitation, and asks of " the Father of lights, who

giveth to all liberally and upbraideth not ;" and he asks in

faith, and receives accordingly. He believes in the promise,

that every sincere soul shall be taught of the Ijord, and that

" great shall be the peace of his people." He believes, and

i> «i



linils that according to the promises,^ tho Scriptures are able

to make him ** wise unto salvation ;"—that they are " pro-

fitable for doctrine and reproof, for correction, and instruction

in righteousness ;" and to make the " man of God perfect,

throughly furnished unto all good works." Having such a

fountain of wisdom, of grace, and goodness, to which to resort

for his constant enlightenment, and merciful support, and

direction, he goes cheerfully forward, in the path of zealous

obedience, and, while occasionally assisted by truly Evangeli-

cal writings, rejects with disdain and abhorrence, every de-

scription and degree of that profane and corrupting literature,

which, like these " Essays and Reviews," impeaches and

denies the sacred and blessed truths of Divine Bevelation.

r'i
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ANSWER TO No. 7

OF

^* rioo
ESSAYS AND REVIEWS. )> I' 1

The Scvontli and last of those writings, now to be review-

ed and answered, bears the title,
—" On the Interpretation of

Scripture " The Author is Benjamin Jowett, M, A.

On a general view, this Essay, in relation to the inspiration

and absolute and unvarying authority of the Sacred Scrip-

tures, is of about an equally profane character with any of the

previous numbers of these writings. Although, occasionally

mentioning the Scriptures, as a Divine revelation, yet the

Essayist denies tlie inspired character of the Scripture writers,

as to many of the records they have given ; and asserts, con-

cerning a number of instances, that their narratives and state-

ments disagree, and are contrary to fact. He also asserts

that tbere have been several failures of prophecy, and inaccu

racies as to dates of events, and variant and contradictory

accounts of the same events. In some passages of this work,

as will be seen by extracts given, he evidently seems to in-

cline to Socinian sentiments ; in others shows a disbelief of

. the cardinal doctrine of justification by faith ; also of Scrip-

ture miracles ; and asserts a contradiction between Scripture

and natural science, on geological and other subjects. Like

soujc others of these proiHue Esijiuying o[>poncnts of Scriptural
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triitli, Iiu jiro{b.s.sc.s an ailinimtion of the bcniity and cxwlloncy

of the morality of the Clnistian religion; and a desire for its

universal reception and practice ; while with marked incon-

sistency, and impiety, lie daringly impeaches and denies the

accuracy or truth of many of the historical and other facts,

contained in the Divine revelation, on which Cliristianity is

founded. Copious and correct extracts from the Essay, on

all the principal suhjects of wliich it treats, will, in this re-

view, be given in regular order ; and connnents thereon, will

be made, such as will sliow that the Essay is of the false

and profane character, which has already been intimated.

Throughout several of the first pages of his work, the Es-

sayist notices, and censures, a variety of methods, followed

by Churches and indivicbials, of examining and interpreting

Scripture, which in different ages have prevailed ; and which

he considers to have been false and injurious. He, then,

briefly intimates some of his own opinions, as to the rules or

trains of thought which should be observed, in the examina-

tion and interpretation of the Scriptures, so as to obtain their

true meaning His o])jections, and I'cmarks, as to some or

many of the methods he has noticed may be just enough, and

also some of his ideas and suggestions, in this first portion of

his Essay, as to the pro[)er course to be pursued by the stu-

dent of Scripture, may very will pass, without any pointed

objection. No special review, or remark, therefore, need

here be offered, regarding tiiose introductory portions of the

Essay. The chief purposes and objects of this review arc, to

notice, and refute, the erroneous and often profane opinions,

which the Essayist has advanced, regarding the inspiration of

the Scriptural writers, and to show the perfect accuracy of all

those parts of Sacred truth, which he has endeavoured to im-^

peach. And, further, to exhibit some of the Scriptural and

other proofs of the inspired cliaracter of the whole of Divine

liCYclution, and also to intimate the course which that revu-
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contents ; and for avoiding the formation of any false and

fatal sentiments, or principles. According to tliis intimated

course of treating the several subjects, attention will lirst be

directed to the Essayist's objections to the in^ipircd character

of the Bible writers; anJ, next, to some of the })roofs of the

])erfect accuracy, and trutlifulness, of the records tliey have

given, in that Sacred Ilevelation.

At Page 870 he has written as follows :

—

*' For a like reason, the failure of a propliccy Is uevi'i- ad-
mitted, in spite of Scripture, and of hislory

;
(Jit. xxxvi. ;U).

Is. xxiil. Amos vii. 10, 11) the mentiou of a name later than
the supposed age of tlie prophet, is not allowed, as in other
writings, to be taken in cviduncc of the date (Is. xlv. 1)."

]>y citing the texts in the first sentence of the foregoing

extract, the Essayist nuiy be understood to say that the pro-

I)hecle.s they contain have not been fulfilled. Ho has saved

himself the trouble, and the more o})cn disgrace of uiaklng

that untrue assertion in express terms, and endeavouring to

verify it ; but his profane design is sufficiently evident.

That the prophecies so objected to, have been actually fultill-

cd, can be readily shown, from Scriptural testimony. The

text first cited,—Jer. xxxvi. 30, contains the divine declara-

tion of the punishment which should be inflicted on the pre-

sunpptuously wicked King Jehoiakim ; and in '2 Chron.

xxxvi. 6, we read that the punishment was executed in part,

by his being bound in fetters, and carried to Babylon, where,

doubtless, the further ignominious circumstances concerning

him, took place, as divinely foretold. The other part of the

prophecy, that he should have none to '* sit upon the throne

of David," was also fulfilled, for, as we find in 2 Kings xxiv.

his son Jelioiachin, with others of the family, were also car-

ried away to Babylon, as captives, he having ruled in »Iudah

only three niuulhs. and as a more viceroy or governor, and a

If,
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vassal of the King of ]3abylon. This part of the ])rofane

objection of the Essayist is thus shown to be ground letss.

The next prophecy to which he refers, as not having been

fulfilled, in Is. xxiii. relates to the destruction and desolation

of Tyre. This prophecy also, has been literally fulfilled, for

we learn from authentic history that Tyre was first taken by

the King of Babylon, after a most distressing siege of thir

teen years ; and was then brought to desolation, according to

the prophecy ; and though some time after, it partially reviv-

ed, and was rebuilt, though not on the same site, yet many

years after, that later city was taken by Alexander the Great,

and reduced to greater, and far more enduring destruction

and desolation than before- In the Essayist's referciACc to

the texts in Amos chap, vii., as not being fulfilled, he is

chargeable with equal untruth and blame, as in the other in-

stances. There is no prophecy by Amos in v. 10. It con-

tains, together with the succeeding verse, a message by a ly-

ing prophet, containing a false and slanderous charge against

Amos, of declarations against Jeroboam, and Israel, which

he had not uttered. Jeroboam's idolatrous priest, Amaziah,

who sent him that message against Amos, was truly a lying

prophet, for there was not a word of truth in the message.

Amos had not, as he asserted, conspired against the Iving,

—

had not said that Jeroboam should die, by the sword ; and

had not then said, that Israel should be carried away captive,

though he afterwards declared this last judgment, as mention-

ed in V. 17, and which, at a subsequent period, was literally

fulfilled. The Essayist by his reference, in this instance,

has been guilty of the wilful offence of making that false and

slanderous message of an idolatrous priest, appear to be a

prophetical denunciation of a true and faithful prophet of the

Lord ; and having made the false imputation, he says, in

effect, by his reference, that the prophecy was not fulfilled ;

t.huis charging ^".'ripturc with iK'ing untrue. '.1'1)l' lungungo 'if
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the last part of the extract under review, it so obscure, or ifl*

determinate, that it requires no other remark, than to say,

that the prophetical declarations contained in Is. xlv. 1, to

which he has referred were duly and exactly fulfilled.

It may here, once for all, be remarked, not only as to this

Essayist, but as to most, if not all the other authors of these

impious writings, that they evidently appear to have most

diligently, and with the most scrutinizing search, examined

throughout the Scriptures, to discover, if possible, discrepan-

cies or contradictions, failures of prophecy, or other matters

which they might advance to impeach and lessen the inspired

character and authority of those sacred oracles. Such con-

duct is certainly what should not be expected, and is indeed,

more than ordinarily profane and wicked, considering that all

of them profess the Christian religion ; and that several of

them are in the ministry of an Evangelical Church. One
would naturally suppose that such persons would, on the con-

trary, employ their best endeavours by their writings, and

otherwise, to assert and vindicate the truth and accuracy of

every portion of Scripture, against all who might come for

ward, in any manner or degree, as opposers of that sacred

revelation.

At Page 379. Treating of the different opinions enter-

tained concerning the term,

—

inspiration, as applied to the

Scriptures, he says :-—

If (I

4

" Nor for any of the higher, or supernatural views of inspira-

tion, is there any foundation in the Gospels or Epistles. There
is no appearance in their writings, that the Evangelists, or

Apostles, had any inward gift, or were subject to any power,

external to them, different from that of preaching or teaching,

Avhich they daily exercised ; nor do they anywhere lead us to

suppose that they were free from error or infirmity."

The same remarks may be applied here, which was made

iu the comments on one of the previous Essays, that persons

K
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who frarno, antl set forth, mere spofinhitive tlioories, o.'^icoially

if adverse to Scri[)tural truth, ought to have uncommonly

good memories ; or tliey will, in exhibiting the particulars of

their systems, be sure to involve themselves in contradictions,

and inconsistencies. This Essayist has ])alpably done so, on

this subject of the inspiration and perfect truth of the Scrip-

tures. At Page 421) he calls them " sacred writings; " and

in reference to the Now Testament Scriptures says the Savi-

our " made the last perfect revelation of God to man," and

that " as a counsel of perfection to the actual circumstances

of mankind we have the example in the Epistles." And at

Page 475 he says that the lessons of justice and truth, mercy

and peace, of Scripture, are indeed '* not human but divine."

How they could be " sacred writings," containing such truths,

" not human but divine," and the New Testament Scriptures

a " perfect revelation," made by our Lord himself, and the

Epistles a " counsel of perfection," and yet the writers not

free from error in their composition, will require more than

any human ingenuity to reconcile, or bring into harmony.

To such glaring contradictions, may fitly be applied the com-

mon and homely saying of "confusion worse confounded."

In what the Essayist has said concerning the similarity, or

uniformity of the preaching or teaching of the Evangelists or

Apostles, and their writings, there is, also, contained an ad-

mission, though inadvertently, which, from Scriptural testi-

mony, may be used against him. He sa3-s there is no ap-

pearance in their writings, that they had any " inward gift,"

or " external power," in the one case different from that in the

other. Well, let it be so considered, and then see how their

writings will appear, as to inspiration, on the testimony afford-

ed in these "sacred writings," the " perfect revelation " made

by the Divine Saviour himself, the "counsel of perfection."

as he, himself, has described these writings. The Saviour in

his last instructions to his diaciples, just before his death, as

p-ir
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recorded in John xiv. and xvi., promised them the gift of the

Holy Ghost, the Spirit of Truth, who he said,—" dwelleth

with you, and shall be in you ;" and " guide you into all

truth," and " teach you all things, and bring all things to

your remembrance, whatsoever I have said unto you." In

his interview with them, on the day of his resurrection^ " ho

breathed on them, and said unto them,— Receive ye the

Holy Ghost (John xx. 22) ;" and on the day of Pentecost he

bestowed on them, in a plenary, and marvellous manner^

the same gift of the Holy Spirit of Truth (see Acts ii.).

Thus were they divinely qualified for the performance of the

duties of their sacred office ; and ever after, continued both

to speak and to write, under the influence of that same divine

spirit of Truth, who, as their Lord promised, should ** dwell

in them," and " guide them into all truth." In 1 Cor. ii.

the Apostle Paul says, " my speech and my preaching was

not with enticing words of man's wisdom, but in the demon-

stration of the spirit, and of power;" and further,-^" now

we have received, not the spirit of the world, but th« spirit

which is of God ; that we might know the things that ate

freely given to us of God ; which things also we speak not in

the words which man's wisdom teacheth, but which the Holy

Ghost teacheth, comparing spiritual things with spiritual."

Again, in the same Epistle, chap. xiv. 37, he says, what ap-

plies to all his other writings, and to those of the other sacred

penmen also,
—" If any man think himself to be a prophet.

Or spiritual, let him acknowledge, that the things that I write

unto you, are the commandments of the Lord." From all

these sacred testimonies, we see clearly, that the Apostles, at

• all times, both taught and wrote, by the inspiration of the

same divine spirit of Truth, and agreeably to his own saying,

from the same " inward gift and power in the one case as in

the other." Will the Essayist, then, in the face of such

sacred teitimonies, have the bold jwofanity to* SBy that Chere

24
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Wft0 any error in any part of such Inspired teacliing and writ-

ing | He says of the Evangelists and Apostles, and with

reference tto their writings, that '* they do not any where lead

us to suppose that they were free from error or infirmity."

It was not needful for them to make any assertion or intima-

tion of the kind, as to any mode or part of their religious in-

structions. But this question may be put, have they any-

where admitted that there was any error, either in their teach-

ing or wilting ? Nothing of the kind, but directly the re-

yerse, as appears by the inspired testimonies already given.

Page 380. Beferring to the Ciiospels of the Evangelists,

he says:

—

" One supposes the original dwelling place of our Lord's pa-

rents to have been Bethlehem (Matthew ii. 1-22^ ; another,

—

Nazareth (Luke ii. 4). They trace his genealogy different

^ays. One mentions the thieves blaspheming, a-notner has pre-

served to after ages, the record of the penitent thief. They ap-
pear to differ about the day and hour of the Crucifixion. The
narrative of the woman who annointed our Lord's feet with

ointment, is told in all four ; each narrative having more or less

considerable variations."

h^ t

rtfti

It seems rather surprising that any person in a respectable

position, more especially a learned clerical character, would

make an unfounded assertion on any subject, particularly a

Scriptural one, which can be so readily detected and refuted,

as the one contained in the first part of the foregoing extract.

In the passages in Matthew, there referred to, that Evangel-

ist bas not supposed, or said anything to intimate that the

^' original dwelling place" of Joseph and Mary, was Bethle-

hem ; though one, or both of them, may have dwelt there,

before residing in Nazareth. But any such circumstance

would be quite immaterial, as regards the Essayist's assei^

Uons. St. Matthew has said, or supposed, nothing as to

vay original dwelling place of Joseph and Mary. In tbe

first verse of the chapter he merely records ihejact of the
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Saviour boiiig born in Bothleheni, without mentioning anj-

tliing about a dwelling place, or why, or under what oiroum-

Btancos Joseph and Mary were there at the time. In a sub-

sequent part of the chapter, ia the direction from the angel to

Joseph, to leave Egypt, whither he had fled with the child

and his Mother, and to go into Judea ; and in the other

cited verse (22) is the record, that, hearing that the son of

Herod was reigning there, " he was afraid to go thither,"

and " being warned of Ood in a dream, he turned aside inta

the parts of Galilee, and dwelt in Nazareth." In the passage

in Ijuke, to which ho has referred, everything on the subject

is perfectly explained, and reconciled, with what is recorded

in Matthew, as appears by the following words of that paa-

wage,
—

" and Joseph, also, went up from Galilee, out of the

city of Nazareth, into J udea, unto the city of David, which is

called Betlilehem (because he was of the house and lineage

of David)." Thus, wo see that tliere is not the slightest

discrepancy in the two narratives, but the most perfect har-

mony ; the one showing the residence or dwelling-place in'

Nazareth, and the reason of going up to Bethlehem ; and the

other, merely stating the fact of the birth in Bethlehem,

without saying a word about the " original dwelling," being

in one city or the other, or in any other place. Yet, out o£

these perfectly consistent narratives, known to the Essayist,

he has endeavoured to fabricate, and to show, a contradiction

in the respective statements of the Evangelists;—thus im-

peaching the veracity of inspired Scripture testimony on the

subject.

As to his next objection of a difference in tracing the gene-

alogy, it is equally unfounded, and worthless. One Evan-

gelist has traced it down, commencing with Abraham ; and

the other has traced it upwards, to the first man, Adam.

Though variant inform they are not contradictory, but quite

consistent, and that is all which truth can require. If thoy

' i'
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had been iu prcciMcIy the Muniu word^, he, and other opiK)>

oentfl, T70uld, doubtlesH, have made tbo objection, that one

had merely borrowed from the other ; and thus have endea-

voured to weaken the testimony. As to the mention of tho

blasphemy of the two thieves, it is probable enough, tliat in

the first instance, it may have been b^ both, and that the (uie

afterwards, througli a gracioutj influence, became a penitent

;

or the seeming discrepancy to an ordinaiy reader, niiglit bo

perfectly explained and reconciled, in tlie following wny, an

given by a learned and critical Cominentator :
" By a tigiiro

called among Rhetoricians EnaUage, the plural is put fur the

singular. This mode of speaking was common among the

Hebrews. The following arc instances,—Matt. xxvi. S,

*• His deciples "-—one of tijem, viz: Judas; so ch. xxvii.

44, " the thieves also "—i. e., one of them; so ch. xxviii.

17, "some doubted"—i. e., one, Thomas. See, also, Gen.

viii. 4, Judges xii. 7, Nehemiah vi. 7, &c."

Concerning the day and hour of the Crucifiction, ho doc.s

not venture to say that the Evangelists have given any cun-

tradiciory accounts, but merely says, " they appear to differ,"

It can scarcely be presumed that he does not know tliat the

teeming diflferences can be very fairly reconciled ; and that

by several learned writers, all the narratives of the four

Evangelists, on those points, have been so elucidated and ex-

plained, as to be shown to be in quite satisfactory harmony.

A similar answer may be given to his remark, of tho vaiia-

tions in the narratives of the several Evimgelists, concerning

the woman's anointing our Lord's feet. There are, indeed,

as might well be expected, some variations as to particular

circumstances, mentioned, or omitted, but there are no con-

tradicfwns as to facts and that is all, which reason, or truth,

could require in a case of the kind ; such variations in nar-

ratived, and direct contradictions, are very different things.

Had ail the nirratives been in precisely the same words, it
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may justly be concluded, that the Kwf^ayiMt, and othtM of likt

sentinionta, adveise to revelation, would have objected, that

the Evangelists had consulted together, and agreed, that each

Bhould givn his narfiative, ia <??aotly the Hame terms as the

others. In tUu' case, Buch olyuctors would be found ready,

on that ground, to impeach the whole of the Scriptural testi-

njony on the point.

Page as I. » To the (|uc8tion, * What is inspiration V ' The
first answer, therefore, is: That idea of Srripture which we ga-
ther t'roni the knowledge of it. It is no niere a priori notion,
but one, to which th»! book itself is a witnt-ss. It is a fact, which
we infer from the htiidy of IScripture, not of one portion only,
but of the whole.

At Pago 3S2, concerning inspiration, he further says

:

" It is not inconsistent with imperfect, or opposite aspei ts of
the truth, as in the book of Job, or EcciesiHstes, with variations

of fact, in the Gospels; or i»i tiie book of Kings and Chronicles,
with inacuracies of language in the Epistles of 8t. Paul. For
these are all found in bciiptiue."

His attempted definitions of the meaning of the term " in-

spiration," as he has given it, in the first of the foregoing

extracts is somewhat confused, and rather contradictory. He
first says, it is '* that idea of Scripture we gather from the

knowledge of it;" and, next he says, "it is that notion to

which the book is itself a witness." I3y the word " notion
"

it is to be presumed, he means an opinion, or a judgment

formed. As to his first definition, it may be answered, that

the inspiration of the Scriptures, does not, at all depend,

on any knowledge of them, which individuals may gather,

whether it be more or less extensive. If that were

the test, there would be as many various and conflicting

opinions, concerning tbe point, as there are differences

in the qualities and phases of the human mind, and di-

versities of knowledge and judgment on any given hub-

i>
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ject. Such a teat, or method of judging, of the inspiration of

Scripture, is, on that ground, and for other reasons which

might be urged, altogether inconsistent and erroneous.

Scripture revelation has not been designed, or been given,

to be bent or conformed to the notions, or opinions, of any

human being. It would be the wisdom, as it is the duty, of

all, to bring all their faculties and powers into subjection and

conformity to the principles and teachings of that sacred trea-

sury of divine knowledge and truth. In Ijis next attempt at

defining inspiration, he mentions the book, as being itself a

witness. It is iiideed a witnessS, and a full and perfect wit-

ness on tlie point. If, by that expression, he moans to take

plain Scripture testimony, as deei.sive, ev(y>y question and no-

tion, or opinion on tlie subject, can, at ojice, be answered,

and set at rest. This only true and certain mode of ascertain-

ing the truth, as to the inspiration of Scripture, is far easier,

and more satisfactory, than his uncertain and perplexing me-

thod of judging by inferences from the study of Scripture.

The following are only a few of the direct testimonies of

Scripture, to its own inspired character ;

—" The law of the

Lord is perfect, converting tho soul ; the testimony of the

Lord is sure, making wise the simple." Psalms xix. 7.

" Search the Scriptures, for in them ye tliink ye have eternal

life, and they are they which testify of nu?." John v. 30.

*' The things that I write unto you, are the commandments

of the Lord." 1 Cor. xiv. 87. *' The Holy Scriptures are

able to make thee wise unto salvation, through faith which is

in Christ Jesus. All Scripture is given by inspiration of

God, and is profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for correction,

for instruction in righteousness, that the man of God may

be perfect, throughly furnished unto all good works." 2

Tim. iii. 15, 16, 17. *' No ])rophecy of tho Scripture is of

any private interpretation. For the propliccy came not in

old time, by the will of man, but holy men of God, spake aj<
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they were moved by tlie Holy Ghost." 2 Pet. i. 20, 2t.

No expressions which could possibly be employed could mak«
the proof of the inspiration of the Scripture more clear and

decisive, than the language of tlie foregoing testimonies.

Thus, according to the E-isayist's own expression, Scripture

is a " witness" to its own insju'-ation. No higher evidence

can be required, or given, and as it is according to his own

test, surely he ought to hi\ satisfied with it. As to his fur-

ther remarks, concerning different aspects of the truth in the

two books he has named, and variations of fact in other

books mentioned, as lie has not ventured to specify any in-

stances of either kind, the answer, first, may be of the same

general character,—that, as there are great varieties of sub-

jects and truths treated of in Scripture, as a matter of course,

or rather of necessity, tlioy would present different aspects
;

but this would neither imply, or show any contradictions or

inconsistency. Again, it may also be remarked, that varia-

tions as to words, or ijicidental, or other accompanying cir-

cumstances, in the relation of facts or events, are totally dif-

ferent from contradictions, and may all be consistent with

perfect truth, throughout the several narratives given. It is

probable enough that his reference to the book of Kings, and

of Chronicles, alludes to the several narratives in those books,

of the destruction of the Assyrian host, by the angel,^concern-

ing which his brother Essayist,* Dr. Williams, asserted, that

there was a contradiction in those several narratives ; the un-

truth of which assertion has been exposed in the review of

that Doctor's Essay.

At page 386, treating, further, as to the inspiration of

Scripture, he says :

—

" The word, itself, is but of yesterday. * * • * Th*
difficulties that have arisen about it, are only two or three cen-

turies old." ;f V

And he advises an interpreter,—

•

". ^^ - ' h^

'fl

\
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" To leave the more precise definition of the word, to the

progress of knowledge, and the results of the study of Scrip-

ture, instead of entangling himself with a theory about it."

This is very consistent and appropriate advice for au infidel,

or a Doist, to give ; but he may rest assured that no true

Christian, or Jew either, will hearken to it. He need not

fear, or be concerned, about their entangling themselves with

any theory on the point. The former believes according to

the divine testimony already cited, that ** no prophecy of

Scripture is of any private interpretation,'' and "came not

in old time by the will of man, but holy men of God, spako

as they were moved by the Holy Ghost;" and further, that,

'* all Scripture is given by inspiration of God ;" and the

orthodox Jew believes as firmly, in the inspiration of the

whole of the Old Testament Scriptures, for he has the sacred

testimony of those Scriptures on the point. They do not

require, nor will they take, any fluctuating, or delusive

progress of knowledge, or any results whatever, to inform,

or convince them, on the subject. He says ** the word inspir-

ation is but of yesterday." That may be, as to the English

word, itself; but the truth included in, and conveyed by the

word, is as old as the very first portion of the sacred records

;

and by all genuine professors of the true religion, has ever

been so understood, and believed.

Page 383. " Almost all intelligent persons are agreed, that

the earth has existed for myriads of ages. The best informed
are of opinion, that the history of nations, extends back some
thousand of years before the Mosaic chronology."

None of these assertions are of a veritable character. In-

stead of the belief on the points mentioned being by all the

intelligent, and best informed, it is only held by the small

clique of Atheists, Deists, and other infidels, as to Divine re-

velation. Those who believe the reverse of those assertions,

as to the age of the world, are the really intelligent and best-

!
""I
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informed, and form tlie vast majority of all who profess

Christianity, or have any real belief in Scripture truth. But,

as observed in another place, it is a common thing with such

writers as these Essayists to assume that those who hold their

anti-scriptural and profane sentiments, compose the majority.

They assume to be the persons, who alone possess true wis-

dom, on religious subjects. The question of the age of the

world, and regarding the Mosaic cosmogony, have been

largely treated of, and the same objections as advanced here,

answered and refuted, in the review of one of the previou3

Essays ; and, therefore, they need not be specially commented

on here.

Page 387. "The received translations of Phil. ii. 6, (who
being in the form of God, thought it not robbery to be equal
with God) ; or of Rom. xv. 6, (God, even the Father of our
Lord Jesus Christ) ; though erroneous, are not given up, without

a struj^^gle ; the 1 Tim. iii. 16, and 1 John v. 7 the (three |wit-

nesses) ; though the first
—" God manifest in the flesh, ©2" for

02, is not found in the best manuscripts, and the second, in no
Greek manuscript worth speaking of, have not yet disappeared

from the editions of the Greek Testament, commonly in use in

England, and still less from the English translations."

The assertions in the foregoing extract that the three texts

first cited, are erroneous, and have been given up, are alto-

gether untrue. They are not erroneous, nor have they been

given up, but are held as perfectly genuine, in every Evan-

gelical Church. They are only given up as erroneous, by

this writer, and some, or probably all of his Essaying breth-

ren ; and the comparatively few others who hold the same,

or similar infidel sentiments, as to Divine revelation. The

other texts he has cited are also held by all such Churches,

as of the like genuine and sacred character. It is certainly

true, as he asserts, that *' they have not disappeared from

the editions of the Greek Testament," or " from the English

translation." And further, he may rest assured that they

25
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will not so disappear. All this may cause severe disappoint-

ment and vexation to this Essayist, and his brethren in like

infidelity, but they must endeavour to bear their regrets and

sorrows on the subjects, with all requisite patience and forti-

tude. The integrity of the text in John v. 7, has been

shown in the review of the preceeding Essay, in which the

same objection was made, as to its purity. Its vindication,

therefore, need not be repeated here.

Page 390. "Absorbed as St. Paul was, in the person of

Christ, with an intensity of faith and love, of which, in modern
days, and at this distance of time, we can scarcely form a con-

ception ; high as he raised the dignity of his Lord, above all

things in heaven and earth ; lookmg to him as the Creator of

all things, and the head of quick and dead, he does not speak

of him as equal to the Father."

m

Here, and ui the whole context, in which this extract is

found, the Essayist very plainly shows his adherence to a

form of Deism, as regards the Saviour. It seems rather

strange that he should in that context have cited as authority

for his assertion, the text in Phil. ii. 6, for it contains the

very word equals and is one of the strongest Scriptural pas-

sages, to show that equality, to which he objects. It is in

these words,—" Who being in the form of God, thought it

not robbery to be equal with God." That any spiritual na-

ture, especially a divine one, can be equal to another, and

yet its inferior, is a contradiction, and an absurdity, which

no ingenuity or sophistry can reconcile, or explam away.

Moreover, it is the very inspired Apostle he has named, who

has recorded that text, which declares the equality. The

sacred and blessed truth of such equality is also most clearly

declared in John i. 1, 3, and 10, 30 ; and again, by the

same St. Paul, in Eom. ix. 5, and 1 Tim. iii. 16 ; and in

other New Testament passages. It had also been previously

declared in inspired and express terms, in Zech. sill. 7.
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Does the Essayist really believe that there is more than one

true God, contrary to the solemn announcement,— "The
Lord our God is one Lord," and again, " There is one

God" (Deut. vi. 4 ; 1 Tim. ii 5) ? It might not be unfau:Iy

inferred, that such is his opinion, from his language in the

extract. From the context,, however, it may rather be fairly

concluded that he altogether denies our Lord's divinity.

Page 397. " The justice of God, * who rewardeth every man
according to his works ;' and the Christian scheme of redemp-
tion has been staked on two figurative expressions of St. Paul,
to which there is no parallel, in any part of Scripture, (1 Cor.
XV. 22)—' For as in Adam, all die, even so in Christ, shall all

be made alive ;' and the corresponding passage in Rom. v. 12.,

notwithstanding the declaration of the Old Testament, as also

of the New,—' Every soul shall bear its own iniquity ;' and
* neither hath this man sinned, nor his parents.*

"

The Essayist does not tell us {yho they are, that staked

those two cardinal doctrines,—the justice of God, and the

Christian scheme of Redemption,—on what he improperly

calls the figurative texts he has cited.

Although those primary doctrines are contained,]]not ** figu-

ratively," but with sufl&cient plainness, in those texts, yet no

christian, even but tolerably acquainted with scriptural truth,

stakes his belief of those doctrines, merely on those two texts.

He finds those sacred truths of redemption, and justification

through Christ; and the justice of God, in making "every

soul bear its own iniquity;" and finally "rewarding every

man according to his works," in numerous passages of Scrip-

ture, plainly expressed ; and also clearly sees, that they are

all in perfect accordance and harmony. He says of the ex-

pressions in those texts, " there is no parallel in any other

part of Scripture." Either he is very imperfectly informed

in scriptural truth, or else he has knowingly made the incor-

rect assertion. There are many such parallels on those sub-

jects, contained in the Scriptures. The two texts he has cited

11
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are not, indeed, quite parallel, or in very apt correspondence,

for the one in Cor. relates merely to the death and resurrec-

tion of the body ; and the one in Rora. viewed in the context,

relates to both the death of the body, and the fallen and de-

praved state of the soul; through the original transgression.

Page 402. " When maintaining the Athanasian doctrine of

the Trinity, we do not readily recal the verse,—of that hour
knoweth no man, no not the angels of God, neither the Son, but

the Father." (Mark xiii. 32.)

Here, again, may be seen, the Essayist's tendency to

Socinian sentiments. Any apparent difficulty in the passage

of Scripture he has cited, may be sufficiently explained and

removed, by calling to mind the two naturss,

—

divine and

human^—which dwell in the person of the Saviour; and

that the defect of knowldege on the point applied to the

human hature. It may with consistency be thought probable

that the Deity which dwelt in the man Christ Jesus, might

communicate to him less of the knowledge of futurity at one

time than at another. ^

Page 411. " The thoughts of able anc'. highly educated
young men, almost always stray towards the first principles of

things. It is a great injury to them, and tends to raise in their

minds a sort of incurable suspicion, to find that there is one
book, of the fruit of the knowledge of which they are forbidden

freely to taste, that is the Bible. The same spirit renders the

Christian minister powerless in the hands of his opponents.

He can give no true answer to the mechanic or artizan, who has
either discoved by his mother-wit, or who retails at second-hand
the objections of critics, for he is unable to look at things, as

they really are,"

It must be presumed that the highly educated young men,

to whom he has here referred, are resider' m the Uiited

Kingdom and other parts of the British dominions. It is not

true that they are forbidden to taste of the fruit of the know-

ledge contained in the Bible ; and even, if at any time, or by
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any person, so forbidden, they could not bo prevented. All

such persons and all others, within those dominions, can, with

perfect freedom, and at all times, resort to that storehouse of

saered and saving truth, and partake of its varied and satia-

fying fruits. Was the Essayist himself, as one of those

highly educated young men, forbidden or prevented, the ex-

ercise of that blessed and common right, in any of the Schools

or Colleges where he received that education, which he has

employed to such profane and pernicious purposes ? If ho

was so forbidden, and prevented, such Seminaries for evil,

should immediately be put down. But he knows that ho

was not so forbidden, and even if he had, he could not, and

should not have been withheld from drawing forth, and par-

taking of the riches of that treasury of sacred knowledge.

From the whole style of the Essay, it seems highly probable

that he has given his chief time and attention more to the

perusal of such sceptical writings as "The Tracts for the

Times," and others of a speculative and improper character

regarding religion, than to the prayerful search into that Di-

vinely revealed truth, which makes " wise unto salvation."

His next assertion, as to the Christian Minister being

" powerless in the hands of his opponents," and being " un-

able to give a true answer to objections," is equally unfound-

ed in general, if not universally. They must be ignorant in-

deed, of Scriptural truth, if not able to answer any suggested

difficulties of the mechanic or artizan ; and also answer and

refute such profane and shallow objections, and such false-

hoods and fallacies, as this writer and his brethren, have put

forth, in their infidel '* Essays and Reviews."

Page 412. " As the time has come when it is no longer pos-

sible to ignore the results of criticism, it is of importance, that

Christianity should be seen in harmony with them." * * * *

" The Christian religion is in a false position, ivhen all the ten-

dencies of knowledge are opposed to it ; such a position cannot

be long maintained, or can only end in the withdrawal of the

educated classes from the i 'iuences of religion."

-'iM
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If wbat the Essayist has hero called, the results of criti-

cism, are found to be in opposition to the inspired and plainly

revaaled truths of Christianity, the question arises, which is

to yield, and be set aside, as erroneous, and, consequently,

not entitled to belief, and intellectual or practical regard

and influence. From the strain of language he has employed

in this extract, and in the context, as well as from the style

of his remarks in other parts of his work, it is sufficiently evi-

dent, that ho would have revealed Christianity to give way

;

and the critical results of such persons as himself, and his

Essaying brethren, to be established as decisive of the con-

flict, and to be of paramount authority. He would, doubt-

less, adopt the vision or "clear view" of one of those bre-

thren, of the " fluid " and fiery '* spinning ball " of the

earth which commenced its rotatory motion, at some period,

beyond the reach even of conjecture, and which continued its

fiery revolutions longer than guesses, or the possibility of con-

ception can reach ; and his further notions, concerning crea-

tion ; and would consider the whole of this alternately ** clear

view," and misty vision as of a far more rational, consistent,

and truthful character, than the inspired and really consistent

narrative of the creation of the earth, and all beings and

things therein, given in the first chapter of Divine relevation.

These speculative visions, with some geological discoveries of

stratas in the earth, and of bones, and other remains, found

in its depths, are some of those results, which it may be

concluded, he thinks are more valid, and of more reliable

authority than the Scripture records. It may be presum-

ed that he also includes among those, results which do

not seem to harmonize with Christianity, and to which the

latter must yield, those "remains of pottery" from the

mud of the Nile, which Dr. Williams, one of his Essay-

ing brethren, thinks may, together with some pre-historic

remains,—which he does not specify or describe, and pro-
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bably never saw,—form a "tendency to proof* that this

world is really much older than the Scriptural evidences as

to its age. Whatever importance the Essayist may attach

to such desired harmony between Christianity, and such re.

suits of criticism ; and whatever may be his regrets on the

subject, he must make up his mind to the conclusion that no

harmonious agreement between Christianity and any such

speculative and absurd results of false and unscientific criti-

cism will ever take place. Christianity repudiates and de-

spises the thought of any harmony with such speculative and

visionary falsehoods. The few whom he calls the educated

classes, but who, in reality, are not even the half-educated as

to true science and revealed truth, if they will not hearken to

that truth, but hold to their profane and absurd notions, will

surely find that their results of profane criticism will not be

accepted by any genuine Christian, but be despised and re-

jected, by all who have any real veneration and regard for

inspired revelation.

It is not true, as he has insinuated, that all the tendencies

of knowledge are opposed to the Christian religion. Only

such speculative and absurd theories as those which have just

been noticed, and others of similarly false and profane de-

scriptions,—improperly denominated knowledge,—are oppos-

ed to Christianity. This pure religion which has proceeded

from infallible wisdom and truth, cannot, of course, harmon-

ize with any of the impious and delusive inventions, and sys-

tems of error, which spring from human pride and presump-

tion. The two, from their respective qualities, and tenden-

cies, must ever remain in entire discordance ; no ** progress of

ideas" or spirit of an age will bring them together. On the

other hand, all true knowledge of a moral and useful charac-

ter, and all its tendencies, must ever be in similar harmony

with the Christian religion, for they both have their origin

in the game infinite source of perfect wisdom and goodness.

''i
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The really well educated classes, will find that such a happy

accordance exists, while Sciolists in learning, who indulge

in their proud and profane speculations, will remain groping

in the darkness and uncertainty of the impious and absurd

systems they have formed.

Page 413. Treating of a reconcilement of the differences

of religious belief, he says :-

—

" Those who hold to the possibility of such a reconcilement,

or restoration of belief, are anxious to disengage Christianity

from all suspicion of disguise or unfairness. They wish to pre-

serve the historical use of Scripture, as the continuous witness

in all ages, of the higher things in the heart of man ; as the

inspired source of truth, and the way to the better life. They
are willing to take away some of the external supports, because
thev are not needed, and do harm ; also, because they interfere

with the meaning."

This writer, and his Essaying brethren, with others of a

similar character, are chiefly the persons who by their profane

productions, are endeavouring to bring upon Christianity a

suspicion of disguise, or unfairness. This evil work they are

doing, by their denials of the inspiration of Scripture,—of its

prophecies,—its records of miraculous events,—its historical

accuracy ; and on many other of the most important subjects,

and truths, contained in this Divine revelation. He has not

specified the " external supports," to which he has alluded,

but judging from the sentiments, and the style of remark, in

these ** Essays and Reviews," he means, by that expression,

—those sacred verities of Christianity, which have just been

mentioned. Happily, they will not be permitted to succeed

in their presumptuous and impious attempts, for the Lord

omnipotent reigneth, and will bring the counsel, and de-

signs of the wicked, to nought ; and extend and maintain his

own truth in the earth, until it " shall be filled with the know-

ledge of his glory." .
, , ,,.
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Page 414. ** No one can form any notion, from wha wc sec.

around us, of the power which Christianity might Lb /e, if i

were at one with the conscience of man, and not at varian*-'-

with his intellectual convictions."

It is true there is in a largo degree such an opposition l»o-

tween Christianity, and the natural conscience, as is impliod

in his remark. How can it be otherwise, when the one is

pure and invariable truth, and the other is, in general, dark-

ened and perverted, often calling " evil, good, and good,

evil;" judging error to be truth, and truth to be error.

]3y the form of his remark, it would seem that he would have

(Christianity to yield, and be conformed to that naturally dark

and erring faculty. On the contrary, the gracious plan »if

Divine wisdom is to have that power enlightened and saneri-

tied, and brought into harmony with the principles and pre-

cepts of Scriptural Christianity. One would naturally thinly

that every professor of our pure and benign religion, would

judge the latter to be indeed the better way. These sumo

remarks will exactly apply to what he has said regarding iii-

tcUectual convictions.

Page 44;]. " The law is opposed to faith,—good to evil, the

spirit to the flesh, light to darkness, the world to the believer

;

the sheep are set " on his right hand" but " the goats on the

left." The influence of this logical opposition has been great,

and not always without abuse in practice ; for the opposition is

one of ideas only, which is not realized in fact. Experience

nhows us, not that there are two classes of men, animated by

two opposing principles, but an infinite number of classes, «it

individuals, from the lowest depths of misery and sm, to tlif

highest perfection of which human nature is capable ; the best

not wholly good, the worst not entirely evil."

It is undoubtedly true that there are among civilized men,

the numerous difTerences he has mentioned, with reference to

moral principles and conduct ; and it is well for civil society

that such is the case. But these diflferences are quite forei2;ri

from the radical, and ever during distinctions, which exist

26
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between those who, through grace, have become possessed of

Christian principles, and act from their influence ; and those

in whom those principles have not been formed ; and who,

therefore, are not actuated by them in practical conduct.

Many of these last are, doubtless, persons of honesty and

uprightness ; and of peaceable and even courteous demean-

our, in the ordinary relations and affairs of life ; but yet arc

entirely devoid of genuine piety, and evangelical righteous-

ness of heart and life. According to the true Scriptui'al

standard, therefore, there are only, in reality, two classes of

character as regards spiritual or vital religion. Whatever

similarities or differences may appear among men, as to the

externals of moral conduct, there are only, as to true godli-

ness, while in this life, those two classes scripturally recog-

nized and described, and at the bar of judgment, in the eter-

nal world, only the same two classes will appear and receive,

respectively, their final retribution of reward and punishment,

as our Lord has plainly declared ia the words which, strango

to say, the Essayist himself has cited.

Page 449. " There are many quotations from the Psalms,

and the Prophets, in the Epistles, in which the meaning is

(quickened or spiritualized ; bnt hardly any,—probably none,

—

which is based on the original sense, or context. That is not so

singular a phenomenon, as may, at first sight, be imagined.

It may appear strange to us, that Scripture should be interpret-

ed in Scripture, in a manner not altogether in agreement with

modern criticism ; but would it not be more strange, that it

should be interpreted, otherwise than in agreement with the

ideas of the age, or country in which it was written. The ob-

servation that there is such an agreement, leads to two conclus-

ions, which have a bearing on our present subject ; first, it is a
reason, for not insisting on the application, which the New Tes-

tament makes of passages in the Old, as their original meaning

;

secondly, it gives authority and precedent for the use oi[ similar

applications, in our own day."
,. ,, ,, v , , . .

,

,

The truth, as to the quotatiwis in the Epistles, from the

Psalms and Prophets, is decidedly the reverse of what the
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Ksaaylst has above stated. Nearly, if not tbe whole of such

4Uotutions, are manifestly ** based on the original sense, or

context; " or in other words, has no reference or application

to the circumstances, or events of the time, in which the

matter of such quotations were first declared. They had a

meaning, and application, which exclusively, and expressly,

referred to the future, under the gospel dispensation ; and

were accordingly cited by the New Testament writers, as

being then fulfilled, or receiving their accomplishment. They

were originally, inspired prophetical announcements, of the

future events they predicted > and as such, were referred to

by those sacred writers, and not in the way of mere accomo-

dation ; and in every instance they were given by such writers

in nearly the same words, in which they were first recorded

by those inspired prophets. This construction by the Essay-

ist as to mere spiritualizing and accommodation, would seem

to be given, for tbe purpose of avoiding, or suppressing, their

plainly predictive meaning and application; and in aid of

that denial of the prophetical character of any part of Scrip-

ture, which is so frequently advanced, and insisted on, in

these infidel ** Essays and Reviews.'* That such quotations

Were entirely of a prophetical meaning and character, and

were to receive their fulfilment under the gospel dispensation,

and were mentioned as snch, by the New Testament writers,

the following, from among many other passages of Scripture,

will most conclusively show ;—** In the place where it was

said unto them, ye are not my people, there it shall be said

unto them, ye are the sons of the livi^ng Gt)d/' Hoa. i. 10.

•' As he saith also in Osee,—*in the place where it was said

unto them ye are not my people, there shall they be called

the children of the living God.'" Rom. ix. 25, 26.—"Be-

hold, I lay in Zion, for a foundation, a stone, a tried stone,

a precious corner stone, a sure foundation." Is. xxiii. 16.

—

*' As it is written, behold I lay in Zion a stumbling stone,
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and rock of offence." Rom. ix. 33.—"How beautiful upon

the mountains are the feet of him that bringeth good tidings,

that publisheth peace, that bringeth good tidings of good."

Is. Hi. 7.—" As it is written, * How beautiful are the feet of

tliem, that preach the gospel of peace, and bring glad tidings

of good things.' " Rom. x. 15. Also see Is. liii. and Rom.

X. 16.—" I will move them to jealousy with those which are

not a people, I will provoke them to anger, with a foolish

nation." Deut. xxxii. 21.—"First, Moses saith, 'I will

provoke you to jealousy, by them that are no people, and by

a foolish nation I will anger thee.' But Esaias is very bold,

and saith,
—

* I was found of them that sought me not.'

"

Rom. X. 19, 20.—" And in thee shall all families of the

earth be blessed." Gen. xii. 3,—also Gen. xxii. ' 18.

—

** Preached before the Gospel, unto Abraham, saying,
—

* In

thee shall all the nations of the earth be blessed.' " Gal. iii. 8.

*' Thou art a priest forever, after the order of Melchizedek."

Ps. X. 14.—" As he saith also in another place,
—

* Thou art

a priest forever, after the order of Melchizedek.' " Heb.v. 6.

In none of these passages is there a mere quick&ning and

spiritualizing accomodation ^ as the Essayist has improperly

asserted ; but express citations, by the New Testament writ-

ers, as to fulfilment, under the Gospel dispensation. V.*)-7

Page 457. " The portion of Scripture which, more than any
other, is immediately and universally applicable to our own
times, is, doubtless, that which is contained in the words of
Christ himself."

It would have been well, if the general strain of the Essay,

as to Scripture testimony and authority, had been in consis-

tency, and accordance, with the sentiments contained in this

extract. Where, it may be asked, are ** the words of Christ

hirrself" to be found? They are contained only in those

Evangelical books,—the inspiration and infallible authority of

which he has, in so many instances, impeached and denied.
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But all other portions of Scriptui-e are of the same validity

with the others, for they have all been recorded by the spirit

of Christ—the spirit of wisdom, truth, and purity.

Page 463. "gThe time will come, when educated men will be
no more able to believe that the words, * out of Egypt have I

called my son,' (Matt. ii. 15, Ho8.xi. 11,) were intended by the
Prophet to refer to the return of Joseph and Mary from Egypt,
than they are now able to believe the Roman Catholic explana-
nation of Gen. iii. 15—* Ipsa conteret caput tuum.' They will no
more think, that the fii st chapters of Genesis relate the same tale,

which geology and ethnology unfold, than they now think that

the meaning of Joshua, x. 12, 13, to be in accordance with Ga-
lileo's discovery."

Infidels as to Divine revelation, whether educated or un-

educated, will, of course, disbelieve that the prophetical say-

ing in the cited text in Hosea had any reference to the event

recorded in Matt. ii. 15, but all true Christians, in both of

those classes, will continue fully to believe in that reference,

because of the express testimony in the latter text, that those

words in Hosea were then fulfilled. It is true they had a

primary and partial reference to the calling of Israel out of

Egypt, under Moses, but they were prophetical also ; and

received their complete fulfilment, in the return of the holy

family from that land, recorded in the text in Matthew. The

first call and deliverance may well be considered, as a type

of the latter event. There are other instances of a similar

prophetical and typical character, recorded in Scripture.

As regards the first chapters in Genesis, which give the

inspired account of creation, which the Essayist so improperly,

if not profanely, calls a tale, the same educated infidels will,

of course, hold to their own tale, which they have fabricated

from their false inferences from geology, and ethnology ; but

all really well educated, as well as other Christians, will, as

in the other case just mentioned, continue to believe in that

inspired account, the profane prophecy of the Essayist to the
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contrary notwithstanding. That subject was fully treated of

in the review of a previous Essay on the " Mosaio Cosmo-

gony," and, therefore, need not be elaborated here.

The reference of the Essayist to the texts in Joshua, is, in

effect, but a reiteration of the same objection which Deists,

and other enemies of Divine revelation, have advanced, as to

the truth and accuracy of the miraculous event, recorded in

those texts. In so doing, they have manifested, not only

their infidelity, as to that sacred revelation, but their defect

of real science, on the subject involved in that event. Some

of the following facts of astronomical science and the corres-

ponding considerations and remarks, may help to such a view

and knowledge of the subject as will show to any Christian

and unprejudiced mind that the request of Joshua on the oc^

casion, and all the circumstances connected with that miracu-

lous event, were in accordance with true astronomical science,

as now understood and believed. The sun is the centre of

what is called the solar system, and around that splendid

orb the earth, and all other planets, whether primary or se^

condary, move in certain periodical times, according to the

quantity of the matter, and their distances from that centre.

The Sun has no revolution round any orbit, but revolves

round his own axis, and round the common centre of gravity,

in the planetary system, which centre of gravity is included

within his own surface. The earth annually revolves around

the sun, and diurnally round its own axis. This latter re-,

volution constitutes our day and night, as the former does

our year. This diurnal revolution of the earth, or revolving

round its own axis, in a direction from west to east, occasions

what is commonly called the rising and setting of the Sun,

which appearance is occasioned, not by any motion in the Sun

himself, but by this motion ot the earth. The influence of

the Sun upon the earth, is the cau^e, both of the annual and

diurnal motion of the ea^th, While that influence continues
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to act upon it, according to the law which God originally im-

pressed, on both the earth and the Sun, the annud and dt^

urnal motions of the earth, must contmue. But he is such

an infinitely Free Being, that He can, when His unerring

wisdom sees good, alter, suspend, or even annihilate all se«

condary causes and their effects. The terms in the text, em-

ployed to describe this miracle, are not, when rightly under-

stood, contrary to the well-established notions of the true sys-

tem of the universe, and do not favour any hypothesis that

places the earth in the centre of the solar system. Joshua's

address, in the original, will make the two following Hemis-

tichs

:

Shemesh hegihon dom
Vei/areach beemek Aiyalon,

Sun ! upon Gibeon he dumb

:

And the Moon on the vale of Ajalon.

The effect of this command is related verse 13, in the fol-

lowing words :

—

Vaiyiddom /ifl«AsHEME8H, veYAREAcn, amad. And the

Sun wc dumb, or silent, and the Moon stood stiU. And

in the latter clause of this verse, it is added :
*' And the Sun

stood still in the midst of heaven, and halted not to go

down about a whole day.^*

It seems every way most reasonable and probable that it

was not at, or about mid-day, but just as the Sun was setting,

and daylight about to fail, that Joshua requested this miracle

to be performed, so that he might have time enough to com-

plete the destruction of his enemies, who were now complete-

ly routed. The words in verso 13,
—

*' in the midst of hea-

ven," have been understood by some eminently learned men

to refer to the horizon, which is the apparent divis 'on of the

heavens, into the upper and lower hemisphere, and accord-

ingly, they have translated the whole passage thug :—And
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the Sun stood sHU in the (upper) hemisphere of heaven
i

and hasted not to go down when the day was complete

;

that is, though the day was then complete, the Sun being on

the horizon,—the time that to the eye constituted the mid

heaven, yet it hasted not to go down,—was miraculously sus-

tained in its almost setting position ; and this seems still

more evident from the Moon appearing at that time, which it

is not reasonable to suppose could be visible in the glare of

light occasioned by a noon-day Sun. The influence of the

Sun has been already mentioned, as causing the diurnal and

annual revolutions of the earth. The original word in the

text, refers to the withholding or restraining this influence,

BO that the cessation of the earth's motion might immediately

take place. The desire of Joshua was, that the Sun might

not sink below the horizon, but as it appeared now to be

over Gibeon, and the Moon to be over the valley of Ajalou,

he prayed that they might continue in these positions, and

thus the day be miraculously lengthened out, until the battle

was ended.

Whether Joshua had a correct philosophical notion of the

true system of the universe, is a subject that need not come

into enquiry ; but whether he spoke with strict propriety on

this occasion, is a matter of importance, because he must be

considered as acting under the divine influence, in requesting

the performance of such a stupendous miracle. No man in

his right mind would have thought of offering such a petition

had he not felt himself under some divine afflatus. Leaving

therefore his philosophic knowledge out of the question, ho

certainly spoke as if he had known that the solar influence

was the cause of the earth's rotation, and therefore, with the

strictest philosophic propriety, he requested that that influence

might be for a time restrained, that the diurnal motion of

the earth might be arrested, through which alone the Sun

could be kept above the horizon, and the day be prolonged.
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Had he said, Earth stand thou still, tLe cessation of wlioso

diurnal motion was the efcct of the Sun's influence it could

not have obeyed him ; as it is not even the secondary cause,

either of its annual motion around the Sun, or its diurnal

motion round its own axis. Instead of doing so, he speaks

to the Sun, the cause (under God) of all these motions, as

his great Archetype did, when in the storm on the lake of

Tiberias, he rebuked the wind first, and then said to tho

tvaves, Peace ! be still I according to the original words—Be
silent ! Be dumb ! Mark iv. 39 ; and the effect of this com-

mand was a cessation of the agitation in the sea, because tho

wind ceased to command it, that is, to exert its influence

upon the waters. Joshua does not say to the Sun, stand

still, as if he had conceived him to be running his race

round the earth ; but. Be silent, or inactive, that is, Re-

strain thy influence, no longer act upon tLe earth to cause

it to revolve round its axis ; a mode of speech which is cer-

tainly consistent with the strictest astronomical knowledge.

A widely diflferent word is used in declaring the effect which

the retention of the solar influence had upon the Moon ; iu

the j^rs^ case, the Sun was silent, or inactive,—dom ; in the

latter, the Moon stood still,—amad. The standing still of

the Moon, or its continuance above the horizon, would be the

natural eflfect of the cessation of the solar influence, which

obliojed the earth to discontinue her diurnal rotation, whicli

of course would arrest the Moon ; and thus, both it and t\w

Sun were kept above the horizon, probably for the space of «

whole day. As to the address to the Moon, it is not con-

cerVed in the same terms as that to the Sun, and for tho

most obvious philosophical reason ; all that is said is simply,

—a?id the moon on the vale of Ajalon, which may be thua

understood :
" Let the Sun restrain his influence, or be in-

active, as he appears now upon Gibeon, that the Moon may

continue as she appears now over the vale of Ajalon." It is

i

4
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Wortty of remark, that etery word in tbis address is selected

apparently with the greatest caution and precision. It is vain

for any to say **such a cessation of motion in one planet could

not take place without disordering the motions of all the

rest." Those who make such an assertion, neither know

the Scripture, nor the power of God, therefore they do

greatly err. That the day was preternaturally lengthened is

a Scripture fact. That it was so by a miracle, is asserted,

and whether that miracle was wrought as above stated, is a

matter of little consequence ; the thing is a Scripture fact,

whether we know the Modus operandi or not.

This Reviewer considers it only just and proper, to say

that the foregoing illustrative description, concerning the per-

formance of the miracle, is in substance, and for the most

part verbally that which is given, aa comments on those texts,

by that very learned and critical Divine—Dr. Adam Clarke,

in his •* Commentary on the Holy Scriptures."

Page 473. Treating of the religious instructions of Mis-

sionaries, among Oriental nations, holding idolatrous and

other false systems of religion, he says:

—

" It is not the book of Scripture wkich we should give them,
to be reverenced like the Vedas, or the Koran, and consecrated

in its words and letters ; but the truth of the Book,—the mind
of Christ and his apostles, in which all lesser details and differ^-

ences should be lost and absorbed."

In this extract, as in a previous one reviewed, the extremi;

inconsistency of the Essayist is strikingly manifest. He ex-

tols the truth of the book, as exhibited by Christ and \n^

Apostles, and yet, he has throughout his work, been profane*

ly endeavouring to show, that the Book is not of an inspired |

character ; but that its records are the productions of men not l

free from error, and contain contradictory statements, as to

facts and occurrences,—pretended prophecies,—and narra-

tives, and other particulars, not founded in truth. If these
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liis representations concerning the Book, were indeed truc>

with what consistency, or propriety, could its truth be spoken

of, and extolled. If that were its false and erroneous char-

acter, no sure dependance could be placed on any of its nar-

ratives, assertions, or teachings. Its apparently most exalted

and beautiful exhibitions and examples of devout piety, and

sublime religious and moral excellence, would be but an

imaginative description, a fanciful picture, not intended or

fitted to be sought after, or to be realized in any human ex-

perience. His remark as to a reverence for the Book,

apart from the truth it contains, is altogether absurd. Sure-

ly he cannot entertain the wild supposition that any Chris-

tian Missionary^ or other intelligent person, in giving the

Scriptures to the heathen, or any others, would present the

paper and other merely external materials of the Book, as

objects of adoration, or would have any other idea or thought

than that of bringing to their notice, and for their examina-

tion, the truths contained in its inspired records. Even the

believers and votaries of the Vedas and the Koran, revorenco

those writings, because of the sacred truths which they be-

lieve them to contain ; and not because of any religious ex-

cellence, which they suppose resides in the mere "» isible ma-

terials of which the books are composed.

At Page 480, referring, no doubt to himself, he closes his

Essay with these words :

—

" He may depart hence before his natural term, worn out

with intellectual toil, regarded with suspicion by many of his

cotemporaries, yet not without a sure hope that the love ot

truth, which men of saintly lives often seem to slight, is never-

theless, accepted before God."

It would have been infinitely better for the Essayist to

have expended in almost any other employment, that portion

of his intellectual toil, which he has applied in composing this

work of opposition to the truth and authority of Divine reve-
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lation. It may be hoped that he will yet he brought to

think, and act, with an hiiplicit and reverential faith in thi;

whole of that revelation ; and if he should be prematurely

wora put with intellectual toil, it will be well, if it has been

in defending the inspiration and accuracy of that revelation

lie has here been opposing. He may thus, in a measure, be

instrumental in removing a portion of the evil he has now

been doing.

The men of saintly lives, to whom he has alluded, are those

and only those who sincerely desire and seek and love the

truth ; and who find it, not in forming and indulging in anti-

Scriptural and presumptuous speculations and merely human

theories, bi^t in receiving '* with meekness " the whole of

" the engrafted word " as inspired truth. In thus receivinii;

and faithfully obeying it, they realize that it is, indeed,

"able" to make them *' wise unto salvation," and as "a
light to their path," the support and repose of their minds,

the anchor of their hope, and the joy of their hearts^. ,
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